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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The Problem

Lawrence Kubie writes that:

The great oUltural processes of human society,
including art and literature, science, education
in general, the humanities and religion, hsve
three essential missions-- namely: to enable
human nature itself to change; to enable each
generation to transmit to the next whatever
wisdom it has gained about living; to free
the enormous untapped creative potential which
is latent in varying degrees in the precon-
scious processes of everyone?*

Schools and educators have traditionally done well with the

second of these missions. And it seems plausible that current

work on the materials of education and the organisation of know-

ledge for educational purposes will usher in a period of parti-

cularly successful transmission of knowledge.

The other two missions have fared less well. It is to one

of these--the freeing of creative potential--that this study is

addressed. A major premise here is that the elementary school

holds a position in our society which is strategically crucial for

this mission. It has done as much as any other institution to

shackle the creative impulse of the young mind. At the same time,

galallilliNIMP1011411111Mer

hawrence S. Kubie, Neurotic Distortion of the Creative Prom's
(New York: Noonday Press, 1 , p. 113.
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partially because so many children spend so much of their time

in school and partially because there are moderately effective

channels of communication between scholars and elementary school

systems, it Teems possible that the school could achieve a dif-

ferent role--that of a mediational vehicle between the child's

creative impulse and the repressive nature of other institutions

in the child's experience.

This conception of the role of the school is at least as old

as Rousseau's EMile. And substantial efforts to translate it into

practice have been made, for example, under the rubric of permissive

education. Such efforts have demonstrated that the granting of

freedom to create is an elusive and complex task. Mere passive

granting is not enough.

A necessary step, it would seem, in the effort to recast the

school in the mediational role, is the search for an adequate

theory of the creative process and the forces which oppose it. Such

a theory would have to be capable of generating analytic propositions

whidh relate specific classroom variables to the development and

protection of the creative process. If the intent is eventually

to effect school practices, the propositions mould need to be

applicatIe to the instructional context that dominates classroom

activity; the school will not abandon its other missions. And to

be adequate the theory would need to generate a praxeology which

can be understood and applied, if not by the average school person

in the present, then at least by the talented school person in the

foreseeable future.
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The purpose of the present study is to initiate inquiry into

the adequacy for the foregoing purposes of a model of the creative

process based on the theoretical work of Lawrence Kubie.2 The

general plan is to compare the effects upon a sample of first-grade

children of two approaches to teaching children's literature. The

first approach, which constitutes the experimental treatment, is

based upon the development, through the course of a training proram,

of teaching patterns inferred from the model and guided by the domi-

nant intent to protect preconscious thought processes. The second

approach, which constitutes the comparison treatment, is based upon

the development, through the course of a trsining program, of

teaching patterns inferred from a model of the structure of

literature itself and guided by the dominant intent to communicate

insight into children's literature.

The study attempts to examine the general hypothesis that

pupils exposed to the experimental treatment will perform better

on measures of creative thinking ability than will pupils exposed

to the comparison treatment. Specifically, the following five

hypotheses were tested:

(1) pupils exposed to the experimental treatment
will perform better on measures of fluency
than mill pupils exposed to the comparison
treatment;

(2) pupils exposed to the experimental treatment
will perform better on measures of flexibility
than will pupils exposed to the comparison
treatment;

2
The model is based specifically on the theory of the creative

process presented in Kubie, pm). cit.
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(3) pupils exposed to the experimental treatment
will perform better on measures of original-
ity than will pupils exposed to the compari-
son treatment;

(4) pupils exposed to the experimental treatment
will perform better on a measure of recall
than will pupils exposed to the comparison
treatment; and

(5) pupils exposed to the experimental treacment
will perform better on a Leasure of analogy-
making than will pupils exposed to the com-
parison treatment.

1122022aglitIP-1

Human mental activity is construed as occurring in three

simultaneously operant symbol- making systems; the Unconscious

system (UCS), the Preconscious system (PCS), and the conscious

system (C:).3 Thinking itself is a function of the PCS. The

manifestations of thinking which shall here be called creative

thinking are a joint function of PCS and CS processes. The UCS,

as well as certain abusive applications of CS processes, tend to

effect creative thinking adversely. In describing these systems

and the relations among them, only those dimensions which bear

directly upon this study shall be considered, leaving aside the many

complex issues which would need to be dealt with in a psychiatrically-

oriented paper.

1=11.

3Thie model is drawn principally from Lawrence S. Kubie,
Neurotic Distortion of the Creative Process :likmr7Ork: Noonday

No pretense is made to having done justice to Kubie's work.
Inadequacies of the model are the author's respons4bility.
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1X212BEIWASIA23 (PCS)

The content and processes of the preconscious system are not

in awareness, but available to awareness. At the simplest level,

Dr. Jones' telephone number is an example. One is not aware of.

the number most of the time. But one can become aware of it at

will. Just a bit more comp/ex is the way in which one knows that

8 x 7 56. This is more complex by virtue of the fact that it is

a datum located within a data system. Still, for people who have

used this datum many times it is a matter of bringing a known fact

into cwareness rather than a matter of calculation.

If one accepts these situations as evidence that the mind

holds information in a way that is neither unconscious because it

is not beyond retrieval nor conscious because it i9 not in awareness

except when summoned, then one can begin to explore the more complex

implications of the notion of a preconscious system.

Haw, for example, does one make the hundreds of decisions in-

volved in a simple conversation with a colleague? Our experience

of it is that "the words just flaw." Yet the flow of words satisfies

an enormously complex set of requirements: that they by syntactically

coherent; that they constitute a response to what was just heard;

frequently that they reflect an instantaneous arrangement of kno*-

ledge which does not at the time enter consciousness; that they

reflect the relationship one has with the colleague; that they re-

flect the conditions of the conversation - -is it over coffee, or at

a research staff meeting, or on a panel in front of a nationwide T.

audience? It is inconceivable that during the process we call the
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flow of spelch one consciously entertains all the data relevant

to making each of these decisions with respect to each of the words,

grammatical units, complete ideas, pauses, emphases, etc. which

nevertheless manage incessantly to flow from our mouths more or less

in conformity to the requirements of the moment. This instance, then,

testifies to a more complex aspect of the preconscious system. It

is a system for decision-making, for information sorting and arrang-

ing, for prediction of effect, for integrating new perceptions with

stored information and producing relevant new combinations of

information. And it is a oyetem Isihich works involuntarily and with

incredible speed.

One could go on to analyze instances of problem- solving, invent-

ing, scientific discovery, or artistic creation. There :Ls sufficient

evidence in the first-hand testimony of many highly creative persons

to suggest that with relatively rare exception which we shall dis-

cuss below under Conscious processes, thought goes on without aware-

ness and with speed comparable to that of the fastest computers.'

On the basis of such observations, the model employed in this

study assigns all thinking properly so-called to the PCS. And

furtaer, the model asserts that the PCS is in constant process re-

gardless of whether or not one has any knowledge that he is thinking

k
or is paying attention to any particular problem. The consequence

of this constant process is that there is a stream of ideas continu-

ously flowing by the threshold of consciousness. The specific laws

4An interesting collection of statements by outstanding
individuals about their own creative processes may be found in
Brewster Ghiselin, ed., .'he Creative Process (New York: Mentor
Books, 1955).
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which govern Preconscious operations are not known. It seems

plausible that principles of learning strategy, problem-- solving,

concept-achievement, etc. may be construed as metaphorical expres-

sions of these laws. A more fruitful approach to preconscious law

fatless might involve a heuristics analysis. Such an analysis

would posit dominant sets of abstractions whose structures serve

as heuristic guidelines to the continuous preconscious processing

of data. These heuristics, and the processes they guide, are pro-

bably metaphorical or analogical in nature, as compared to the

formally logical, digital processes of consciousness.

It may be that one or another heuristic set becomes dominant

in response either to external stimuli or to a conscious volitional

act. This conception of the heuristics of preconscious thourht

would give meaning to such pedagogical conceptions, for example,

as teaching someone to "think historically," to "think biologically"

or to "think poetically." FUrther, one might explore the feasibility

of accounting for specific intellectual strengths and weaknesses

in terms of the availability or unavailability of appropriate heu-

ristic sets.

These ideas will require exploration. For the present, however,

the following propositions are important: capacity for thought is a

fUnction of the freedom of preconscious processes; these processes

are probably analogical in nature and are probably guided by heu-

ristic principles; the PCS provides an incessant bombardment of thought

upon the threshold of consciousness.
Alt



ConcioulAylInm (CS)

The chief function of the conscious system is to sample

from the incessant preconscious bombardment for the purposes of

validating and communicating its products. Thus understood, the

CS appears to be a mediational vehicle for bringing selected por-

tions of one's private world into the public domain. The PCS has

its own systems for validation. But these systems are only par-

tially in correspondence with public criteria of validity. It

is through the comparatively slow and cumbersome process of con-

sciously subjecting data and ideas to scrutiny in terms of the

formal syntax of public knowledge that one achieves publicly under-

standable and scientifically valid assertion.5 Thus, for example,

Ukuleles vision of snakes was a preconsciously valid assertion of

the structure of the benzine ring.6 For the purposes both of communi-

cating this assertion and of testing for public consumption the

validity of the assertion, it was necessary for him to translate

it into the symbolic terms of organic chemistry and to derive the

assertion, thus translated, according to the syntax of organic

chemistry.

The demands upon the CS for communication and validation differ

in different spheres of activity. The sciences, it would seem, make

111~111110111.1.11MIW

5JOseph J. Schwab, "Problems, Topics, and Issues," in Phi Delta
Kappa, Education and the Structure"of Knowledge (Chicago: Rand
McNally, 1964). See especially pp. 28-35.

6Kubie, cit., p. 83.
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more rigorous demands upon consciousness than do the arts. Still

it is important to recognise that in both cases the total process

culminating in public expression begins with some form of pre-

conscious manipulatior, of data and ends with some form of conscious

mediational activity.

Tbinkingjed Creativity

Thinking, according to our model, is a preconscious process

by which the mind manipulates all modes of data at extremely high

speed, resulting in a continuous producticA of references, indexes,

insights, combinations, and ideas of all sorts in many media. This

process in its totality is equated in the model with the creative

proce...J. Conscious processes involve neither thinking nor creating,

but rather sampling from the incessant creative activity of the

PCS for purposes of communication and validation. Manifestations

of the creative process with which this study shall deal are a

function of the combined freedom of thinking and sampling. Theoreti-

cally such manifestations should include a vast set of behaviors,

like the ability to identify one's emotions, the ability to solve

both mechanical and human problems, and the ability to discover rela-

tions:hips within a field of data, as well as those artistic behaviors

more commonly associated with creativity.

Factors Inhibiting Thinkinagm

The UCS.--The UCS differs from the PCS in that its materials

are not accessible to consciousness, except in extraordlnary cir-

curmstances which it is the stock in trade of the psychoanalyst to
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provide. The data of the UCS are subjective experiences which it

is intolerable for the organism to entertain in consciousness. The

circumstances which cause a given experience to be intolerable to

the organism are not known with any precision. A great portion of

the literature has focused upon single "traumatic experiences as

the source of repression into the unconscious« Other writers, in-

cluding Kubie, focus their attention upon continuing day-to-day

experiences of the child which threaten his grasp of the world and

his delicate psychic organisation. So conceived, repression emerges

as an ubiquitous condition of psychic survival in a social world.

Thus, for example, in order to maintain the esteem of his parents

a child may need to conceal his feelings of rage towards a sibling.

And, to the extent that children's self-esteem is likely in part to

be based upon criteria learned from parents, in order to maintain his

self- esteem a child may have to conceal from himself the same feelings

of rage, Repression may be thought of is this process of concealment

from one's self. While this description of repression is not pachia-

trically adequate, it suffices here to call attention to its general

characteristic. It hides from view that which it is intolerable to

SOO.

Repressed material, however, does not stay neatly in its un-

conscious place. For the UCS operates in a paradoxical manner.

It simultaneously expresses and disguises its contents. Its thrust

for expression is Ott Deices it visible at all. Its thrust for dis-

guise keeps repressed and out of recognition the actualities which

are consigned to it. The combination of these two contrary dynamic

tendencies of the UCS combine into the characteristic consequence of
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unconscious processes 'with which we are here concerned. For any

given individual the thematic assertions of the unconscious are

practically invariant, though they may undergo a variety of in-

genious symbolic transfornatione which keep its actual. content

disguised. Thus the chief characteristic of the UCS is repeti-

tiveness. Without our awareness the repetitive product of the

unconscious radically affects preconscious thought. The symbolic

expressions of unconscious rage, dismay, fear, etc. weave them-

selves into the fabric of preconscious processes, thus exerting

a distorting and stereotyping influence upon the creative process.

This is the essence of what Kubie calls the neurotic process.

It is a ubiquitous fact of mankind. It may exist with or apart

from more specific symptoms of mental disease. The part it plays

in the total mentation of a given individual may be more or less,

depending in part on the nature and sheer bulk of repressed material

and in part upon a large number of other factors which fall outside

the domain of this study. Of importance here are the propositions

that the neurotic process tends to distort and inhibit the creative

process, and that minimising repression, in combination with other

contingencies, tends to free the creative process.

Ab_,s of the Conscious System

One might speculate that at birth the infant's experience is

primarily preconscious, and that the CS and the UCS evolve out of

the infantile preconscious state. It this proposition were held as

a premise, one would have to predict the ultimate discovery of some

number of patterns of development from the infantile state to the
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state of the mature creative individual in whom CS and PCS interact

in a highly desirable fashion with minimal interference from the

UCS. Similarly one would predict the discovery of types of exper-

ience which would tend to interfere with these developmental patterns,

Though these discoveries are yet to be made and validated empiri-

cally, one might rationally converge upon some of the characteristics,

at least, of experiences which are likely to interfere with the

development of sound preconscious-conscious interaction. There is

one such characteristic of experience of particular concern here

because it seems to be a fairly typical characteristic of early

school experience. This experience is the devaluation of, and con-

sequent loss of trust in, preconscious processes--that is, in

thought itself--and the concomitant excessive valuing of conscious

validating and communicating processes which are treated as if they

were thought. The consequence of such experience, the model would

suggest, is a loss of desire and ultimately a loss of ability to

sample the preconscious bombardment. Thus the CS, which in its

developmental place is a proper adjunct to the PCS, and one without

which neither communication nor publicly validated communal know-

ledge is possible, is also susceptible to abuses which would tend

to disrupt the creative process.



Chapter II

PERSPECTIVES ON THE PROBLEM

landH2WaGOMMIalli

The intent of this chapter is to locate the present study

in relation to other inquiries. In a sense it is a highly specu-

lative chapter. The structure of the field of the study of creati-

vity is 1y no means clear, and so the task of locating this parti-

cular study within that field requires the ad hoc generation of

landmarks and direction signs. The basic contention of the chap-

ter, that studies of creativity tend to fall into one of two

categories depending upon whether they look primarily at process

or product, has support in the literature. Whatever structures

are suggested beyond this dichotomy, though in part inferred from

the statements of other investigators, are nonetheless speculative

and designed primaray to help the reader understand the concerns

of the experimenter. In a sense then, the chapter is value-laden;

it is an effort to conceptualise the structure of a field in such

a may that it will serve the author's personal commitments with

respect to the significance of "creativity".

110LEWULAUtliaaltE

Studies of creativity will be divided into two main cate-

gories-- product - oriented studies and process-oriented studies.

13
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Within each of these categories two sub-divisions will be sug-

gested. Product studies will be divided into the political and

the economic. Process studies will be divided into those which

focus upon behavior and those which focus upon experience.

Finally, an effort will be made to classify a small body

of studies of creativity within an education context and to

assess in particular the relationship of the present study to

the scheme outlined above.

Product - Oriented Studj.es.

Barron and many others have repeatedly called attention

to the existence of two basically different ways of regarding

creativity--the "process" way and the "product" vay.1 Some of

the concomitants of this distinction are suggested in the

following comment by Barron:

It has been assumed in most of our discussion

that we can determine whether& person is crea-

tive by observing his behavior or discovering

what his products are. I should like to point

out that this kind of definition is probably

basic to the kinds of prejudices that psycholo-

gists have. One could just as well construe

creativity as an internal process continually

in action but not always observable, or prhaps

in some cases fundamentally unobservable.4

Mixed into the product-process dichotomy is a good deal

more than the mere "prejudices that psychologists have," however.

1See, for example, "Process vs. Product, a spontaneous

discussion among conference participants": Chapter 9 in Calvin

Taylor, ed., Wid Horisons in Creativity (New York: John

Wiley ditSons,17"

2Thie was the opening cauuent in the discussion cited in

Taylor, ibid 112op ,o
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Taylor's introductory comments to his 1964 review of the creati-

vity scene suggests what this more may be in connection with at

least one substantial body of research effort:

Currently there is competition -for the very

minds of men. Among those factors which will

determine the outcome of that competition,

creativity is one of the most important. Both

the quantity and depth of creativity in various

areas of knowledge and in different nations

will be bignificant. Because creative acts

affect enormously not only scientific progress,

but society in general, those nations who learn

best how to identity, develop, and encourage

the creative potential in their people may fine

themselves in very advantageous positions.

Taylor continues, several paragraphs later:

If we are to survive in international competi-

tion, our most promising solution is for

this nation to encourage and support the identi-

fication and development of various types of

important personnel. One such type is the high-

ly creative person, for even a few such persons

in science can keep our scientific movement

vigorously in front--recall the World War II

race for the development of the atomic boMb03

Taylor's comments seem to indicate one of the important

motivating forces behind some of the current product-oriented

studies of creativity. It might be labeled a political force- -

not in the sense that it is produced undbr or is intended to

generate political pressure, but in the sense that it is ener-

gised Iry a political commitment.

The general problem of product-oriented, politically-

motivated investigation is to answer the question ',how can

3Calvin W. Taylor, ed., Creativity: Progress and Potenla

(New York: McGraw -Hill. Book Co., 1964), p. 3.
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we raise our socieWs output of creative products?u4 Speci-

fic studies within the uproduct-political category tend to

approach the general problem through the sub-problem of

"'identifying creative talent.," This problem, in turn, has

been attacked on two fronts, the criterion front and the

predictor front.

The criterion front attacks the problem head-on by seek-

ing reliable means of evaluating products. A number of such

studies are cited in the review by Brogden and Sprecher.5

The most comprehensive study, however, is that by Taylor, Smith,

and Ghiselin,6 which reported upon 52 criterion variables charac-

teristic of research scientists. The 52 variables may be classi-

fied according to the source of judgment applied to them. The

scores were derived from supervisors' judgments on 11 variables,

from laboratory chiefs on 4 variables, from peer nominations on

Naylor distinguishes between productivity and creativity:

uproductivity implies quantity and creativity implies high quali-

ty of a particular kind'', (Taylor, Widening Horizons in Creativit

co. at*, p. 7).

5Hlibert L. Brogden and Thomas B. Sprecher, " "Criteria of

Creativityou in Taylor, Creativity; Progress and Potential (on. cit.).

6Calvin Taylor, W. R. Smith, and B. Ghiselin, "The Creative

and other Contributions of One Sample of Research Scientists, ""

in C. W. Taylor and Frank Barron, eds., Scientific Creativity:,
e Reco tion and Demlgpment (New York: John Wiley I& Sons,

1



6 variables, from quantity of publications on 7 variables,

from smnior scientititst evaluations of publications on 5

variables, from organisational records on 9 variables, from

various other sources for the remaining 10 variables. Typi-

cal variables for 6 of these sources are shown in Figure 1.

Scrams

Supervisor
Laboratory Chiefs
Peers
Project Researchers
Official Records

Reports and Publications

Variabl,

Productivity Ranking
Creativity Check-List
Preferred Consultant
Productivity Predicted
Patents and Invention Dis-

closures per YeAr of
ftperience

Total of Journal Articles

Fig. le

'0111111.1111101101101111,401=1111.0111111411101111111101iik

Scored of
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In this study, scores on the 52 variables were subjected

to a Factor Analysis with a resulting set of 15 Criterion Faotors

%tit% were relatively independent of each other. Taylor and his

colleagues speculate upon various ways of grouping the 15 factors,

and conclude quite reasonably that they have merely opened the

doar on a research area. To facilitate further research in this

area, the criterion committee at the third University of Utah

conference on the uIdentification of Creative Scientific Talent"

produced an outline of variables involved in the study of creati-

vity criteria.? Part IV of the report of the fifth Utah conference

?Calvin Taylor, ed., The Th

on the Id t ..tio

Universit of Utlh Conference
cientific Talent (Salt Lake

City: nivereity of Utah Press, 1959
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indicates that research on the criteria, problem is a continuing

concern.
8

Closely related to the criterion front of attack on the

problem of identifying creative talent is the problem of

accurately predicting future creative performance, that is,

the problem of knowing in advance with some degree of pre-

cision which people are likely to become creatively productive

in a given field. Placement of this body of research in the

product-political category is Justified by Taylor and Holland's

comment that "predictive studies are the only way we have to

acquire valid information which will enable us to identify

those adolescarts who will become creative scientists."9 Re-

search on this problem is in a very primitive state, although

a large number of variables have been examined. One of the

reasons for this, say Erogden and Sprecher, is that "the quality

of research on predictor tests 41 depends, in the last analy-

sis, on the adequacy of the criteria ueed.010 That is to say,

the ability to identity valid and reliable predictive variables

depends in part on tae prior ability to establish valid and re-

liable criteria for that which is being predicted. Taylor and

Shirt 2V (Chapters 16-21) in Calvin Taylor, ed., Maim
Horizons in Creativity (on. cit.).

9Calvin Taylor and John Holland, uPredictors of Creative
Performance," in Calvin Taylor, ed., atifeAtz"WyntiLargre
Potfatial (pp. cit.). p. 47.

10 and Sprecher, on. cit., p. 156.



Holland argue essentially the same point:

It is elementary, but of fundamental importance,
to note that the use of predictors assumes that
we have some explicit, relevant, external cri-
terion for recognising the creative performance
we hope to predict with our personal and situa-
tional variables. Tests of creative gauzy
often used as criteria of creativity because
they appear to be valid measures of the pro-
cesses tested, are at best preliminary and in-
adequate criteria; if we rely on them extensive-
ly, we may overlook our chief criterion: adult
creative performance.11

When ono recalls that Taylor's own study with Smith and

Ghiselin explores 15 Criterion Factors derived from 52 cri-

terion variables and that this is only one of a number of

studies, the difficulty of the search for predictors may be

appreciated.

Taylor and Holland reviewed the pertinent literature

with the intent of organising current knowledge in a way

that would facilitate future research.12 For the purpose

of this chapter it would be well merely to mention the kinds

of variables which these reviewers consider moot promising

as well as those which they would discard.

To begin with the rejects, Taylor and Holland find that

" "the evidence suggests that intelligence teats are not very

11Taylor and Holland, 0.141.1., p. 16.

12Taylor and Holland, Wig.
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effective (as predictors); intelligence . accounts

for only a mall part of the variation in creative performance.n13

Studies by Getsels and Jackson,14 Torrance,15 and Mackinnon16

would support this contention. Similarly, both academic grades

and "sheer accumulation of knowledge" are regarded as poor

predictors.

The most efficient predictors appear to be biographical

items of the sort reported by Taylor, Smith, Ghiselin, and

Holland.17 These investigators used check lists to obtain

data on background, preferred activities, expressed goals, and

levels and kind of desired attainment.

Self-ratings on creativity and direct expressions of

goals and aspirations are rated second by Taylor and Holland.

nOriginalits and personality inventories run a very poor third.

Aptitude and Intelligelme measures rank fourth. ."

Research activity in the Product-Political category has

continued to expand, and a good deal of the initiative in this

expansion has been supplied by Taylor and the University of Utah.

d, p 17.

144hcob W. Getsels and Philip W. Jackson, Creativity
Intel;. once, (Neer York: John Wiley &Sons, 1962

15E. Paul Torrance, "Current Research on the Nature of
Creative Talent," immlcSSvmUla&b=9,12a, 6 (1959), 309-316.

16D. W. Mackinnon, "What Do We Mean by Talent and How Do We
Teat for It ?" in Top 3 ettr9h for Talent (New York: College Entrance
Imandnation Board, 1959).

17
Taylor, W. R. Smith, B. Ohiselin, and R. Ellison,

th ctiel of .utions
ashugga, of 914ggiktej Report No. ASE146-1 9 Laokland
Air Force Base, Toms: IMF Personnel Laboratory, 1961).
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An interesting development may be noted in the book reporting

the activities at the most recent Utah conference on creati-

vity--that is, the tendency to treat the criterion and pre-

dictor problems together. This tendency might have been pre-

dicted from comments, cited above, by Etogden and Sprecher

and by Taylor and Holland. The most comprehensive effort to

deal with the two problems together is the work of Taylor and

rilison, reported in the Wok just mentioned.18 This highly

complex series of studies in essence is an attempt (1) to

refine earlier criterion measures, (2) to refine earlier pre-

dictor studies, and (3) to study the relationship between the

two with rather elaborate correlational techniques. With respect

to the first task, the 15 factors derived from 52 it4ms, which

Taylor had reported earlier,19 were subjected to a second-order

factor analysis to see 'whether meaningful simplification of the

criterion problem could thus be derived. Taylor and Ellison are

not of the ()Anion that the seven second-order factors thus

produced are of any great help, either in clarifying the problem

conceptually or in simplifying it technically. They point out,

however, that the strongest of the seven second-order factors

contains all five of the first-order factors which had speci-

fically "creative features in their composition." A second

18Calvin Taylor and Robert Ellison, "Predicting Creative
Performance from Multiple Measures," in Calvin Taylor, ed.,
Widening Horisons in CreativttY (on. cit.).

19Calvin Taylor, W. R. Smith, and 11. Ghieelin, 20. cit.
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important observation was "that two independent recognition

factors emerged, namely, 'non-material recognition' and 'material

recognition and success.' Both these kinds of recognition were

independent of (unrelated to) the creativeness of the scientist's

work."

Work on predictors focused on the fUrther development

of a Biographical Inventory. This work used a "double cross-

validation design" to refine the Biographical Inventory over

three separate studies and phases of revision. The results of

this work suggest support for the observation of Taylor and

Holland that biographical information may provide the moat

reliable predictor measure. Taylor and Ellison are continuing

their work in this area, with special attention being given to

factor-analysis of biographical data.

Finally, Taylor and Ellison report computing multiple

correlations of a set of 52 predictor measures against 17

criterion measures. Among the interesting results of this

effort use the finding that the total battery of prediction

measures overlaps approximately half or more (50.0%, 46.8%,

70.7%, 71.0%, 66.0%, and 654%) of the criterion variance for

the six criterion factors which include specifically creative

items.

Calvin Taylor and John Holland, ,Qp. cit.
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Related to the work reported above is one final study that

should be mentioned in this section. Taylor, Cauley, and Nielsen

examined the applicability of the Biographical Inventory to the

problem of predicting creative scientific performance of adoles-

cents participating in the National Science Foundation Sumner

Institute program. They found that with appropriate modification

(appropriate in the sense of altering items from the inventory

which could apply only to mature science research personnel)

Biographical Inventory scores correlated .47 with supervisory

ratings on creativity. An interesting indication which has not

been thoroughly checked yet is that the Biographical Inventory

did a better job of prediction than did the collective judgment

of the fellowship committee who used the entire folder of materials

for each applicant in making its decisions."

These are some of the highlights of research here classi-

fied as product-political. In focusing this report on the work

of Taylor and other participants in the work at Utah University the in-

tent has not been to indicate that all the work or all the people

involved in the Utah studies fit precisely into the product-

political category. Rather the intent has been to suggest a

context in terms of which the basic thrust of inquiry of an out-

standingly productive and competent body of literature can be

understood.

The product-economic category is somewhat more speculative

than the product-political category. The money motive is not

given the same kind of blatant expression that Taylor gives the

lemocragy motive. Nor does the literature to be placed in this



category gravitate about a central point the way the product-

political literature does about the Utah work. Still, the

contention might be made that investment in the study of creati-

vity by corporations whose motives are commonly construed to be

monetary and competi'lve has to a large extent determined the

kinds of programs established and questions asked in a certain

segment of the creativity literature.21 This segment, because

it lacks the centrality and cumulative characteristics of the

product-political segment, is treated briefly.

If the political concern characterising the first category

was responsible for the fact that studies in that category

foctned upon problems of identification and prediction with an

eye toward ultimate sifting and winnowing, the economic concern

characterising the second category is responsible for the focus

in this second segment of the literature upon the problem of

production itself with an eye upon current personnel. Thus the

guiding concern in the product-economic category is the problem

of getting a given net of people to produce better and more

ideas and things. The following statement by the Course Develop-

ment Engineer at General Electric may be taken to typify this

concern:

The objectives of General Electric's Creative
Courses are to identify young engineers with
potential creative talents and to help them

111011=' NOINNIMNIMINIss.
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2IThe corporations which have contributed to and/Or parti-
cipated in the development of this segment include the following:
United States Steel, 8. F. Goodrich, A. C. Spark -Plug of General
Motors, Boeing Aircraft, Esso Research and Engineering Company,
Amrojet General, General Electric, Dayton Rubbor, Dow Chemical
Company; Standard Oil, and Industrial Research, Inc. Some of their
specific involvements will be cited below.



develop these talents. The courses seek
to increase the ability of participants
to produce ideas, to improve the practi-
cality of their ideas, to utilise their
ideas fully, and to gain ultimate accept-
ance for useful new ideas.wx

The concerns that characterise thAt poduct-economic

category have been approached in severaimeys: (1) attempts

to directly teach people how to increase their creative pro-

ductivity; and (2) attempts to manipulate the controlling forces

in the working environment which condition creative productivity.

The first of these approaches to the problem has focused

upon the establishment of "creativity" courses for indrstrial

personnel, and the systematic evaluation of such courses. A

large number of these courses have been adaptations of the meter-

prepared by Alex Oeborn.23 Such courses have been conducted

at United States Steel, A. C. Spark-Plug Division of General

Motors, B. F. Goodrich, and other major corporations. The

evaluation progrmn conducted by A-C is typical of the work

surrounding this Osborn material. In their study 24' a group of

employees with high suggestion records and a group with low mg-

I No ir mi i s Ns I no se Now is re s N. as ma m p

25

22George I. Samstad, "General Electric's Creative Courses,"
Sidney Perms and Harold Harding, eds., Alsme-pook for Creative
Lalakint (New York: Scribner's, 1962), p. 334.

230sborn has produced pamphlets, workbooks, and teachers'
guides as well as his major textbook, implied Imapipation (New
To*: Scribner's, 1954), which as of 1962 had gone through
twelve printings with over 100,000 copies sold. A brief descrip-
tion of the course is to be found in Sidney J. Pares, ',The Creat-
ive Problem4olving Course and Institute at the University of agf-
Waal in Farms and Harding, op. cit.

24A, L. Simberg and T. E. Shannon, Mb@ Effect of AC Creati-
vity Training on the AC Suggestion Program,'' A. C. Spark-Plug Di-
vision of General Motors Corporation, March 27, 1959, mimeo.
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gsstion records took part in a creativity training program.

Records were kept for both groups as well as for the remainder

of the plant employees who constituted a control group, with

newt to (1) number of suggestions submitted, (2) number of

suggestions accepted, and (3) amount of monetary awards for

accepted suggestions, for one year before and or.., year after

training. Analysis of these records indicated that both groups

receiving creativity training made significant gains on all

three criteria while the control group did not make such gains.

The high suggestion group maintained its position. The authors

consider the third criterion to be a measure of quality of sug-

gestions, and thus are able to conclude that the study supports

the hypothesis that the creativity course is beneficial to the

suggestion program.

Farms and Meadow have conducted a series of studies intended

to evaluate the effectiveness of specific dimensions of the Osborn

course, as well as the effectiveness of related nbrainstorming"

techniques.25

A second body of work focuses an W. J. J. Gordon's "Opera-

tional Creativity." Gordon was Director of the Design Synthesis

Group of the Arthur D. Little Company, a Cambridge business conr.

258ee, for example, the following: Arnold Meadow and Sidney
J. Farness "Evaluation of Training in Creative Problem-Solving,"

A olo XVI/ (1959), 180.194; Arnold Meadows
Sidney J. Farness and ayne 'Reese, "Influence of Brainstorming
Instructions and Problem Sequence on a Creative Problem-Solving
Testsu Journal of Attp4od PlyCholoxy XVIII (1959), 413-416; ane
Sidney J. Fames and Arnold Meadow, "Effects of 'Brainstorming'
Instructions on Creative Problem- Solving by Trained and Untrained
Subjects," L (1959), 171-176.



suiting firm. Gordon developed his "operational creativity"

technique to answer the needs of various industrial clients

for help in inventing solutions to difficult design problems.

His technique is more elaborate than Osborn's, does not involve

the rather academic investigation of the nature of creative

thinking and its stumbling blocks that Osborn's course includes,

and places heavy emphasis on the special role of the group leader."

Gordon felt that Osborn's technique and related brainstorming

techniques tended to converge too quickly upon a solution, with

the result either that the ultimate solution tends to be less

perfect than it otherwise might be or that much time is spent on

supposed solutions which turn out to be inadequate. To counteract

this shortcoming, the Gordon technique projects a situation in

which at first only the group leader knows the exact nature of

the problem to be solved. Thus, for examOle, if the problem is

"to find a new way to park automobiles in a crowded city," the

chairman may invite the group members to talk about ways of

storing things.27 The group will continue to produce ideas about

storing things until, in the leader's judgment, they hit upon

something suited to the particular problem. The leader will then

11111111111111MOD

26A helpful introduction to Gordon/a method will be found
in William J. J. Cordon's "Operational Approach to Creativity,
Parvffird Biking's], Pavia! (November-December, 1956). Gordon has
expounded in detail upon the technique and reported upon its

accomplishments in William J. J. Gordon, esnectics (New York:

Harper and Bros., 1961).

27
This example is taken from (anon.) jamb tigAuAsignamasi

Maga (P. 0. Box 913, (bend Central Station, New York:

Creative Training Associates, 1955).
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disclose the problem, harking cars in a crowded citysil and the

group will proceed to develop specific suggestions for this

problem. When they have finally arrived at a specific solution,

they move into the second phase of operations, which includes

solving problems of production, marketing, etc. The rules for

phase one are rather stringent* They involve the application

of a set of principles, 11.ncluding: (1) defermentdefer direct

confrontation with the problem while related ideas and points

of view are generated; (2) autonomy of problem - -allow the objects

involved in problem to take on a life of their own; (3) use of

the commonplacetake advantage of the familiar as a springboard

to the strange; (4) alternate between involvement and detachment;

(5) use metaphor and analoa.

Cordon's book28 8170frarillf38 both the system itself and efforts

to evaluate its effectiveness. Lircoin reports that synectics

groups have been successfully established at Kimberly - Clark,

Dewey and Almy, and the Rockefeller Foundation.29

The systems of Osborn and Gordon are two of a growing number

of approaches to the problem of getting groups of people to pro-

duce more and setter ideas. The whole body of such techniques

has cane to be known as !trait:stored:1V! A book by that title

surveys the literature fairly thorough3,y.3° Wen with this book

411~INIIIIIMENNIONO

28W. J. J. Gordon, Synectics, (on. cit.).

29John w, Lincoln, "Developing a Creativeness in Poop le;'m
Parma and Harding, OD. cit.

"Charles*H. Clark, BEI.WWeang (New York: Doubleday and
Company, 1958).
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it is difficult to estimate the extent of the influence of

Osbornts, Gordon's and other people's work on "brainstorming"

in industry and elsewhere. It is interesting to note, however,

that Osborn is the founder and senior partner of the famous

advertising firm of Batten, Barton, Durstine, and Osborn, as

well as the founder of the Creative Education Foundation whose

principal officers are executives in leading corporations.31

The second approach to the problem characteristic a the

product-economic category of creativity literature is the attempt

to control the forces in the working environment which condition

creative productivity. Work on this approach has been conducted

both in an &aided() context with an emphasis upon research and in

an industrial context with an emphasie upon application. In the

academic context, the research program conducted by Fiedler and

his colleagues at the University of Illinois is exemplary. This

program was comprised of a series of studies designed to assess

the relationships among group climate, leader attitudes and in-

,

telligence, and group creativity.3 2 Fiedler summarises the major

33The president of CEF is Lee Bristol, Jr., President of the

Bristol-Meyers Corporation.

nDetailed reports of some of the studies conducted under
this program may be located as follows: F. E. Fiedler, W. A. I,

Nemeses and Sophie Oonk, "Performance of Laboratory Tasks Requir-

ing Group Creativity," Aga.,....12.4.galoo 18 (190.), 100-119; F. B.

Fiedler, P. London, and R. S. Nemo, "Hypnotically Induced Leader

Attitude and Group Creativity," Group Effectiveness Research

Laboratory (University of Illinois, 7.961), mimeo.; F. E. Fiedler,

A. R. Boss, and Judith M. Fiedler, ""'he Leader's Perception of

Cosvorkers, Group Climate, and Group Creativity: A Cross Valida-

tionpGroup Effectiveness Research Laboratory (lop Slit.), mimeo.

Other studies in the program, as well as related literature, may

be found in Fiedler, F. E., "A Contingency Model of Leadership

Effectiveness," in t octal. Pvicholop (New Cork:

Academic Press, 1964
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findings of this work as follows:

The investigations present a very consistent

picture. A harmonious cohesive group pre-
sents a favorable climate for the permiesive, con-
eiderate person-oriented leader, and it pirate the
leader to contribute to group performance according
to his intelligence. A lees pleasant, disharmonious
group climate requires a more task -oriented, active,

controlling leader. Moreover, where stress becomes
relatively great, or where the group is not harmoni-
ous, the leader's intelligence does not contribute
to group performance, whereas the members' intellect-
ual abilities do contribute to a substantial degree,

These findings suggest that the maintainance tuna-
tiona of the leader absorb his energies under stress -
ful conditions, throwing the burden,2f creative group
performance upon the group members.)

Within the context of industrial application, work in progress

at the Dow Chemical Company seems particularly interesting. This

work is a combination of improvement program and evaluative re-

search.34 In a paper delivered to the Fifth Utah Conference on

arwerMesNavaiONAIoNstemlmWmmaaMrramorm,

"Fred E. Fiedler Mho Effect of Group Climate on the
Leaders* Influence on Creative Group Performance," in Calvin
Taylor, ed., IAA kakagtaguLoiSmtwilatz (12gal,..t.), P. 409.

34Dow Chemical publishes a "Creativity Review" in which their
own activities and those of other groups are reviewed: J. H.

McPherson, ed., Imktykah,,,,A0 (Midland: The Dow Chemical

Company). Specific reports of research on creativity at Dow have
been printed separately and include the following of particular

note: J. H. McPherson, .et,IL ; o , ....*_. V b
.)_%., 'L.- i_.!.. Midland: The Dow Chemical

Company, 19 L. C. .. (lois t-finit C teria ofilm;11-
Atz (Midland: The Dow Chemical Company, mimeo., L. C.

Repucci, d et ve V- of c on Relat to

Creativity', Midland: The Dow Chemical Company, 1 mimeo
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Creativity, McPherson describes the highlights of the work at

Dow.35 Included are: an Emloyee Review Board which aims at

assuring that employees are placed in positions which allay

optimum use of their potentials; examination of labor contracts

to determine which of their clauses tend to create conditions

favorable and unfavorable to creativity; a program to evaluate

research group leaders and subordinates, and to determine the

effects of leader and subordinate characteristics upon the group

operation (this is similar to Fiedlerle work, described above);

a course for supervisors aimed at helping them know how to conduct

interviews which will help subordinates in their efforts to be

productive;36 and a Management course based on the techniques

used to develop group leadership abilities at the National

Training Laboratories in Bethel, Maine. Along with these programs

and throughout Mahersonls paper there is an emerging rationale- -

a point of view about the overall requirements for maximizing

creative productivity within a given corporate body. Though

McPherson does not explicate this rationale as such, the following

statements from his paper communicate its general characteristics:

The success of whatever directions are set will

depend partially upon the dominant philosophy

35
J H. McPherson, "Prospects for Future Creativity Research

in Industry," in Calvin Taylor, ed., WidenlintHerizons in Croat-

y= (op, cit.).

36This course uses Maierls book, N. R. F. Maier, Thglankal
Interview (New York: Wiley and Bons, 1958); and also includes dis-

cussion of "the self-actualizing"" personality and the conditions

that foster self-actualization.
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held by the to management of the
organisationelY

A shift from benevolent autocracy toward
maturity can be assessed by noting an in-
crease in the expectation for aggressive
action by staff groups.s1J
We define creativity in such a way that it
can be expected from everyone in the cor-
poration.39

Finally, Whereon specifies the objectives of the various

programs in terms of the effect they are intended to have upon

individual employees of the corporation. He acknowledges that

these objectives are synthesised from the work of Maslow/4° and

Jahoda:41

Briefly stated, ottr aims are to help indi-
viduals move from*

Dependency to Independency
Fowl:Jays to Behave to Many Ways
Passivity to Activity
Superficial Interests to Deep Interests
Short Term Perspective to Long Term

Perspective
Subordinate Positions to Equal POsitions
Lack of Awareness of Self as Infant to
Awareness and Control over Self as an
Adult.42

374 H. McPherson, in Taylor, zon.avisCsatiz.vitdefisori
(or6 cit.), p. 414.

P. 415.

Whereon cites in particular: A. H. Maslow, Melt-Actual-
ising People: A Study of Psychological Healtheon in W. Wolff, ed.,
!gnaw:taw:1km (New York: Grune and Stratton, 1950).

(op. :7:I:::

t Cone
(New York: Basic Hooks, 195$

42
J. H. Whereon, in Taylor,

Qma. of Positive )(en H th

Widening Horizons in Creativity
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Throughout the literature described here as product-economic,

we have seen an emphasis upon programs for getting people to

produce more and better. The center of gravity for such programs,

including concomitant evaluative research, is within the business

community. This body of literature shares with the body described

as product-political a tendency to focus upon products.

It differs from the latter in that, while the product-political

body aims at identifying people who will be productive, the product-

economic body aims at squeezing production out of those at hand.

The vox* discussed thus far has been characterised by a

direct concern for what have been called the products of creative

thought. In turning now to a brief consideration of same out-

standing efforts to understand the creative process itself, a

perplexing question might be raised. It is obviously true that

in a logical sense understanding of process and understanding of

product must ultimately converge. A certain faith in this pro-

position is demonstrated by McPherson's implicit assumption, in

work cited above, that adaptation at the total organisational

level of the views of a leading student of process (in this case

Maslow) will result in more creative products. A serious question

exists, however, as to the relation between what a psychologist

interested in the "peak experience' of human existence cells

the creative process, and what a corporation employee who must

ultimately be interested in corporate profits calls the creative

product. The terms updliticalfl and "economic" used to describe

two major product orientations are deliberately suggestive of moti-
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vatione, and motivation, in turn may be thought of in this context

as being heavily weighted by a special variety of commitment--

tiohat Polanyi calls "the tacit component" of scientific inquiry)"

It seems likely that the process-oriented work and the product-

oriented work may sten from two radically different sets of tacit

components- -that regardless of definition the very attractiveness

of the term nereativityu is dependent for each group of scholars

upon these differing sets of tacit components, and that, conse-

quently and in spite of apparent logical necessity the kinds of

questions asked must ultimately lead to divergent rather than

convergent bodies of knowledge. Contrary to McPherson's faith,

the processes which may be projected backwards from the products

of interest to product-oriented scholars may look very different

from the process of concern to the process scholars; and conversely

a forward projection from the processes of interest to process

scholars to products may result in products which are different

from those of concern to the product scholars.

There are numerous mays of subdividing the process-oriented

work. For the purposes of this chapter it is appropriate to

consider two sub - categories --the process-behavior category and

the process-experience category.

The process-behavior category is comprised of work which

in terms of history and methodology properly belongs to a separate

literature- -the study of thinking. The parent body is enormous,

chael Polanyi, Persimillft (Chicago: University

of Chicago Press, 1958).
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and that offspring which is concerned specifically with "creative

thinking', takes its syntax more from the requirements of filling

out our understanding of thinking than from the commitment to

understanding creativity itself. This syntax determines the

kinds of questions about creativity that will be asked, and

thus is responsibl..; for the peripheral nature of the contribution

it makes to the endeavor to understand creativity. Neverthelmes

a brief description of some segments of this work to appropriate,

even if only to indicate 1imitations.44

The work of J. P. Guilford is of particular note. Through

an elaborate series of Factor4nalytical studies conducted over

nearly a decade, Guilford has pieced together a model of thinking

which he calls "the structure of intellect." The model is a

three-dimensional matrix representing the interactions of the

operations, the contents, and the products of thinking. The major

categories of operations Guilford calls Evaluation, Convergent

Production, Divergent Production, Memory, and Cognition. The major

categories of contents are Figural, Symbolic, Semantic and Behavior-

al; and the major categories of products are Units, Classes, Rela-

tions, Systems, Transformations and Implications. Guilford and his

colleagues have used this model in much the same way that Mendeleev

and his colleagues used the periodic table of elements. They have

predicted and sought the discovery of discreet thinking abilities

114A brief historical treatment of the study of thinking

may be found in Robert Thomson, Th e di ca h

(Baltimore: Penguin Press, 1959 4,
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corresponding to each cell within the matrix. So far they have

established, within the limits of their methodology, some 50

thinking abilities.45 Thinking ability tests have been developed

for each of these abilities.46

Though there has been a tendency to equate creativity with

the cells on the "divergent production" plane, Guilford himself

offers a much more complex description of creativity in the terms

of his model. In a recent article47 he synthesizes Wallas'

description of the phases of creativity48 with his own structure-

of-intellect model, indicating a combination of thinking abilities

in action at each phase. The divergent production abilities are

dominant only at the "idea- generating" phase, which corresponds

to Wallas' "illumination" phase.

45A complete description Of the Structure of Intellect model

maybe found in Guilford, J. P. and Merrifield, P. R. "The

Structure-of-Intellect Model: Its Uses and Implications," Reports,
from the Psychological Laborato7s-No. 24 (Los Angeles: Univer-

sity of Southern California, 1960). A brief description of the

model will be found in Robert Wilson, uThe Structure of the In-

tellect," in Mary Jane Aechner and Charles E. Bish, eds., Productive

inkin in Education (Washington: National Education Association,

19 5 Detailed reports of factorial studies, tests, and other

aspects of Guilford's work are to be found in the Reports from the

Psychological Laboratoa No. 1, present (Los Angeles: University

of Southern California).

46Guilford acknowledges that the abilities are discreet only

in an analytic sense, and that behaviorally, while a given ability

may dominate at a given time, there is always interaction among

several such abilities, See, for example, Guilford and Merrifield,

h.91.1

47J. P. Guilford, "Sown NewViews of Creativity," in H. Nelson,

ed., Theories and Data in Psychology (Princeton: D. Van Nostrand

Co., 1965).

48G. Wallas, Ihe Artstilistt (London: C. A. Watts and

Co., 1945).
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A second approach to the study of thinking ghioth is of

peripheral interest here is work on problem-solving. The solu-

tions to problems meet one of the key requirements of creativity,

the production of an entity (in this case an idea or a behavior

pattern 'which solves the problem) which is novel to the subject.

Even in the early experiments with non-htunan subjects some workers

found it necessw7 to postulate a process often used in connection

with creativity. Kohler, for example, in his work with apes,

talkedsomewhat vaguelyabout ninsight.149 Exploration of

problem-solving in humans has been voluminous, and various

theoretical points of view have emerged. Of particular interest

here is the work on concept attainment by Jerome Bruner and his

colleagues.5° These workers have developed a clever and elaborate

mechanism for making inferences from the behavior to the process

of problem-solving. The problems they use involve discovery of

a concept which determines the feedback the subject gets from

each discreet move in his effort to learn the concept. Ety mani-

pulating the nature of the concept, the conditions under which

the experiment is conducted, and the rules governing feedback,

these workers were able to make fairly detailed inferences as to

the kinds of "strategies" various subjects use under various condi-

tions to "solve" various kinds of concepts. Detailed description

°Wolfgang ,Mentality of (London: Rout ledge

and Kegan, 1925).

5°Jerome Bruner, J. J. Goodnart, and G. As Austin, AM=
Thinki ivk (New York: Wiley and Co., 1956).
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of these vtriables and of Bruner's conclusions is not pertinent

here. Two general observations are: First, although the problems

involved in Bruner's concept attainment task have fixed and pre-

determined solutions, it is possible that from the point of view

of the subject they have many of the characteristics of the problems

typically encountered, for example, by Gordon's synectics group.

This is particularly likely in connection with what Bruner has

called "dis junctive" concepts. Thus it is suggested that Bruner's

"strategies" may be descriptive of the kinds of processes that

characterise efforts to come up with at least some kinds of

"creative" products.

The second comment is intended to establish the link between

Bruner and Guilford, and by so doing to clarify the nature of

the process-behavior category" - -the most tenuous of those to be

dealt with in this chapter. Bruner and Guilford have in common

the commitment to understanding and describing processes which in

some senses include or are related to creativity; and both pursue

this commitment through techniques which derive from and yet go

beyond the traditional methodology of behavioral psychology. They

have both developed techniques for artificially capturing segments

or moments of behavior in order to make more detailed inferences

conceening sub-tending processes. Both workers, while interested

in internal processes, have used comparatively "objective" behavioral

data as a basis for inference. In the following section this will

be seen to contrast with both the concerns and methods of work in

the process-experience category.
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Work in the process-experience category in an historical

sense also comes to the study of creativity obliquely. Its

roots are in the omnichronistic search for a better state of

being for mankind. In modern times this search has found parti-

cularly cogent expression in a complex matrix of pieces of dis-

ciplines which focus upon manes experience of himself. It is

significant that many of the modern descriptions of manes

experience of himself, though they did not derive from the

study of creativity, have included in central positions concep-

tions of man in his creating aspect. The hallmarks of work on

creativity which belong in the process-'experience category,

therefore, are (1) that it takes its syntax of inquiry from a

commitment to understanding and altering for the better man's

experience of himself, and (2) that it considers the key to such

understanding and betterment to be in the inner process of that

experience. Competition for inclusion in this category is high,

partly because the assumptions that define the category infuse

such a broad spectrum of contemporary intellectual life. The

poetry of W. B. Teats and T. S. Eliot, the novels of James Joyce,

Marcel Proust, and Fyodor Dostoyeveky, the music, perhaps, of

Alban Berg, certainly the existential psychiatry of Binswanger,

the phenomenology of Husserl, the social rhilosoploy of Marcuse,

and the drama of Pirsndello, all need to be tnciluded. For the

purpose of making the point, however, a very brief treatment of

the centrally relevant ideas within certain modern theories of

personality (broadly defined) will be the plan of this section.
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Sigmund Freud's work has been among the most generative

in modern times. He provided the basic conceptual tools,

however crude in some regards, for the study of the Phenomena

of consciousness. Freud's theory evolved through various forms

during the course of his life's work. At almost all points of

development, however, it was characterized by a dichotomous view

of man.51 Men to the stage whereon opposing sets of instincts

are continuously at war. In hie early works the antagonists are

a rather simplistic unconscious libido instinct on one hand and

a repressive socially determined and conscious set of ego in-

stincts on the other. Later in his work the conflict is between

the pleasure principle as instrument of the uNirvanau instinct

and reality principle as instrument of the ego. In his later

writinge, tha libido instinct has been expanded to .2. pan-sexual

Eros, or lUe-initinct, and its antagonist has become the death-

with. Throughout these stages of his thinking, the battle between

the instincts is correlated to the relation between conscious and

unconscious mentation and to the dynamics of repression" What-

ever particular form the battle of conflicting instincts takes, it

may always be characterized as a system of tensions between the

411=111MIrmasolosalumaleasellftwalNerimaswIlMaillorrIMIPMerw 1111101114,

51FOr development of this understanding of Freud's work,

Chapter II in H. Nereus°, Eros and Civilisation (Boston: Beacon

Press, 1954) is helpfdl. See also N. 0. Brown, Illualwguaggl
(New York: Vintage Books, 1959).

52Brown calls attention to Freud's awn opinion that "the

whole edifice of psychoanalysis is based upon the theory

of repression." N. 0. Brown, ibid., p. 3.
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thrust for expression and the opposing thrust for repression.

The manifestations of this dynamic take many forms, including

both pathological and creative behaviors. The circumstances

in which one or the other type of manifestation will occur

are analyzed differently at different periods in Freud's

development. One of the more clear, though not necessarily

most satisfying, analyses occurs in "The Unconscious"S3 Here

Freud argues that if the unconscious resolution of conflict is

""ego-sylitonico its expression is creative, and if it is not ego-

syntonic it will ultimately emerge in the form of neurotic or

'ier pathological behavior. Elsewhere, the creative and patho-

logical manifestations of conflict were differentiated in terms

of the concept of successfUl and unsuccessful sublimation of

libidinous instincts.%

The ramifications of Freud's theory as it applies to creati-

vity are extremely complex. For the purposes of this chapter,

the following points are important:

(1) Freud's concern with creativity occurred in the context

of his analysis of the processes of psychopathology, and particu-

larly in relation to the doctrine of repression. That is, he saw

creativity in relation to disease and in relation to the process

of acquiring and protecting psychological health.55

53g and Freud, wile Unconscious, Collected..ER=
sajjazins IV (London: Hogarth Press, 1949Y

54
kid*
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(2) Freud's analyeie of all psychological phenomena including

the phenomena of creativity is cast in terms ofmants experience

of himself at different levels of consoiousness. It is in relation

to Freudts probing of the phenomena of consciousness that Kneller

calls psychoanalysis "the single most important influence on the

theory of creativity today."56

Kubie's theory of the creative process, which is central

to this study, is built upon the Freudian tradition and yet departs

from it in several key ways. While the key features of Kates

work are included in the conceptual model above (Chapter 1), a few

comments are in order here.57 Kubie is strictly within the Freudian

tradition in that his commitm,ant is to understanding of the pro-

cesses of psychological disease and health through analysis of the

phenomena of consciousness, that is, of mants experience of himself.

He departs from Freud in two major ways which are closely related

to each other. First, he he.s drawn a clear distinction between

unconscious and preconscious thought systems, where Proud had only

a foggy one. r so doing, he has succeeded in generating a basis

for distinction between pathological and healthy processes.

Second, he has succeeded in establiahing the place of the

creative process among manse richest potentialities in contrast

to its traditional position as a bi-product of disease at worst or

a mystical ravishment at best.58

1111.110

50George F. Kneller, The Art and &,....12,2.vitz (NewYork: Hclt, Rinehart and Ulneton 1965), P. 28.
57
Klibiets hall theoretical description of the creative pro-

cess may be found in Lawrence S. Kubie, Neurotic Di tel n of
IbisEstiactmal (New York: Noonday Press, 19

58Knoller briefly traces this"side of the history of the con-
ception of creativity, in George P. Kneller, pr6 cit.
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A third characteristic of Kubie's work which needs to be

cited is its expansion of data sources. Whereas Freud depended

almost exclusively upon introspective clinical data, Kubie has

introduced into his theorising several other sources of data

which, while still essentially introspective, are subject to

ocatrols of a sort which are not feasible in the psychiatric

interview. The types of data which he claims have tended to

validate same of his basic conceptions include: the experimental

induction of neurotic states under hypnosis, experimental work

with differentiated preconscious perceptions during sleep, experi-

ments on preconscious fUnotions with the tachistoscope, experimente

under hypnosis on the symbolic representation of repressed amnesic

materiel., etc."

Carl Rogers, while working out of a theoretical base that

is at odds with psychoanalytic theory in many respects, has come

to a view of creativity which has one critical feature in common

with Kubie's view. For Rogers, as for Kubie, the creative proceas

is viewed as an expression of manse highest potential. Rogers'

view, however, is an extension of his psychology of "becoming"

which apparently is influenced to a degree by modern existential

thought.° Much of Rogers' work Me focused upon the conditions

59
These data sources, together with their specific referents,

are cited in Kubie, one p. 22.

60The influence of existent/Aliam upon American 9rd Force!'
Psychology, including Rollo Mgr: Gordon Allport, Abraham Maelow,
'tigers sad others, is given some credence in Rollo ,

alagatiAugalam (New York: Random House 1961).
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under which a per an can become "more fully himealf.1161 The

process of becoming more fully one's self involves the discovery

and actualisation of one's potentialities.62 The role of the

therapist, as well as the role of anyone also in a "helping"

relationship, is to provide the conditions under which such dis-

covery and actualisation can occur. Rogers considers the tendency

towards actualisation of self to be basic to all organic life.

And, in an important paper on creativity Rogers asserts that

"the mainspring of creativity appears to be the same tendency

which we discover so deeply as the curative force in psychotherapy--

manta tendency to actualise himself, to become his potentialities."63

Ma Rogers' work, then, there is an identification of the

creative process with the ultimately healthy processes of organic

life. Maslow, in his studies a what he calls "self- actualising

individusle comes to a similar point of view.64 He discusses

'Carl Rogers, On Rea A Person (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin,
1961), passim. See also Carl gers, Actualising Tendency
in Relation to Motives and to the Unconscious," Nebraska Symposium
on Motivation, February 21 and 22, 1966, mimeo.

62Rogere,
in contrast to Freud, manifests faith in the pro-

position that the potentialities of the authentically human self
are socially viable and ttgoodit.

63Car1 Rogers, Toward a Theory of Creativity," in Harold H.
Anderson, Cage Itivitzsagto (New York: Harper and
Row, 1959), P. 72.

Abraham Malay, Tch of Beim (Princeton:
Van Nostrand, 1962).
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primary creativeness, secondary creativeness, and integrated or

self-actualising creativeness. Secondary creativeness pertains

essentially to the use of skills. It "includes a large portion

of 'production-in-the aworld, the bridges, the houses, the new

automobiles, and even many scientific experiments and much

literary workt.1165 Primary creativeness involves the free gra-

tuitous acts of discovering or making in a "peak experience"

which is free of the restraints that characterise much of our

lives. The integration of these two types of creativity are

what Maslow calls integrated or self-actualising creativeness.

The overall picture bares a striking resemblance to Kdbie's

model of the relationship between preconscious creating and

conscious validating and communicating. The relation to Rogers'

conception of creativity as an expression of the optimally healthy

tendency in human life is made clear as Maslow writes:

SA (self-actualising) creativeness is hard
to define because it seems synonomous with

health itself 4, And since self-actual-
isation or health must ultimately be de-

fined as the coming to pees of the fullest

humanness, or as the "being" of the person,
it is as if SA creativity were almost syno-

nomous with, or the sine qua non aspect of,

or a defiz4 g characteristic of, essential

humanness.

65mais1ow, Did,0 p. 135.

66ma
el 1115.4. 37
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These four writers, Freud, Kubie, Rogers, and Maslow, occupy

a central position in the process-experience category. Two other

sources should be mentioned in passing, though they are somewhat

more at the periphery. The "Theory of Personal Constructs" of

George Kelly has important implications for this category.67 The

concept of "construing," while having its roots in cognitive theory,

provides a common denominator for the processes of creating and of

optimum human functioning in much the same way that Maslow's

"self- actualizing" does. And the body of work surveyed and in-

terpreted by White, in his effort to establish the concept of

"the competence motive, also suggests that man is somJhow at his

best when he is encountering and making something new out of

his environment.68

The final category to be considered here is research on

creativity in the classroom. This work is orthogonal to the

category system employed above, and serves as a bridge between

that system and the task of describing the position of this study.

This section will deal only with the work done by B. Paul

Torrance and his colleagues at the University of Minnesota.69

°George Kelly, A Theo, y of Personalitx (New York: Mr. W.

Norton, 1963).

68R. W. White, "Motivation Reconsidered: The Competence
Motive," ?orb. Rev., 66, 1959.

69
For a thorough review of the relevani, literature, see

E. Paul Torrance, "Education and Creativity," in Calvin Taylor,
ed., .2,...atCraiProldPotential (222.111.).



Over a hundred papers and several books have emerged from

Torrance's work.7° For the purposes of this chapter, a few

of the major concerns and findings will be reported.

Torrance's work is orthogonal to the category system

used above in the sense that at one point or another he has

expressed the concerns which typify each of the four categories.

He has pulled together these concerns in a single chapter.71

He lists the following as causes for concern about creativity:

Mental Health (Process-Ekperiance)
There is little question but that the
stifling of creativity eats at the vem
roots of satisfaction in living .14

Fu:IctiFurons (Process-Experience)
Certainly we cannot say that one is fully
functioning mentally, if the abilities
involved in creative thinking ramain un-
developed.73

Educational Achievement (Process-Behavior)
We are finding that the creative thinking
abilities contribute importantly to the
acquisition of information and various
educational skills. Recent experiments
have shown that apparently many things
can be learned creatively more economi-
cally than they can by authority, and some
people strongly prefer to learn creatively,74

10111111111111111111110011
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7/3For a fairly complete list of relevant publishci papers,
pamphlet°, and books, see "Publications in Open Sources Related
to the Minnesota Studies of Creative Thinking," Bureau of
Educational Research, University of Minnesota, mimeo.

71Ohapter T in E. Paul Torrance, Guid Creative Talent
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1962

721bid., p. 2*

73Thid.,
p. 3.

74.
Ikid., l 4.



Vocational Success (Product-Economic)
it has long been recognized that

creativity is a distinguishing charac-
teristic of outstanding individuals in
almost every field. It has also
been recognized that creativity is impor-
taut in scientific discovery, invention,
and the arts.75

Social1Emdme (Product- Political)
It takes little imagination to recognize
that the future of our civilization--our
very survival--depends upon the quality
of the creatpe imagination of our next
generation.7°

For our purposes three major phases of Torrance's work

maybe recognizeddevelopment and validation of instruments

to measure creativity, identification of "facilitators and

inhibitors of creativity," and identification of some of the

problems involved in maintaining creativity.77 Each of these

phases will be described briefly, with sufficient citation to

facilitate the location of more detailed information.

48

75Ibid., p. 5.

76Ibid., p. 6.

77A fourth phase of Torrance's work, while tangential to
this chapter, is important enough to be mentioned. He has made
an extensive effort to synthesize his findings and make them
available commercially for application in schools. Thus two
of his books (GuidingAreative Talent and Rewarding Creative
Behavior) are written in a manner that maximizes their useful-
ness to people who work with children. In addition he has
published two creativity "workbooks" with accompanying teachers'
manuals, for use in the primary'grades (R. E. Myers and E. Paul
Torrance, Can You Imagine and R. E. Were and E1, Paul Torrance,
Invitations to ThinklagABLRatmg, both Boston: Ginn and Company,
5.67 And the "Sounds and Images" record is commercially avail-
able for use as a classroom exercise as well as for research
purposes.
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The Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking have evolved

through numerous forms. At present, two forms of each of

three batteries are commercially available. These are

"Thinking Creatively with Words," "Thinking Creatively with

Pictures," and "Sounds and Images."78 ". Words" is a

test of verbal thinking ability composed of seven sub.teratst

(1) "asking" questions about a picture showing a striking or

unusual situation; (2) "guessing causes" about the same picture;

(3) "guessing consequences" about the same picture; (4) "product-

improvement"--suggesting ways of improving a toy; (5) "unusual

uses" of an ordinary object such as a cardboard box or tin can;

(6) asking "unusual questions" about the same object; and (7) "just

suppoce" what would happen if, for example, "clouds had strings

attached to them which hang down to earth."

The "Pictures" test is composed of three sub-tests: picture

construction, picture completion, and lines (drawing pictures using

sets of parallel lines provided). "Sounds and Images" is a record

in which subjects are asked to guess what is making each of a

series of unusual sounds.

Each of the Torrance tests are scored for four creativity

"factors," fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration.79

7
8Pliblished by Personnel Press, Inc., Princeton, New

Jersey, 1966.

79
For details of scoring, see "Scoring Manuals for

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking" (Princeton: Personnel
Press, in press).



Validity of these instruments has been established through

two techniques. First, identifying high and low groups on some

test measure and then determining wh)ther or not they can be

differentiated in terms of behavior which can be regarded as

creative or in terms of personality traits which differentiate

highly creative from less creative persons, and second, identi-

fying criterion groups on some behavior accepted as creative

and then determining whether or not they can be differentiated

by test scores. Through several stages of refinement the tests

have been brought to a point at which they can be considered

valid.80

Test-retest reliability has been established over numerous

trials with reliability coefficients typically in the .70-.80

range.81

In Guiding.Creative Talent Torrance discusses the following

inhibitors and facilitators of creativit :82

Inhibitors

1. sanctions against questioning and explaining

2* over-emphasis or misplaced emphasis on sex-roles

3. the work-play dichotomy

4. the tendency to equate divergency with abnormality.

ONOMM1111111111V Aixerummilielneftems
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80TeChnical details concerning validity and other aspects of
the test will be available in a Technical Mama for the Torrance
Tests of Creative Thinking (Princeton: Personnel Press, in press).

allAft

Paul Torrance, gUllftEugrea 1.-Ave t (0113, cit.).
Torrance cites more detailed sources therein. A discussion of
other research evidence in support of his findings may be found
in Torrance, ft-Education and Creativity" (oo, cit.), pp. 98-107.



Facilitators

1. rewarding creative achievement83

2. helping children recognize the valae of their
creative achievements

3. teaching children to use creative problem-solving
processes

4. developing creative acceptance of realistic
limitations in a problem situation

5. avoiding the equation of divergency with
mental illness and delinquency

6. modifying the misplaced emphasis on sex roles

7. helping highly creative children become less
objectionable

8. developing school pride in creative achievement

9. reducing the isolation of highly creative children

10. providing sponsors or patrons for certain highly
creative children

11. developing values and purposes

12. helping highly creative children learn to cope
with anxietlev and fears

13. helping highly creative children to develop
courage and to tolerate the anxieties of being in
the small minority, of exploring the uncertain, etc.

144 reducing the discontinuities that seem to be
associated with entrance into kindergarten, the
fourth grade, and the seventh grade.

Torrance has identified the following "problems in

maintaining creativity',"

1. maintaining creativity may alienate friends

111111111WININNIMINIMOM

83
This single factor ha's been explored extensively in B. Pau,

Torrance, '...cjkejrmtil.L.....RevazreaviorBeh (Englewcod Cliffs: Prentice Hall,
1965)0

-These are discussed in detail in E. Paul Torrance, Guiding,
Creative Talent (922.911,), Chapter 6.
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2. creative children may not be well-rounded

3. creative children may diverge from 3CX norms

4. 'creative children prefer to learn on their awn

5. creative children like to attempt difficult tasks

6. creative children may undertake dangerous tasks

7. creative children are searching for a purpose

8* creative children have different values

9. some creative children can't atop working

10* creative children search for their uniqueness.

A concluding observation about Torrance's work is in order.

Its orthogonal relation to the f "ir categories described above

raises a question first about Torrane's work, second about the

area creativity in general, and third about the location of

this study, to which attention shall presently turn. The question

is this: is it possible to simultaneously serve the four separate

kinds of commitmInts ascribed to the four categories? Are the

requirements, for examPle, for fostering the creativity that gets

bridges built the same as the requirements for fostering the

creativity which Rogers calls "becoming one's potentialities"?

If they are, then one would predict the discovery of a structural

parallelism between the psychological theory of Rogers and thy*

synectic methods of Cordon. Does this parallelism exist? The

answer to this question will probably be that indeed the creati-

vities of the four categories, or at least of the two major cate-

gories, are different oreativities. The consequences-of this

assertion for Torrance's work would include the likelihood that one
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of the three following propositions be true; either the vLriables

which facilitate and inhibit creativity are factorable into dis-

creet packages which discreetly effect each of the various creati-

vities; or that the creativities are related in such a way that

they are multiple consequences of a single set of variables; or

that the creativitiel are related to each other in some hierar-

chical may such that manipulation at the apex of the hierarchy

has consequences on down the line. Of these alternatives, the

third seems more nearly true; that certain creativities aro subsumed

within others. The relation of this study to the other literature

discussed here emerges from this supposition. In planning this

study it was assumed that the creativity characteristic of the

process-experience category is at the apex of a structure of

creativities- -that self-actualisation, becomingneee, or preconscious

freedom define the parameters within which one is free to develop

one or another of the suboumed creativities. This doe, not mean

that the subsumed creativities are isometric with process - experience

creativity. It is likely that between the outer limiLu imposed

upon subsumed creativities by one's state of being with .respect

to process-experience creativity and one's actual ability lie

numerous intervening variables. And it is assumed that the

/opibilities for subsumed creativities are increased by gains with

respect to the process-experience kind of creativity. Still, the

focus of this study is the process-experience kind of creativity

itself. In maintaining this focus the study is intended to reflect

several premises. By focusing upon that conception of creativity

which has been identified with psychological health it aswerts the
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educatoes proper concern with the quality of human experience.

As a corollary to this, it asserts that an nexperience9 metaph07'

is a more appropriate heuristic for educational research on

creativity than is a "product" metaphor. And finally, it expresses

the belief that continued study of the "process -experiencen kind or

creativity will show the latter to be integrally related to many

other processes, including "learning," with which educators are

traditionally concerned.

Of the various expressions of the process-experience orienta-

tion, the Kubie model was chosen as a point of departure because

its apparatus seems caiable of generating interesting propositions

about classroom events. One might foresee, for example, the

emergence of longitudinal curriculum prescriptions based upon a

developmental extension of the Kubie model of the creative process.

Such prescriptions might be derived from an apparatus for making

curriculum decisions in terms of normative data on the developing

relations between the conscious and preconscious thought systems.

Other propositions might include: analysis of the cultural components

of, and socializing processes inherent in, teaching acts in terms

of the dynamics of selective repression and expression; rediscovery

of an appropriate role in schools for such phenomena as "intuition"

and "guessing "; and the discovery of as yet unpredicted implications

of the emphasis in schools upon "rational" modes of knowing.

Finally, while not denying the importance to society of the

products considered in the product-oriented studies, this study

rests upon the social premise that emphasis upon processes of psycho-



logical health, including the creative process as construed

within the process-experience orientation, will contribute

substantially to the development of products which are consistent

with the interests of society. One might in fact speculate that

emphasis upon "creative" products; unexamined in the light of

healthy psychological processes, could prove disastrous to the

long-range interests of society.



Chapter III

DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTATION

1121En

General Destat

It was decided early in the planning of this project that

the undertaking had best be thou /ht klf as a pilot study rather

than a full-fledged experimental study. While the design called

for controlled testing of a set orhypotheses, it also was intended

to permit a great deal of controlled flexibility in the actual

conduct of the research. This decision was based on the fact that

the experimenter did not have a fixed operational definition of

the experimental variables until he was well into the research.

There are several reasons for this. First, there was no precedent

for the generation either of hypotheses appropriate to the primary

grade situation or for the generation of operational descriptions

of classroom procedures to be used, from the conceptual model em-

ployed. Second, there was the problem of training teachers to put

the experimental variables into practice. Successftl training

seemed to the experimenter to depend upon the ability of the teachers

to develop patterns of behavior which were consistent with their own

personalities as well as with the requirements of the conceptual

model. Imposition of patterns of behavior which were alien to the

56
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teachers' personalities would have made a reasonable test of the

model and hypotheses impossible. And finally, because the intent

of the experimental variable was to establish a mode of transaction

between pupil and teacher, the actual details of the teacher's

behavior ultimately had to depend upon her ability to make appro-

priate instantaneous decisions in terms of immediate teaching

situations. Here too the absence of preceding experimentation

with the variables of the study made it difficult to specify in

advance, except at the grossest level, the precise pattern of

teacher behaviors that would constitute the experimental variable.

Technically, the decision to consider this research a pilot

study meant sacrificing the generalizability of findings for the

sake of a gain in controlled procedural flexibility. Practically

this decision involved cutting to the bone the number of subjects

and the number of teachers involved in the study in order to gain

the possibility of working very closely with the teachers as they

went through the process of inventing a teaching technique which

was consistent with the requirements of the conceptual model. What

this decision lost byway of rigorous testing clearly operation-

alized hypotheses it gained by way of opening up for exploration

the implications for teaching of the conceptual model. These are

presented below in the discussion of the experimental treatment.

Consistent with the :nregoing comments, the decision was made

to use a single first-grade classr.:,Qm randomly divided into experi-

mental and fJomparison groups. These two groups, modified as dis-

cussed below, were considered to be roughly equivalent and were ex-
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posed to a control group-post-test only design. In spite of the

low reliability of randomisation with such a small group, this

procedure was adopted for lack of a valid and practical alternative.

Pre-treatment measures that might have been used to establish matched

graara either are inadequately correlated with the dependent variables

being studied to provide valid matching, or are related to the ex-

perimental treatment in such a way that in interaction with experi-

mental and comparison treatments they may have differentially

effected the two groups. Thus, for example, a Torrance Creativity

battery may have inequitably cued the experimental group subjects

to the expectations of their teacher.

The experimental teacher and the comparison teacher were each

selected from training seminar" (de3cribed below) which were conducted

during the semester prior to that in which the research was conducted.

These teachers were students in the University of Wisconsin Intern

Program. During the semester in which the research program was

carried out, they taught full time as a second -grade team in the

school used for this study. For a half-hour period every day during

the research semester each left her second-grade room to work with

one of the two first:grade groups who were the research subjects.

Both teachers conducted their work in the context of a "story hour,"

using nearly identical selections of children's literature?' Since

the two available rooms were markedly different with respect to

physical characteristics, the groups alternated rooms weekly.

11=malwIlimilawirarwidermiliMerewiliamileowitaii. 11111011111111016

1Most of the books used were used by both teachers. Problems
of availability as well as the internal desires to choose materials
that had special significance for their groups, resulted in some di-
vergence from the design which called for identical selections,
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Towards the end of the school semestor, tne entire first-grade

class was tested in their regular classroom. The experimental and

comparison teachers were not present. Instrumentation and analysis

of test results are described below.

Sub sots

The selection of a school was made on a purely logistic basis.

It had 14 be one in which two of the University of Wisconsin interns,

who had volunteered for the training seminars for fall semester,

would be teaching during the spring semester. It was preferable

that the two interns be working at the same grade level and that

their grade level be either first or second grade. Finally, it

was necessary to apply to local school officials who in turn had to

select a principal who they believed would welcome the project in

his school.

The selected school was in a lower middle-class section of a

city in south-central Wisconsin, The first-grade class assigned to

the project was composed of 16 bays and 13 girls. Each boy and each

girl in the class was assigned a number. The numbers were written

on cards, and the cards for the boys placed in one box and those

for the girls placed in another box. Half of the cards in each

box were drawn at random by a disinterested person, and a coin

flipped to determine whether the resulting group would be designated

the experimental or the comparison group. The remainder were assigned

to the other group. The results were an experimental group of 8 boys

and 6 girls, and a comparison group of 8 boys and 7 girls.
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The group rosters thus determined were submitted to the first-

grade teacher to determine whether there were, in her judgment, any

gross differences between the two groups that she could recognize

at sight. She reported that four of the five outstandingly "bright"

children inimor class were in the experimental group. In order to

correct this situation, a coin was flipped to determine which of

the two groups would have three of these five children, According

to the outcome of that procedure, two of the outstanding children,

whose names were drawn blindly from a box containing the names of

the five oututandingly bright children, were exdhanged Jith two

children chosen by the same method from the comparison group. The

resulting groups were maintained throughout the program.

Teachers

At the beginning of the fall semester, 1965, an invitation was

extended to three pairs of interns in the University of Wisconsin

Intern Program who would be teaching as teams in second grades

during the spring semester, The invitations asked the interns to

participate in training seminars in connection with a research pro-

ject involving first-grade children. At a preliminary meeting the

project was briefly described and the interns were informed that

they would receive course credit for participation in the seminars

in lieu of a required course, Care was taken to explain the experi-

ment only in highly general terms. Hypotheses were not presented.

The interns were told that one of the three pairs would be chosen

to participate in the experiment in the spring semester, and that

participation in the training program would be construed as an ex-
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press:ton of millingnesi to serve in the experimental phase if chosen.

The interns were given several days to consider whether they wished

to participate and which of the two treatment groups they would

prefer. All of the interns agreed to participate, and, on the

basis of their preferences, were assigned one from each pair to

experimental or comparison treatments. Training seminars, which

were conducted separately for the two treatment groups, began

immediately thereafter.

The Ekperimental Variable

Consistent with the designation of this research as a pilot

study, the experimental variables were defined in such a way that

the details of their characteristics were left free to emerge,

wlthin certain governing parameters, through the course of inter-

action among the experimenter, the interns, and the classroom situa-

tions encountered during the training sessions. There were two

parameters governing these interactions. First, it was agreed that

the dominant intent of the teacher in the experimental treatment

would be the protection and enhancement of preconscious freedom.

This intent would be preemptive over, but would not exclude, other

intents. Thus, for example, the teacher was free to introduce into

the experimental treatment any instructional objective and/or tech-

nique with respect to children's literature which did not violate

the dominant intent.

The second parameter is a set of criteria for deolsion-making

in the classroom. These criteria are inferred from the conceptual



model, and, while they are still highly general, were intended to

be a semi-behavioral tool to help the teacher make decisions

that would actualize her dominant intent: The criteria are:

L. EMphasis on sampling activity. The teacher gill
assign highest priority to solicitation of sus-
tained production of ideas. "Ideas" here means
any product of mentation, in any medium, and there-
fore includes things as diverse as painting a pic-
ture, identifying a feeling, and formulating a
scientific test of an hypothesis. "Sustained"
suggests that ideas will be treated as stepping
stones to new ideas rather than as conclusions.

2. De-emphasis of presentation. A proportionately
small amount of time will be spent in formal
presentation of materials. Low value will be
assigned to it. Data, rather than constructions
upon data, will be presented. A story will be
read, but the 'eacher will neither interpret it
nor lead the children toward any preconceived
interpretations of it.

3. De-emphasis of formal validating activity. The
children will not generally be asked to demon-
strate the validity of their ideas. They will be
encouraged, as in l above, to react to their ideas
with the further production of ideas. This will
result, sometimes, in correction and clarification
and validating efforts.

4. Elimination of application of validity criteria
other than those emanating from or solicited by
the pupil.

5. Elimination of communicated assignment*of negative
value to children's feelings and ideas.

From the point of view of rigorous experimental design,

defining the experimental variable as a dominant intent together

with a set of criteria for decision-making raises some problems.

First, the experimenter cannot directly manipulate the teacher's

intent or application of a set of criteria for decision-making.

Second, it is extremely difficult to know, on the basis of ob-

62
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served behavior, whether or not, or to what extent, a given intent

is dominant in a teacher's mind. And it is almost as difficult to

know whether or not or to what extent a teacher is making decisions

in terms of a given set of criteria. These are serious problems.

And while an observer protocol was introduced to lend some quanti-

tative support to the contention that the experimental treatment

did in fact take place, it must b recognized that this contention

rests primarily upon the experimenter's assessment of the integrity

and capability of the exper:mental teacher and upon the unaesayed

strength of the training program.

The compensating advantage of defining the experimental

variable in such a way is the contribution this kind of definition

makes to the exploratory function of the study. Considering the

insufficiency of prior study of the conceptual model in a classroom

context, it would have been premature and possibly wasteful of re-

sources to confine the study to a rigidly operational set of varia-

bles. The present approach to defining the variables opens up

the possibility of discovering, through the efforts of the re-

search personnel, some of the implications of the model which

under a more rigid definition may not have come to light. Further,

it was felt that, given the present inadequacy of our ability to

control teacher behavior variables even in rigorously delineated

studies, the integrity of the interns actually provides a more

reliable cortrol than rigid definitions would, providing that

a commitment to the research could be elicited. The strategy for

eliciting such commitment was to invite the interns to participate:
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voluntarily in the creation of a methodology designed to fit ob-

jective* with which they were professionally in gympathy. The

Objectives offered for consideration were olose suggested by the

parameters of the experimental treatment. Thus, in a sense, the

very looseness of definition of the experimental variables was

instrumental in securing that modicum of control which the study

can properly claim to have achieved. It should be noted that the

resultant process of creating a methodology did not terminate

at the end of the training phase, though this was the original

plan. Rather the methodology continued to evolve throughout the

experimental phase itself.

In summary, the experimental variable was defined as (1) the

dominant intent to protect and enhance preconscious freedom, and

(2) the application of a set of criteria, designed to fulfill that

intent, to the minute-by-minute decision-making process. Control

of the experimental variable was dependent upon the interns'

integrity and commitment to the intent. The resultant patterns

of classroom behavior are discussed below, in Chapter IV.

The Comparison Group

There were a number of problems in deciding upon the kind of

experience that would constitute a valid comparison group treatment

for this study. Because the subjects involved are normally exposed

to a continuous barrage of teaching treatment, it would not be

possible to compare the "experimental treatment" group with a

"no treatment" group. And because "teaching treatments" vary so
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much from teacher to teacher it would not make sense to compare

the experimental treatment to something called "normal teaching

treatment." Further, the possibility of a uHawthorne effect in

this type of experiment is very real. The problem under study

would seem to require a carefully conceived "comparison treatment"

which is as special in its own right as the experimental treatment.

The validity of the comparison, it was felt, would be further

enhanced if the comparison treatment resembled the experimental

treatment in certain general ways: the comparison teacher, like

the experimental teacher, should be involved in the creation of a

set of procedures inferred from a conceptual framework; the compari-

son treatment should emerge out of a training program in the same

way that the experimental treatment does; and finally, the compari-

son treatment should have a rationale as rigorous in its own terms

as the experimental treatment has in its terms. There was one

final consideration. In spite of the difficulty of defining a

"normal" instructional situation, the idea persisted that the signi-

ficance of the hypotheses being tested lay in the differences they

implied between the experimental treatment and just such a "normal"

situation. The key to the solution of this problem would lay in

the discovery of a dimension of teaching which (1) remained

relatively constant throughout and across the variety of situations

thought of as "normal!' and (2) distinguished markedly between the

unman situations and the experimental treatment. The concept of

teacher intent, introduced in connection with the experimental

variLble proved to be such a key. Thus it was asserted that at
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a certain level of abstraction the dominant intent of "normal

situations had a common denominator which was not shared with

the experimental treatment. The common denominator of "normal"

instructional situations was taken to be the presence of a domi-

nant intent to transmit knowledge in some form (facts, concepts,

methods of analysis, etc.), while the dominant intent of the me-

perimentil treatment was to preserve and enhance preconscious

freedom. A significant consequence of this assertion was that

it freed the study from the constraint of demonstrating that the

teacher in the comparison treatment did not manifest behaviors

similar to those deliberately cultivated in the experimental

teacher. Thus, while giving dominant attention to the task of

transmitting knowledge, the comparison teacher was free also to

act in ways that seemed right to her and would have the effect

of protecting and/Or enhancing preconscious freedom. And the

experimental teacher, while giving dominant attention to the task

of protecting and enhancing preconscious freedom, was not enjoined

against transmitting information when she deemed it consistent with

her dominant intent.2

On the basis of these assertions it became possible to con-

ceptualize a comparison treatment in the light of the other con-

siderations presented above. To summarize, the rationale for the

2This mode of distinguishing between "experimental" and
normalu situations is conceptually rigorous, but gives rise
to experimental difficulties which are discussed below. It is
consistent with the designation of this research as a pilot
study.
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design of the research demanded a comparison treatment which was

(1) as special in its own right as the experimental treatment;

(2) resembled the experimental treatment in that its specific

procedures would emerge from a conceptual framework out of a

training program through the effort of the teachers participating

in the comparison group training seminars; (3) and that it would

have a rationale as rigorous in its own terms as the experimental

treatment is in its terms. Attention to these considerations, it

was believed, would prevent both Hawthorne effect and comparison

between an experimental treatment and a straw man.

The present concern among educators with the teaching of

"principles" supplied the basis for the formulation of a comparison

treatment. It was decided to define the comparison treatment as

the effort, or intent, to teach principles of literature to the

comparison group through the medium of children's literature. There

is ample rationale in the education literature for the teaching of

principles to children.3 There is amp..e literary criticism and

aesthetic analysis to establish the plausibility of the proposition

that literature can be construed to manifest highly generalizable

and highly subsumptive principles or sets of principles comparable

in some sense to those being incorporated into new math and science

programs.4 And finally the gap which had to be filled by the creative

Iv
3See, for example, Phi Delta Kappa, Education and the Structure

of Knowledge (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1967047--

4A good overview of theoretical proposition© about literature
maybe found in Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Companya Harvest book-195a=
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efforts of the teachers in the study, between conception and

classroom procedures, is of the same order of magnitude with

respect to principles of literature as it is with respect to

the model of thinking upon which this study is based. The intent

to teach principles of literature to the comparison group there-

fore meets the design requirements for a comparison treatment.

Instrumentation

To test the hypotheses concerning fluency, flexibility, and

originality, the Torrance Tests of Creative ThinkingLIAIAL

Figural, and portions of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking.

Zorm..liVerbal, were mied.5 Both types of test yield scores for

fluency, flexibility, and originality.

To test the hypothesis concerning recall, a very simple test

of recalll, was devised by the experimenter. The Recall Test asked

subjects to recall as many items as they could from a pictorial

display of twenty items. The experimenter assumed that for a task

as straight-forward as this, used in connection with a pilot study,

sheer face validity was sufficient to justify use of the instrument

without elaborate procedures for establishing validity and reliability6

To test the hypothesis concerning analogy-making, an instrument

was designed by the experimenter which asked subjects to think of

5E. Paul Tor ranee, Torrance Tests of
(Princeton: Personnel Press, Inc., 1

6The items pictorially displayed for this test, together
with directions for administration, are given in Appendix A.
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analogies for each of several base analogues. This instrument

seemed to the experimenter to be a little bit more problematic

than the recall instrument. An effort was made to set up checks

on its validity and reliability, but under pressure of time the

difficulties of carrying through such checks proved insurmountable.

The instrument has a certain degree of face validity, but lacks

the kind of technical study that would have increased the expert-

menter'e confidence in it.?

WAIIIMMIImemorremor INIMININIP101111110111IMINNILIONIMINem

7The Analogies Test is reproduced in Appendix A.



Chapter IV

PROCEDURN3

Training Programs

General. Considerations

The purpose of the training programs was to prepare the

interns to conduct the experimental and comparison treatments.

It will be recalled that, consistent with the designation updlat

study," the variables of the study are defined primarily in terms

of the dominant intent of the teacher, and only secondarily in

terms of criteria for decision- asking and ewer patterns of

teacher behavior. Consequently the training program was thought

of as having three main goals-- understanding of the ideas and

criteria pertinent to the given approach, commitment to the intent

of the given approach, and the opportunity both to practice applying

the criteria and to evaluate the behavior patterns that emerge in

the course of this practice. As goals for a training program of

necessarily limited duration and intensity, these are difficult

to approach in a highly systematic way. A general strategy was

adhered to, but within the broad limits set by this strategy the

course of the training programs was highly flexible with decisions

being made very much on the basis of interaction between the experi-

menter and the interns. There were several dimensions to the

general strategy.



First, in order to secure a modicum of commitment, the interns

were briefed on the general nature of the study and were given

both the option to participate or not and the option to be in

the experimental or comparison treatment group. Fdrther the

interns were given course credit for their participation in lieu

of a required professional preparation course, were encouraged

to siese upon some aspect of the study as the basis for their

palteres papers, and were promised a great deal of latitude with

respect to the development of their own methods of applying the

conceptions with which we were to deal, In order to protect the

commitment from victimization by the kinds of frustrations and

disappointments that tend to arise in such situations, interns

were frequently to be invited to air their feelings about the pro-

gram, either in the seminar or in conference with the experimenter*

Second, a noire:VI approach to the acquisition of the concepts

pertinent to each treatment was planned. That is, the concepts

were first to be encountered in a comparatively simple--even

common-sense--form; this to be followed by a focus upon other

problems the interns were facing in their weekly practice- teaching

sessions, and this in turn was followed by a broader and more

sophisticated examination of the concepts in light of the inter-

vening classroom experience, etc.

Third, the weekly practice-teaching itself, as a workshop for

4;ne application of ideas growing out of the seminars, was to serve

as the vthicle through which each intern could develop her own

patterns of fdlfilling the criteria for the treatments. Fourth,
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none of the interns was told anything about the study beyond the

requirements of the treatment they were preparing for. They were

not told what hypotheses were being examined. There were no re-

ferences to "experimental" or "comparison" groups. The intern

groups were referred to as "The Psych Group" and "The Lit Group."

They were told that two orientations were being examined and that

details concerning the overall design of the study would be

forthcoming after the project was completed.

There are several sources of data on the training program.

First there are the internist logs, the notes they were required

to keep upon what for them were the highlights of the training

program.1

Second, there are notes taken by the experimenter after

each training seminar. These are presented in roundtld-out form

below, as resumes of the training seminars. A deliberate attempt

has been made to avoid introducing into these resumis any perspective

beyond what uas expressed in note form immediately following each

session.

Third, there are evaluations of the training program written

by the interns. These are reproduced verbatim in Appendix C.

An effort was made to develop an observational instrument

to verify the experimental conditions. This effort was abandoned

when scheduling problems became insurmountable.

1The loge of the two interns who were chosen to participate
in the experimental phase of the study are reproduced verbatim In
Appendix B.
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There is no adequate record of the classroom experiences

of the interns during the training phase. This is due partially

to technical problems with recording equipment and partially to

a tactical error on the Art of the experimenter.2 There is some

useful material in the interns; logs. The experimenter's seminar

notes also contain some information that was brought in by the

interns.

The report on the training phase thus is based primarily

upon the experimenter's notes. This is supplemented by the interns'

logs and evaluations.

Resume of the Exyerimental
Group Seminar

Session 1.This session was opened with the question "what

is freedom of mind." Discussion first centered upon the attempt

to specify what a person who had freedom of mind would be like.

The most recurrent term was "creative." "Feeling at ease" was

mentioned often. The term "warm" occurred several times and was

challenged. "Are free people necessarily warm?" was asked, and this

lead to the question "what kinds of factors affect freedou of mind

in young children?" A list of contrasting qualities was made in

response, consisting of such pairs as "warm -- strict," "orderly -- rigid,"

.4001111MMIII

2
The experimenter assumed that if he made recorders readily

available and discussed with the interns some of the uses to which rem
cordings could be put, they would take initiative in recording
regularly. This assumption proved false.
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"flexiblestatic." The discussion, turned to the question of

"expectations" created by a teacher. Finally questions were

raised concerning the relation of freedom of mind to intelligence,

to beauty, to creativity, to "children's ability to sense things."

It was suggested that freedom of mind is "the conscious use of

more of your, mind." The experimenter asked whether adult culture

ae experienced by children tended to favor or oppose freedom of

mind. An article by Eugene Gendlin on "The Discovery of Felt

Meaning" was aJsigned.3

Sepsion 2.--This session was a free-for-all on creativity.

Personal experience, pet ideas, bits of theories or other scholarly

work, reference to the arts, all occurred. Towards the close of

the session attention was turned to the problem of recognizing

creativity, Mimeographed transcripts of classroom incidents were

handed out with the intent of examining them for evidence of teach-

ing practices that affect creativity negatively or positively and

for information concerning the comparative usefUlness of the product

or process approach to identifying creativity.

Session.2.--This session was primarily devotod to discussion

of the classroom incidents distributed in Session 2. The experimen-

ter frequently referred to the rost recurrent terms and concepts

of the two previous sessions. Some new terms were introduced, such

as "motivation" and "learning" and discussed in terms of their re-

lation to creativity.

3gene Gendlin, "The Discovery of Felt Meaning," in James
B. Macdonald, ed., LanguagelgaltWmg, Association for Super-
vision and Curriculum Development, NEA, Washington, D. C., 1966.
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Several articles were suggested but not assigned, including

Robert White's 'Motivation Reconsideredu4 and sections of George

Kelly's Theory of Personality.5 Finally, an attempt was made to

anticipate some of the problems the interns might encounter in

their forthcoming first practice-teaching session. The interns

were given a set of children's books from which to select one for

use in this first session. No suggestions were made with respect

to the instruction tnat was to take place, except that it was

agreed to attempt to solicit some kind of " "creative "" or "free"

response to the story from the children.

The interns were asked to keep logs of their experienocs which

would form the basis of seminar discussion for the coming few sessions.

Session 4.--The first part of this session was used by the

interns to express a wide range of feelings about the chaos that

had, in their perceptions, characterized their first teaching

session. After some time the experimenter asked whether they had

been successful in bringing about ufreedom of minds?' and whether it

was possible to distinguish clearly between chaos and the expression

of freedom. There was intuitive agreement that such a distinction

ust exist, but attempts to draw the distinction clearly failed.

4R4 W. White, ',Motivation Reconsidered: The Competence NOtive,ft

The Psychological Review, 66, 1959.

5George Kelly, Alteamjapsamagally (New York: W. W.

Norton, 1963).
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Attention me then turned to the account of one intern. She had

read a story about a bird6 and invited the children to act out

the part of the bird--to show haw the bird felt. The children

began to flap their way around the room making craw calls, etc.

The intern was pleased at first but after a while thought it looked

silly and meaningless. She was unable to decide what to do and

unable to recover the childrens, attention until the end of the

period. This incident is important betause it contained the form

of what was to be the most difficult and persistent problem en-

countered by the interns in this group--the relation between freedom

and control in the classroom. This became the dominant theme of

the next several sessions.

Towards the end of the session the feelings of the interns

finally jelled into a series of very clear and somewhat angry

declarations to the effect that "we don't know what you want us

to do." In the remaining time the experimenter presented in outline

the notion of preconscious freedom and the conceptual model from

which the notion arises. The experimenter said that he wanted the

interns to focus their efforts on the solicitation of expressions

of preconscious thought and to try to figure out that kinds of

controls were detrimental and what kinds were necessary to this

endeavor. A paper by Kubie was suggested? and children's books were

6Tico of the Golden Wings. Here and in the following pages
children's books are referred to by title only. All children's
books used in the study are listed with complete citations in
Appendix D.

?Lawrence S. Kubie, "Research on Protecting Preconscious
Ftnctions in Educations," NurturAis Individual Potential (Washington,
D. C.: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1961).
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selected for the next practice-- teaching session.

§91210.1.--Seesion 5 was divided between two activities. First,

the interns reported in detail upon their most recent classroom

efforts. During this portion of the seminar we deliberately took

frequent excursions into the internal feelings about the teaching

situations, their feelings while teaching, and their feelings

about the project and the demands it was making upon them.

In the second portion of the session we moved into a closer

look at the conceptual model and explored some rather specific

questions arising out of the first portion: "is it all right to

tell a pupil to atop doing something ?"; "is it all right to get

angry`?"'; "what do I do if there's one kid who keeps messing e/ery-

thing up ?"; **what kind of freedom is it if they just want to beat

each other up?" etc. The experimenter rather persistently responded

to these questions by asking that kinds of answers are suggested

by the model. At the close of the period the experimenter suggested

that it would be economical to develop a set of criteria in terms

of which such questions could either be answered or determined to

be orthogonal to the concerns of the model. He presented the five

criteria mentioned above and requested the interns to evaluate,

modify, and attempt to improve upon them. Kubiels book was assigned.

SessicIi 6.--The experimenter attempted to direct discussion

to the criteria presented in Session 5. The interns however pre-

ferred to exchange incidents of. their past week's teaching exptirience.'4%

The incidents reported had in common the failure to resolve the

freedom-control problem. The problem seemed to have crystalized
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describing involved an initial granting of freedom, a subsequent

division of the group between those who chose to participate in

activities with the teacher and those who chose not to, and

finally a situation in which the teacher's efforts to interact

openly with a emall group are interrupted by angry, tenuous, and

guilty attempts to get the rest of the children quiet enough so

that the little group was not distracted. The conflicts and

ramifications in this situation put the interns under great stress,

which accounted, in part, for their persistent desire to spend the

period exchanging stories.

The discussion took a turn towards the end which might have

been but was not anticipated. Rather abruptly the interns decided

that they needed some instructional objectives that had something

to do with the stories they were reading to the childrenWe've

got to teach something. You can't just sit around creating freedom."

We agreed to spend the next session discussing three children's

books, one selected by each of the interns.8

We also agreed to come 1-ack to the problem of control the

following week. The experimenter suggested that we invite as

a guest a person with a wide variety of experiences in elementary

education. The suggestion was accepted with enthusiasm. Plans

were made to have a guest in Session 8.

a
nn Tired of Lions, o___LijohresGarden, The Wizard of Os.
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attlon2.-The discussion began with each intern briefly

describing the book She had selected. Questions were raised

about the value of each particular book for children. These

questions were not answered. We moved into a general discussion

of %hat these kids are supposed to get out of the Stories,

and from here plunged into a heated debate over the relation between

the intent of the experimental treatment and the intent of instruc-

tion. In the course of this debate a great deal of contusion and

antagonism was expressed with respect to the program. Ekploratior

of these feelings was encouraged by the experimenter. Towards the

end of the period, he reiterated the following points, all of

which had been made at some time earlier in the program:

The experimental treatment posits the dominant intent of
protecting and enhancing preconscious freedom.

It posits a set of criteria, subject to modification, to
be applied to decisions pertinent to the conduct of teaching.

Any instructional objective which does not contradict the
dorinant intent or the criteria may be pursued.

Any instructional technique which does not contradict the
dominant intent or the criteria may be used.

These observations were found helpful, even though they did

not directly solve the problems that had been raised. It was sug-

gested that the crux of the matter was whether or not the dominant

intent of the experimental treatment was in itself sufficient to

generate plans for teaching. We tentatively concluded CO that it

might be sufficient to a teacher who knew a lot more about tech-

niques for flsoliciting sustained production of thought" than any

of us at the present did, but (2) that with respect both to our

present inadequacy and to the instructional function of the teacher
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in moat schools it would be most sensible to think of the dominant

intent as functioning in conjunction with instructional objectives.

This discussion represented an important breakthrough in the train-

ing program. First, it gave the interns a way out of the freedom-

control problem which had raagued them. They began to see that

simply offering a set of activities, designed with an instructional

objective in mind, minimised the kind of "free behavior" that con-

stituted a threat to the teacher. They were still concerned that

these activities might restrict preconscious freedom. Neverthelese

they began to think of their job as giving freedom within the con-

text of a carefully designed set of restrictions, rather than as

giving freedom by removing all restrictions. It was suggested that

the behavior they had seen emerging as a result of their efforts

to remove restrictions had in fact been guided by a more subtle

and stultifying set of restrictions imposed upon the group by their

own psycho - social makeup.

Session 8.--We began by outlining to our guest the kind of

problem we had been struggling with.9 Under the guest's guidance

our discussion turned quickly to the use of choice as a classroom

strategy. The timing here was particularly fortunate. The interns

quickly grasped the idea that the very simple devide of giving

children sets of carefully conceived choices could be used to com-

municate to the children both the concept of freedom within a set

si I I I MI I. I I I I IA

9
Our guest, to whom we owe thanks for her help at this im-

portant point in the training program, was Mrs. Esther Zaret, who
is an Assistant Professor of Education at Marquette University,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
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of restrictions and the specific set of parameters for freedom

which the teacher wished to establish. The interns =proceed

an interest in trying applications of this idea in their next

teaching session. The last part of the session was spent

discussing rather detailed answers to the question ftwhat kinds

of choices can we realistically offer first-grade children which

will serve some instructional purpose without violating the five

criteria"

It was agreed that for the next session we would attempt to

list a wide range of activities that could be used in conjunction

with children's stories. Each intern assumed responsibility for

contributing observations in connection with a particular book

of her choosing.

ion .-- Early in this session the interns expressed the

feeling that they had little to say to each other at this time. They

felt that they were involved in different situations with different

problems, and that they needed time both for planning and teaching

before they would be ready to discuss what they were doing. The

session was adjourned.

3eamigna2.--In light of the fact that this was to be our

third from last meeting, the experimenter felt that some important

decisions had to be made. There were more tasks remaining than we

really had time for. It was clear that, while the interns gave

evidence of a decent general understanding of what we were trying

to do, they were still encountering serious problems in their class-

room work. It seemed unlikely that these problems would be solved
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by the beginning of the experimental Phase of the project. On

the other hand, individual discussions with the interns left the

impression that their commitment to the project was strong in

spite of their feelings of frustration.

In the light of these impressions, two decisions were made.

The first was to share with the interns the thought that a good

many of their problems might with no adverse effect on the project

be worked out during tete early part of the research Phase itself,

when they would be seeing children every day. So long as a basic

understanding of and commitimt to the experimental treatment

were present, the experimenter stated, the actual codification of

techniques could emerge on an in-service basis during the second

semester. While this was not specifically a part of the original

design of the study, it is not inconsistent with the definition of

the experimental variable which places stress upon intent and

application of criteria rather than upon teacher behaviors. The

decision beamed to make sense in terms of the exploratory nature of

the study.

The second decision was to suggest to the interns that we

call a halt on our tendency to become rather abstract in our dis-

cussions and instead draw up a plan together for dealing with what-

ever they identified as their most pressing needs in relation to

the project.

These decisions were carried out.) The plans we drew up for our

remaining time were as follows. First, the interns would go back

over their logs and attempt to pall from them accounts of their

most successful experiences. These would be presented and analysed
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for the benefit of the intern that would be chosen to participate

in the mperimental phase.

Second, we would attempt to specify the kinds of behaviors

we had learned to anticipate from children in response to the ex-

perimental conditions and to discuss the implications of these ex-

pectations for the planning of the experimental treatment. Third,

we would spend time specifically helping the selected intern,

who would be identified by Session 11, begin planning. And finally,

we would attempt an overall evaluation of the training program.

The experimenter requested that evaluations be written so that

they might become part of the data of the study. They are re-

produced verbatim in Appendix C.

Session 11.-.Christmas vacation had intervened between Sessions

10 and 11, with unfortunate loss of focus. This effect was com-

pounded by the fact that the interns had only two weeks of classes

between the end of vacation and the beginning of final exams and

term paper deadlines. On top of this, announcement of the name of

the intern who would participate in the experimental phase had a

complex and generally depressant effect upon the group. We attempted

to talk about key incidents recorded in the interns' logs, but

this was unsuccessful for lack of preparation. One of the interns

expressed the opinion that they 'shad never been told much about

how you go about getting kids to produce ideas." The experimenter

referred to several articles that had been suggested early in the

semester but never brought into our discussions, and asked whether

they might not serve as a jumping-off point for developing appropriate
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techniques."

These papers were briefly discussed with the effect of focusing

our attention on two questions: (1) what kinds of questions tend to

solicit thought with first-graders, and (2) what other variables besides

types of questions could be manipulated to solicit thought. No one

had much to contribute towards answering these questions, but it was

felt that, consistent with the decisions made for Session 10, the

questions themselves could serve as a focal point for the experimenter

and the selected intern during the early part of the experimental phase.

Session 12*-4Ie spent the first half of this session talking

about ways the experimental teacher might go about planning for the

coming semester. Several points met with general agreement:

1. The teacher should begin by establishing the idea that

there were certain restrictions of physical motion and rules of

courtesy which she expected to enforce, but that within these limita-

tions children could say and think whatever they wanted to. Tech-

.

niquee for establishing this idea were discussed. It was unanimously

agreed that the critical element was the teacher's own certainty

and firmness, and that given this, appropriate patterns of rein-

forcement would naturally tend to emerge. The intern pointed. out

that she wad not certain or firm, and that saying she should be

wouldn't solve the problem. It was suggested that she might make

a provisional commitment to a set of procedural rules. The implica-

tions of this suggestion did not come fully to light at this time.

During the course of the experimental semester, however, this idea

10523ene Gendlin, 01911,., and James Baths, arifying
Children's Values," mimeo.
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blossomed into a useful tool and one of the more exciting incidental

insights provided by the study (see pages 106, 124-127).

2. That the teacher should have some definite instructional

plans which would provide a focus of interest. These plans would

be used to initiate activity, but they would yield to the require-

ments of the experimental treatment.

3. Plans should specifically include at least two types of

options: first, a choice among stories and activities as a group

focus; second, a choice between participating in the group activity

and participating in some other activity which would not disrupt

the group. This second kind of option was regarded as particularly

important. Our expectation was that careful planning of options

could considerably reduce the teacher's problem of having to divide

herself between the roles of disciplinarian and soliciter of free

thinking processes.

4. It was suggested that as a followup to ground covered in

Session 11 the teacher and the experimenter work together to form-

late specific techniques for soliciting the sustained production of

ideas.

In the second portion of the session we moved on to evaluation

of the program. The interns reported the main points of their

written evaluations. There was not much interest in discussion,

so the session was adjourned.
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Boma of the Comparison
Grouv Seminar

An attempt was made to conduct the comparison treatment

training program in a fashion that closely resembled the experi-

mental treatment training program. Differences in the nature of

the material to be dealt with as well as differences in the kinds

of problems encountered by the two groups of teachers as a result

of their contrasting intents was a limiting factor upon this

effort. These differences will become apparent in the following

section.

Session 1.--The experimenter opened the session by asking

to what Lir? ,structures and does literature have anyr Jerome

Bruner was immediately cited. All the interns had read The Process

of Education Though no precise definition of structure was

offered, it seemed clear that we had a decent common understanding

of the term, and so we proceeded to the second part of the question- -

does literature have principles? No one seemed certain, but it

was agreed that we could proceed, upon the assumption of an affirm-

ative answer, to look for such principles. The experimenter re-

iterated to the interns that the job they were preparing for was

that of "laying the foundations for the understanding of literary

principles," and that if they all felt moderately comfortable with

the assumption that literature has principles, we could get on with

the job of discovering some of them and figuring out how to teach in

Im immamillaliNNENNO.

11Jerame Bruner, The Process of Education, (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 196137.---
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terms of them. During the ensuing discussion, it was agreed that

two further assumptions needed to be made: (l) that acme of the

structures of literature per se were also operant in "children's

literatures', that is, that children's literature does in some

senses belong in the general category ',literatures', and (2) that

it is possible to teach children's literature to children in

such a may that children will acquire some "functional recognition',

of those structures. The term "functional recognition," while not

precisely defined, was intended to convey the conviction we shared

from the beginning that we should guard against the kind of teach-

ing of principles which would result in verbal familiarity with

technical devices without any "feel" for the way they worked.

At the close of the session we attempted to name some principles

of literature and to discuss their functions. The single concrete

suggestion was that "rhyme and beat" in poetry make it easy to re-

member.

The interns were assigned the task of locating a piece of

literature they knew and liked and preparing to talk about its

structures. The experimenter volunteered to talk about the struc-

tures of the Shakespearean Sonnet "That time of year thou mayest

in me behold."

A suggested reading list of critical writings on each of four

genres of literature was presented, together with some general

critical works.

.1M," '1151.1* ,4111.,,234V1.
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Session 2. --The assignment proved too difficult. The experi-

menter made his presentation, which was followed by unsuccessful

efforts by the interns to talk about the pieces they had selected.

We moved on to a more general discussion of literary structures.

This discussion revealed to the author the limitations of the

group's knowledge of literature and generated a decision on his

part to suggest that we narrow the range of our effort to a parti-

cular literary genre. The short story was suggested for several

reasons: a number of complete pieces could be examined in a rela-

tively brief time; the problems of attaining a simple surface

understanding are not as severe, generally, as they are in poetry;

it was suspected that the short story had more in common with

children's literature than did other genres; and finally, the experi-

menter was familiar with an excellent critical work on the short

story which was well suited to our task.12

This suggestion was accepted, and so in the remaining time

the experimenter previewed the key concepts in Schorerts book.

Sections of Schorer were assigned.

Session 3.-- In this session we attempted to extract, primarily

from the introductory chapter, Schorerts basic assumptions about

the structure of the short story. The most basic assumptions, one

assumes, are intended by Schorer to subsume a much broader range of

literature than the short story.=s 11.1..

Mark Schorer' The Short Story: An Amtholow (New York:
Alfred Knopf, 1959).
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At the highest level of abstraction we recognised the

principle that "literature conveys meaning and that the meanings

it conveys are intrinsically united to the structures in which they

are conveyed." This principle generated the first criterion for

the comparison treatment--that whatever structures we attempted to

teach would be taught in terms of their contribution to the meaning

conveyed by the piece in question. Without our explicitly recog-

nising it this criterion was to generate the prototype for the peda-

gogy of the comparison treatment. The thrust of inquiry was always

to go beyond naming a structure to questions of the type ',what

would be the effect of changing this structure in a given way ?"

that is, all structures were vied as being subsumed by the

basic structural proposition that specific structures are the means

by which meaning is conveyed.

Schorer'e second principle contributed to our understanding

of the first. The primary thesis of his book is an expansion of

the statement he quotes from Goethe that "art exists in limitation."

Schorer says:

Fiction is, or can be, an art, and art, if it
is about anything, is about life, but exactly
because it is about it, it is a different thing
from it. The very obviousness of this proposi-
tion makes it elusive.. a Life offers all
the subjects of fiction, but fiction itself
must choose the subjects it will treat, and then
treat them?,

Structures, then, are viewed by Schorer as the choices an author

makes in the effort to convey meaninz. And the choices he makes

1311.41).., ps, 4.
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constitute his vehicle for conveying his sense of the meanings

in life.

This second principle, that art exists in limitation and that

the choice of limitations constitutes the author's vehicle for con-

veying meaning, provides the framework in terms of which we were

to attempt to understand specific literary structures of a lower

order of abstraction?'

Our discussion of these principles did not follow the coherent

pattern of the above explication of them. Still it is the experi-

menter's lonviction that recognition of these principles was the

product of a rather loose discuscio4.. It was agreed that in our

next session we would examine some of the specific structures

presented by Schorer. Sections of Schorer were assigned.

Sessionl.--In this session we briefly discussed several

specific structures:

CO Point of view. The author has to choose who shall tell

the story, The author himself? The author as literary persons?

A narrator? A character within the story? What kinds of meanings

can be conveyed through which of these points of view? The moat

common structure is that in which the omniscient author tells the

story in the third person; this lends itself to thematic contrast

between a character's perceptions or illusions and the author's

grasp of reality. Other choices lend themselves to other sorts of

thematic material..

,INIMIMMOINNIMII=IMMIM1111.111 AMIN.

lhAn interesting parallel may be drawn between the conception of
art as choices from life in its totality and Kubie's conception of
conscious behavior as a sampling of the total preconscious activity.



(2) We explored in lees detail choices concerning the use of

characters, the structure of plot (e.g. critical events are inter-

nal or external, plot culminates to a reversal, revelation, or

epiphany) , and the use of images.

(3) Finally we began to explore the "illusion - reality"

structure of stories. The importance of this structure rests

with the fact that while art is about life it is also often about

itself. That is, in the very act of imposing limitations upon

life art rarely avoids either presenting its own subjects as

choosing their sets of limitations in order to create meaning in

their lives, or presenting a contrast between its subject's per-

ceptions and the author's omniscient perceptions, or presenting

a number of subjects with conflicting perceptions of reality.

This phase of the discussion did not go very well. As our

time was nearly over, it was agreed to adjourn, and to prepare to

move next time into a new undertaking--the examination of 'some

children's books in light of the structures we had discussed. It

was agreed that we would all read 211.211911.212219r

Passion 5.--Session 5 was devoted to a critical analysis of

glesziggag with respect to the structures discussed previously,

and to planning for the interns' first practice-teaching session.

The interns were incredulous about the proposition that

Peter Rabbit wars susceptible to literary analysis. They had all

read it since Session 4, but had nothing to say about its structure.

The experimenter presented a brief analysis of one set of structural

features. This setcontrasts and similarities among the character

t.14. Ix. leff4 1,95
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of Farmer Brown, the character of Hrs. Rabbit, the final sequence

of incidents, and the moral of the storywas chosen for the

clarity with which it exemplifies the relationship between structure

and meaning. This presentation was followed by a fairly careful

discussion of the concepts of character and point of view, as

defined by Schorer, in relation to Peter Rabbit.

finally, a short time use spent in helping the interns prepare

to teach Peter in their first class sessions.

Session 6. --This session was spent largely in an unfocused

discussion of °what happened° in the interns' teaching efforts.

There was no coherent analytic or academic thread, but the experi-

menter felt that something of importance, which he could not

quite grasp, was occurring. Consequently the discussion was allowed

to continue for most of the period. A half-hour before the session

was over the experimenter asked whether there was anything parti-

cular we needed to do in the remaining time. It was decided to

look at some other Children's books, which were immediately avail-

able to us. These books were WheretherheAre, Little

ue and Little Yellow, and Tico of the Golden Wings. We touched

briefly upon one key structural characteristic of each book. For

Where the Wild Thing!, Are we talked about the structural devices,

including illustration technique and word sounds as well as literal

elements, which express the relationship between reality and ima-

gination at the heart of the story. With Tico we compared Lionni's

manner of delivering a moral with Potter's (Peter Rabbit). We
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touched upon the plausibility of regarding Little Blue and Little

Yellow as a novitiate experience in syMbolism.

We came back to the problem of what in particular we might

do next time to help the interns. They agreed to choose books

themselves for their next teaching session, and to come back to

the seminar next time prepared to suggest to each other specific

techniques for communicating structures to children.

Session 7.--This session again began with interns telling

what happened. The experimenter asked quite early whether this

was how we wanted to spend our time or whether it was happening

because no one was directing attention to anything else. This lead

to a series of evaluative comment3 about the program, which the

experimenter explicitly welcomed. Through this discuosion a problem

was clarified which was to remain one of oul key problems through-

out the training program. The interns seemed to feel that it was

all very well to have "functional understanding of literary prin-

ciples" as a long-range objective but that it didn't make sense to

"just go in and teach literary principles to first-graders."15 This

problem was analyzable into two distinct parts. First, the interns

had to recognize that their lack of expee.ence and skill at this

point was a limiting factor upon their approach to teaching literary

structures. They had so far limited themselves to a rather head-

on verbal approach characterized by a fairly rigid single-minded

intent. This would not be sufficient. It was agreed that we

needed to seek a broad range of classroom activities, both verbal

and nonverbal, which would support the general intent of the pro-

this problem has its parallel in the experimental group's
problem described on page 78.
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gram. This was to be our focus for next session.

Second, however, we gave sane consideration to the proposition

that, given the moat skillful and imaginative of teachers, the

intent to teach literary structures might still profitably be

combined with other sorts of objectives. Out of this discussion

grew a formulation which stuck with us through the program, with-

out ever becoming as clear as one would have liked. We made a

distinction between "teaching literary structures', on the one hand

and ',teaching in the light of our knowledge of literary structures"

on the other. Though the term was not used in this session, this

formulation lead the way to the concept of "dominant intent" which

is so critical to the definition of the variables in this study.

The interns began to recognize at this point that they "could

teach literary structure without teaching literary structure."

Another way it was put was "You can have e free discussion with

no advance plan at all, as long as your (the teacher's) comments

are consistent with and implicitly convey the sense of structure

you wish to communicate in the long run."

Finally, towards the end of this session, we turned our

attention to a long-range plan for our work together. The experi-

menter asked the interns to consider how the seminar could best

contribute to their progress in developing the ',literary,' treatment.

It was agreed that for the next few weeks we would take a specific

structural element each session, review Schorer's treatment of it,

and come to the seminar prepared to generate ideas for incorporating

a treatment of that element into class activities. We were to t,ry
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to exemplify our ideas with specific Children's books. The

experimenter noted, however, that the interns seemed to feel that

the seminaries not of great importance at their present stage of

development. The interns suggested that if they followed up each

of the next few siminars with lessons based upon the seminar

material "things would improve." The inconsistency between this

and the discussion above went unnoticed. We decided to talk about

"character" in Session 8.

Session 8.--Oar discussion of character was poor. No one

had ideas they wished to share. An intern pointed out that "our

groups are so different and we have different problems." The

interns seemed to want to work on their own without the seminar.

We agreed not to meet the next week, and to talk about "symbolism"

the following meek. The session was adjourned early.

Session.2.--No meeting,

Session 10.--It was pointed out that Christmas vacation would

intervene between this and the next session, and that following

vacation we had only two sessions remaining. We agreed to save

same time at the end of the session for planning our last two sessions.

Our discussion of symbolism followed the agreed-upon pattern.

We talked first about the meanings Schorer attaches to that term.

The main point we stressed was that in Schorees view symbolism is

not a device some authors use but rather an inherent dimension of

all literary expression which is developed more or less fully by

various authors. In one sense the symbolic level of a story is
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represented by the confluence of all the structural ehciJes an

author makes in order to convey meaning, and stands counter-

balanced against the literal, or "surface, line of events. We

felt that there were two possible approaches to symbolism with

first-graders. The first was simply to leave the concept implicit

in the act of discovering meaning in stories. In this approach

the concept itself would not be directly examined a). all, or at

least not until the process of discovering meaning through con-

frontation with a range of authors' structural choices was quite

familiar to the children.

The second approach mould teach symbolism directly through

books in which the symbolic dimension was particularly strong in

relation to the surface dimension and in which there were clearly

recognisable and discreet symbols present. Included in this

approach might be a close examination of that particular set of

forms of symbolism called metaphor.

We did not choose between these two approaches. However we

went on to discuss two children's books which seemed particularly

appropriate to the second approach. These were Little Blue and Little,

Yellow and Were the Wild Thing

We went on to explore several possible activities which could

be used in connection with teaching symbolism: Ask children to

describe a character who was angry without using the word angry;

Ask children what kind of weather it would be in a mystery story

or a love story or an adventure story; Have children draw parti-

cular kinds of feelings without showing any characters who feel
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that way, etc. We were not entirely satisfied with these, but

felt that they might provide a basis for experimenting in class

which would in turn lead to new ideas.

Rather spontaneously we turned to the task of thinking up

devices for communicating other structures: the use of constructions

to illustrate the relationship of author to narrator to characters

in the story; the use of a display of faces and words from which

children select combinations for particular kinds of stories they

wish to tell; the use of a series of drawings of the same object

in different styles to parallel the stylistic structure of stories

in relation to their meanings, etc.

Finally we came back to the task of planning for our last

few sessions. We agreed that our time should be spent specifically

in tasks that would help the intern who was going to work next

semester in planning for her job. We divided the task into three

units. Two interns would accumulate a list of specific activities

that might be used in connection with specific structures. The

third intern would accumulate a descriptive bibliography of children's

books that might be particularly appropriate for teaching specific

structures. The experimenter would draw up a general outline of

the ground we had covered and a very open-ended and flexible outline

of strategies that might be employed in planning.

It was further agreed that the interns would prepare written

evaluations of the training program, and that we would save some time

in the last meeting to discuss the key points in their evaluations.
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Session 11.--Christmas vacation intervened between Sessions 10

and 11. At the beginning of the session the experimenter announced

the name of the intern who would b conducting the literary approach

in the experimental phase of the research. This had an effect upon

the group uhich seemed to make discussion difficult. The experi-

menter invited the interns to discuss their feelings about the

decision, but the results were platitudinous. The experimenter

moved into a presentation of the notes he had made pursuant to the

agreement of the previous session. The effect of his report lits

to nise questions about several possible ways of organizing the

content of the "literary approach" for the coming semester. We

explored the possible advantages and disadvantages of three types

of organization: (1) moving from the more comprehensive principles

to less comprehensive ones; (2) moving from the less comprehensive

to the more comprehensive; (3) explication of comprehensive prin-

ciples; followed by "discovery" of specific principles and instances

of principles; CO explication of specific instances of principles

followed by attempts to induce more comprehensive principles;

(5) "spiral" approach to organizing confrontation with principles;

and (6) plannik5, only to read stories with multiple structures

and following children's lead into exploration of structures. Of

course no decision was intended or made. We discussed some of the

implications of each approach and made suggestions as to the details

that would be involved. The selected intern felt that all these

suggestions were useful, but that one would have to feel her way

into a plan that would probably combine elements from several of
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the suggested patterns. Discussion turned again to the distinction

between "teaching principles and "teaching in the light of our

knowledge of principles. The meaning of the latter expression

was not clarified but was felt to express better than the first

the intent of our undertaking.

The intern assigned the task of compiling a descriptive

bib4ography reported on her work. The two interns who were to

report on activities had nothing to present. The session was

adjourned.

Session 12.--We briefly discussed the salient points from

the interns' ovulations. The difference in investment between

the intern who was continuing and those for whom this was the last

session seemed to make discussion extremely difficult. The selected

intern expressed the feeling that "if the training program were

beginning now I might feel ready to begin the experiment the

semester after next." The experimenter pointed out that he would

continue to work with her in developing the approach at least in

the early part of the semester, and that she was not expected to

have perfected a method at this time. This seemed to help. The

interns all Lgreed that whatever else could be done could beet be

done between the selected intern and the experimenter. Session

12 was adjourned.
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geperal Considerations

During the course of the spring semester., the participating

interns met daily with the experimental and comparison treatment

groups. The program began two weeks after the opening of the

semester and ended two weeks before the end of the semester--11

weeks in all. The meeting time was the first period after lunch,

and it lasted 30 minutes. The interns, who were employed regularly

as part of a second-grade team in the same building, came to the

first-grade room to meet their groups. One group remained in the

first -grade room and the other group went to the small second-grade

"team - room" which was separated from the main second-grade room by

a movable and relatively somdproof screen. Because the two rooms

were markedly different in several respects, it was agreed that

the treatment groups would alternate rooms weekly.

ale(injuLkatitimati on the
Conduct of the Treatments

Mile the burden of the argument for two treatments which

differed according to design requirements rests primarily upon

the training programs, there are several corroborating sources of

information*

The first source, which is most convincing to the experimenter

but which has lowest public validity, is the experimenter's own

observations and conferences with the interns. These were conducted

on a weekly basis in the early part of the program and then gradually

tapered off.
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Second, an observation cheek-list was employed by an outside

observer who had no knowledge of the hypotheses or variables undo%

investigation. This observer worked independently of the experi-

menter. The number of such observations use limited by scheduling

difficulties to the point where the check-list data is useful only

in a crude descriptive sense.

The final and most important sources of corroborating data

are the records kept by the interns themselves. Both interns

kept reasonably detailed records of their plane, of important

classroom incidents, and of their feelings and ideas about their

work in progress. These records were incorporated into their

Seminar Reports.

The findings fran these three sources of data are discussed

briefly below. The interns' loge are reproduced in Appendix B.

The observations to be reported here deal with conceptual

features of the treatments and with some specific problems en-

countered in the experimental treatment. Details concerning the

contents of various lessons, specific books or ideas discussed,

etc., are recorded in the interns' logs.

The experimenter observed each treatment group six times during

the course of the program. During the first three observations he

focused his attention primarily upon the task of spotting cues to

the interns' dominant intent and decision-making strategy. In

Figure 2 below, typical notes from observations of the experimental

group are matched with notes concerning similar categories of
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tehavior in the comparison group.

Cori ..son o Bebaviore
of Two Treatment Groups

Experimental Group

Asks questions continuously.

Questions often use "how do
you feel about. , formula.

Asks questions about process
of group itself,

Questions'reflect ambiguity
of intent.

Intern typically responds
neutrally to children's ideas
(shake of head or uh-huh),
addresses follow-up question
to same student.

Intern typically expresses a
wide range of emotions, in-
cluding detached annoyance,
conflict between responsibi-
lity to entire group and to
an individual or sub- group,
intense involvement and plea-
sure with individual or sub-
group.

Intern appears to be explor-
ing a variety of approaches
to freedom and control. Ef-
forts result both in a wel-
comed openness and a confdsing
inconsistency.

Intern seeks direction from
children.

Comparison Group

Uses questions following present-
ations.

Questions are typically ',what
do you think.'

No comparable observation.

Questions focus clearly on features
of stories.

Intern typically' restates or comments
upon answers to quedtions, moves
on either to a new question or to
another pupil with same question.

Intern typically maintains a happy,
friendly attitude, and handles
threats to maintainance of bat atti-
tude by sharp, quick, professionall7
detached reprimand.

Wern has no control problem.
Discipline maintained and freedom
controlled indirectly by require-
ments of task.

Intern has clear sense of dir-
ection of lesson.

Figure 2



The experimenter attempted to observe the two treatments with

respect to the five criteria pertaining to the experimental varia-

ble. He noted the following:

Cpiterion 1.--The experimental treatment intern devoted much

more effort to solicitation of ideas than did the comparison treat-

ment intern. The questions used by the experimental treatment in-

tern to solicit thinking tended to be open-ended, while the quem-

tions asked by the comparison treatment intern terlded to call for

convergence upon information the intern had or upon material she

had presented. The experimental treatment intern asked questions

that often reflected response to affective components of the situa-

tion. The comparison treatment intern asked fewer such questions.

Criterion 2.--The experimental treatment intern did less

presentation of ideas directly and less presentation of ideas

by indirectly converging upon them through questions than did the

comparison treatment intern.

Criterion 3.--Both interns asked children to explain their

ideas. Neither pushed very hard for formal validation.

Criterion 4.--The comparison treatment intern was slightly

more prone than the experimental treatment intern to apply her own

criteria of correctness or validity to children's ideas.

Criterian1.--The experimental treatment intern showed more

negative affect in response to children's behavior's, than did the

comparison treatment intern. Neither teacher showed negative affect

with respect to children's ideas. The experimental treatment intern,

in showing negative feelings towards certain behaviors, tended also



to show them toward the feelings subtending the behaviors. However

she tended rather consistently to follow up such expressions with

an attempt to have the child express the feelings verbally. When

She was successful at this she seemed also to be somewhat success-

ful both at exploring the feeling with the child and at separating

behavior from feeling enough to make clear that she accepted the

feelings while rejecting the behaviors. This success was somewhat

tenuous and spotty, however.

At contrast, the comparison treatment intern rarely dealt

directly or at length with feelings or "but -of- place" behavior;

the behavior was controlled by focus upon the task at hand, and

feelings simply were not explored very often or very far.

The experimenter recorded the following opinions at the con-

clusion of these three observations of each intern: (1) that in a

gross sense the treatments differed both with respect to dominant

intent and with respect to decision- making processes. The experimen-

tal treatment intern seemed to be guided bye concern for establish-

ing psychological freedom of some sort, which could not be precisely

defined; and the comparison treatment intern seemed to be guided by

concern for the tasks at hand, which reflected more or lees directly

at different times an effort to communicate insight into the struc-

ture of literature; (2) that criteria 1 and 2 seemed to discrimi-

nate between the two treatments much more powerfully than did

criteria 3-5; (3) that distinguishing between the treatments in

terms of dominant intent seemed much more valid, though from the

points of view of operational definition and measurement much more
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tenuous, than _.Airiguishing between treatments in terms of behavior

criteria; and (4) that the freedom-control issue which had occupied

much of our attention during the training phase, now manifested

itself in an unanticipated form related to (3) above. By allowing

freedom at the outset, the experimental treatment intern permitted

problems to develop which were far more threatening to the intern

and to the children than anything that occurred in the comparison

group. Consequently the experimental treatment intern was under

considerable strain, often resulting in such behaviors as expressing

intense anger at liberties taken by one group which made another

group's work impossible, which violated the behavior criteria in

ways that the comparison treatment intern did not. The efforts of

the experimental treatment intern to face this problem dominate her

log. And to the experimenter this problem seemed to be the critical

test of the viability of the experimental treatment.

Over the following weeks observations were less regular and

less systematic. The comparison treatment was proceeding smoothly.

The experimenter felt that by virtue of temperament the comparison

treatment intern violated fewer of the behavior criteria than the

'leverage teacher does, but that still her focus use clearly and

%Impotently upon the job of dealing with principles of literature.

Criteria 1 and 2 still seemed to distinguish her work clearly from

that of the experimental treatment intern, though here, too, the

contrast was lees great, in the opinion of the experimenter, than

would "typically be the case.

During this period the experimental treatment intern, in con-

ference with the experimenter, planned a strategy which she hoped
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would solve or at least alleviate the freedom-control problem.

The basic strategy was designed to meet several needs. First

and most simply, it was intended to reduce disorder to a limit

which permitted the intern to work with individuals and sub- groups

Nithout having her attention continuously drawn away. Second, it

was intended to facilitate a separation of overt acts of a disrup-

tive kind from the feelings and thoughts surrounding them. The

intern quite reasonably felt torn apart by the conflict between

her anger at certain behaviors and her desire to be receptive to

feelings and ideas. And third, to maximize the intern's availa-

bility in the perceptions of the children, it was designed to

remove from the person of the intern the authority role which

adheres to the maker and keeper of laws.

The strategy involved several phases. First, a clear-cut and

firm pronouncement of rules of conduct and an explanation of the

way in wh:I.ch these rules relate to the efforts and needs of both

the children and the intern. Second an invitation to the children

to set up their own means of enforcing the ground-rules; and third,

opening up to the children the possibility of modifying the ground-
.

roles through democratic procedures.

The experimenter felt that this plan (1) was not inconsistent

with the intent of the experimental treatment, (2) might relieve

the intern in a situation in which litle might otherwise feel increas-

ingly unable to meet the demands of the experimental treatment,

(3) but that there was danger of the strategy and its mechanism

itself becoming the dominant intent of the experimental treatment
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intern. The intern was encouraged to attempt the strategy. At

her request the experimenter refrained from observations in the

early part of the intern's effort. Her log notes must suffice for

a record of this period.

Scattered observations were lade throughout the remainder of

the program. The experimenter continued to make himself available

for conferences for interns. In the occasional conferences held,

the comparison treatment intern would report that things were

going well and that she had no particular problems to discuss.

This was in agreement with the experimenter's observations. She

would occasionally request materials--pictures, puppets, etc.--

which the experimenter procured for her.

The experimental treatment intern reported that the new strategy

was working well and not interfering with her main concern. This

conformed to the experimenter's observations. The experimental

treatment intern had now established a situation in which she was

able to work much more intensively with small groups of children

than had been the case. Development of ideas came more easily than

had been the case earlier, children responded more freely to the

intern, and with less interference from other sub-groups.

A new problem emerged in this period, however, which shed

interesting light on the experimental variable. The problem con-

cerned a conflict between commitment to an individual and commitment

to a group. There was one boy in the group who was extremely talka-

tive and had very good ideas However he found it difficult to

stop talking once he had started, even when he had run out of things
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to say. He appeared to become deliberately "Billet and seemed to

be provoking the intern. The intern felt that he should have

ample opportunity to talk and that she would like to help him

clarify the intent of what he was doing. But she also felt that

h e r ariA depriving other members of the group. This problem was

not adequately resolved, but it did subside after a while. It

points to the possibility that in some respects and under certain

conditions the experimental treatment is such that its Intent

cannot be fulfilled urdforally with a group of childrenthat in

effect what is required by the intent for one child or sub-group

of children may be in direct conflict with what is required by

the same intent at the same time with another child or sub-group

of children.

For his final set of observations the experimenter went back

to the list of paired observations compiled after the first three

weeks to try to gain perspective on changes that had taken place

during the semester. Results are shown in Figure 3 below.

These observations suggest that while most of the differences

were maintained over time, the comparison treatment intern was more

stable in her approach than was the experimental treatment intern.

At the end of the treatment programs the experimental treatment

intern was still struggling with problems which seem to be inherent

in the experimental approach. It seems possible thet the experi-

mental approach is necessarily an extremely difficult and stress-

ful one--perhaps too etressfUl for a large number of teachers. The

experimental treatment intern, however, seemed to have preserved

the integrity of the dominant intent of the program. lu this con-
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nection it should be noted that while the experimental treatment

intern seems to have passed the peak of stress in her class at

the end of the program, the comparison treatment intern seemed

to be just beginning to feel stress. One might speculate as to

the long-range prospects here. Projecting the two treatments

indefinitely into the future, one possibility is that the comparison

treatment, having no means for dealing with stress, might ultimately

degenerate in+o the emotional stalemate with subtle undercurrents

of anger that characterizes many classrooms, while the experimental

treatment, in its bungling, up-and-down sort of course, perhaps

has the capacity for maintaining its own integrity through direct

confrontations among persons in an inherently stressful situation.

In conclusion, the experimenter is of the opinion that the two

treatments differed substantially in accordance with the nature of

the *xperimental vartioslee,

The Inds pendent Observer and the
Observation Check-Lilt

The independent observer was a graduate student in the

Department of Curriculum and Instruction at the University of

Wisconsin. He observed each intern twice. His visits fell in

the middle of the semester.

The observer used a 20-item check-list with four responee

categories for each item. The items reflected the five behavior

criteria associated with the experimental treatment. The four

response categories were YES (the teacher is very much like this),

yes (the teacher is somewhat like this), no (the teacher is not

much like this), and NO (the teacher is very much unlike this). The



instrument is reproduced in Appendix A.

The original intent was to treat the data obtained from this

instrument analytically. The small number of observations combined

with the week discriminating power of the instrument for those

observations eliminated this possibility. Instead the discrimi-

nations that were made will be described below.

Only four items diecriminat9d consistently over the several

observations. These were items 1, 8, 11, and 14. Table 1 summarizes

these data.

These observations tend to support the contention that the

treatments differed with respect to criteria 1, 2, and 5. The

support for criterion 5 contrasts somewhat with the experimenter's

observations above. Support for criteria 1 and 2 and absence of

support for criteria 3 and 4 are consistent with the experimenter's

observations.

Interns' leat

The interns' logs constitute the third source of data con-

cerning the conduct of the treatment groups. It is the least neat

of the three sources because it was not reproduced through the

convergent conceptual eye of the experimenter. But conversely,

it is the most valid source precisely because it is relatively

unmediated. The logs reflect in what strikes the experimenter

as an authentic manner the guiding concerns of the interns who

actually did the experimental work, and they present in reasonably:

detail, the manner in which these concerns were enacted in the

classroom.
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The logs speak well for themselves. No effort will be made

here to summariz3 them. However the following opinions of the

experimenter concerning them might be noted:

(1) They clearly reflect two distinctly different sets of

dominant intents, in accordance with design requiramente.

(2) The intents reflected are roughly equivalent to those

specified in the definitions of the independent variables.

(3) The log of the experimental treatment intern reflects

a pattern of rising and falling stress. This is in accord with

the experimenter's observations above.

(4) The log of the experimental treatment intern is multi-

dimensional. It reflects overlapping concern for a number of

dimensions of the experimental treatment.

(5) The log of the comparison treatment intern, by contrast

to (3) above, seems to reflect a comparatively constant level of

stress. That level appears to be less than the average level of

stress for the experimental treatment intern.

(6) The log of the comparison treatment intern, by contrast

to (4) above, is one-dimensional. It reflects serial concern for

related sub-topics of the comparison treatment.

(7) The log of the comparison treatment intern seems to be

a professional record of plans and events, while the log of the

experimental treatment intern seems to be a personal record of a

sometimes bumbling struggle to fulfill a commitment,

These observations are not inconsistent with the inferfInces from

the other two data sources. They add some dimensions, however,

which are discussed in the final Chapter.

4
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Collection of

The data which were used to assay the hypotheses of this

study were collected over a week's time immediately following

termination of treatments. A week end intervened between final

treatment sessions and first 'testing" session.

Instrumentation was divided into two batteries. The first

battery consisted of teats which could be administered on a group

basis. The second battery consisted of tests which required

individual administration. The group battery was the Torrance

Test of Creative ThinkingFigural, Form A. The individual

battery was the Recall test, the Analogies test, and items 4 and

7, ("Product Improvement" and "Just Suppose") from the Torrance

Test of Creative Thinking-- Verbal, Form A.

A tester and two assistants administered the group battery on

the morning of the first day of testing. The test was conducted

in the first-grade classroom. The participating interns were not

present, and no mention was made of the relation between the testing

and the experimental programs.

The individual testing was done over the following four days.

Children were released from class individually by the first-grade

teacher, and told to proceed to conference rooms which were made

available for this purpose. At the completion of the battery,

children were told to return to the classroom.

Differences between testers was minimized to some degree by

the use of standard instructions and protocol, gone over with care

before testing. Timing on all items was by stop - watch. Time-limite

were rigorously observed.
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Though it would have been desirable to systematically distri-

bute experimental and comparison subjects across testers and

across time, this was not done. Considering that men lurement in

this study was fairly crude, such an undertaking would have con-

stituted an unwarranted burden upon the efforts of the first -grade

teachers to do their job under already trying circumstances. And

since the pattern of releasing children was centered upon the

activities of ability-grouped reading group.) which were heterogeneous

with respect to experimental and comparison subjects, it was assumed

that a significant treatment-time-tester interaction would not

occur. A record of sequence and tester was kept for a check. This

record bore out the above assumption.

During the middle of the testing wesk, a ciild in the class

was killed in an automobile accident. The testers indicated that

this seemed to have an impact upon subjects' responses to test

items. Examination of scores preceding and following this day did

not support the testers' belie.



Chapter V

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Scoring

The Torrance tests of Creative Thinking were sent to

The Bureau of Educational Research at the University of Minnesota

to be scored by trained personnel under the direction of Dr.

Torrance. Scores for fluency, flexibilityv and originality were

derived for the ',figurer form collectively and for each of the

two items of the ',verbal', form, providing a basis for testing hy-

potheses A, B, and C of the study. In addition a fourth score,

"elaboration," was derived. This score does not bear directly

upon a hypothesis of the study. Still, these scores were analyzed

and are included in the discussion below. The scoring procedure

used conforms to the procedure: published with the tests.'

The "Analogies" and "Recall" tests were scored by the experi-

menter, providing the basis for testing hypotheses D. and E. Al-

though the scoring procedure was quite straightforward, names of

subjects were masked before scoring was begun.

1111100111=111111111111111.0111111.IMMINIW

4./

1E. Paul Torrance, azinglitoupl for,the Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking (Englewood Cliffs: Personnel Press, in 5;;;T.

LI6
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The Recall test was scored simply by counting the number of

correct responses. The Analogies test was scored by counting

responses which met the following criteria:

(1) Responses had to be structurally congruent with their

analogues to be counted as analogies. For example, "scissors and

paper" could be counted an analogy to "hammer and nails," but

"scissors and knives," "scissors," or "paper," could not. "Sledge-

hammer and stake" could be counted as an analogy to harmer and

nails (but see qualification in (2) below, but "sledge-hammer"

could not and "stake" could not.

(2) Repeated use of one of several entities in an analogue

could not be counted more than once. For example, if "hammer and

nails" were the analogue, "hammer and tacks" could be counted;

but if it were followed by "hammer and screws," "hammier and brads,"

"hammer and staples," these items would not constitute additional

countable analogies. Similarly, if the analogue were "duckts feet,"

the list "swans' feet, geeset feet, gullet feet" would be counted

as one response.

(3) With respect to analogue number 6, "when your father is

angry at you itts like volcanoes in your head--what is it like

when you feel happy ?," descriptions of situations in vid_Lch the subject

feel3 happy, and synonyms for happy, were not counted as analogies.

This criterion was not entirely satisfactory, because it led to

distinctions, between such responses as flitte like getting ice cream

five times a day" and "it's like having ice cream in your brains,"

which may not be valid. A relatively small number of such distinc-
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tione were called for, however, so that this inadequacy is not

likely to have significantly effected group scores.

AMS2221121AlgABUR

The Torrance tests provided scores for fluency, flexibility,

originality, and elaboration on each of three items--total scores

for the figural test, item scores for "Product Improvement," and

item scores for "Just Suppose." The "Recall" test provided one

set of scores, as did the "Analogies" test. Thus there were a

total of 14 sets of scores to be analyzed. Each of these sets of

scores was subjected to analysis by means of 't' tests.2 Those

analyses showed that the two treatment groups did not differ signi-

ficantly from each other on any of the 14 sets of scores. Moans

for the two groups on each of the 14 sets of scores are shown in

Table 2.

In Table 2 the measures with asterisks are those which favored

the experimental treatment. Of the 11 measures that bear directly

upon the hypotheses of the study (that is, discounting the three

measures of elaboration), 8 would tend to support the hypotheses.

Thus there is a degree of support for the hypotheses concerning

fluency and flexibility on the Figural battery and on the "Just

...111momsmorlouremmosowniorepossraromulowor

2The Cochran-Cox adjusted /t was used to compensate for the
lack .of homogeneity of variance. This test is described in George
A. Ferguson, Statistical Anal i in Pt oholo and Education
(New York: 1959 p. 143.
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Suppose!! test, but not on the "Product Improvement!' test; and

there is a degree of support for the hypothesis concerning

originality on the "Product Improvement" and the "Just Suppose!!

tests, but not on the Figural battery. It seems likely that the

Figural battery is the most reliable of these measures since the

other two are only single items out of a battery. On this basis

support seems strongest for the Fluency and Flexibility hypotheses.

Sut this support is weak. Likewise, the Analogies and Recall

tests suggest weak support for the Analogy-Making and Recall

hypotheses.



Chapter VI

DISCUSS ICN

Failure of Hypotheses

The failure of the study to confirm its hypotheses may be

examined from several viewpoints. First, it is possible that

the model from which the hypotheses were generated does not

describe the variables considered with sufficient accuracy.

This is a tenable explanation, but one which is not capable of

direct verification. The experimenter would reject this explana-

tion pending further investigation of the generative power of the

model.

Second, it is possible that the hypotheses are not accurately

inferred from the model. Of the several possible errors of in

ference, the most important has to do with the comparative strength

of the two sources of disruption of preconscious freedom. The

experimental treatment focused primarily upon the relation between

the PCS and the CS. The hypotheses therefore imply the inference

that disruption of the creative process attributable to the UCS

is not of sufficient magnitude to render negligible the effects

upon the creative process of manipulations of the relation between

the PCS and the CS. It seems possible to the experimenter that

this inference is faulty--that is, it seems possible that disruption

of the creative process attributable to the UCS is of such magnitude

12].
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that manipulation of the CS-PCS relation, without concoml xnt

attention to the UrS can have only a very small, effect upon

measurable creativity. This very small effect may be measurable

in a more refined experimental setting with a more intensive ex-

perimental treatment, but for the purposes of this study it would

be negligible.

The implications of this possible reason for failure to

confirm the hypotheses lead into the difficult problem of the

role of psychotherapy in school. To what extent is it possible

for the teacher deliberately to undertake exploration and manipu-

lation of her pupils unconecioui processes? What might the role

of the psychiatrist be in the school and what would his relation

be to the teacher? While the experimenter has no evidence to

convince him that the inference under discussion here is in fact

faulty, he thinks that the possibility is worthy of investigation.

A third way of accounting for the failure of the hypotheses

is that the actual experimental treatment did not conform ade-

quately to its theoretical specifications. There area number of

ways in which this could have come about. First, the problem of

conceptualising the experimental treatment in operational terms,

as described in Chapter III, was extremely difficult, and may not

have been adequately solved. Second, the training program may ,t

have been adequate. The interns were involved over the same pselod

of time with other professional courses which may have been in

sharp conflict with the training seminars. Practice teaching sessions

were too few and too far between. The program depended almost ex-
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elusively on the leadership of the experimenter. Third, the treat-

ment depended on the commitment and the ability of an intern in-

volved in her first full-time teaching experience. It is possible

that a truer rendering of the experimental treatment may have

occurred under less stressful circumstances.

While evidence is mustered, in Chapter IV, in support of the

argument that the experimental treatment took place, the experi-

menter is of the opinion that some or all of the above factors

contributed to a lees than perfect correspondence between the

actual treatment and its theoretical specifications. It seems likely

that this played a part in the failure of the hypotheses.

A fourth way of accounting for the failure of the hypotheses

is the possibility that there was not adequate contrast between

the experimental and comparison treatment. While the interns in

each group were apparently quite rigorous in their efforts to

avoid communication about the substance of their respective approaches,

still they were acquainted, shared other classes, and probably did

discuss the various aspects of the teaching profession. Thus a

certain amount of indirect conininication may have occurred. Also

the two interns in the experimental phase of the program did work

together as part or a second-grade team. Thus they would neces-

sarily have seen each other in action. Even though the context

of this action was not the experimental or comparison treatment

program, it is possible that Here too some cross-fertilization

took place.
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A fifth possible explanation for the failure to confirm the

hypotheses of the study may be that the experimental treatment was

of insufficient duration or intemity. As suggested in Chapter

the experimental treatment was conceived in part as an antidote

to the repressive tendencies of schools. Since the experimental

subjects continued to function in the typical school situation

for most of the day during the experimental phase of the study,

it is possible that the experimental treatment is conceptually

correct but insufficiently powerful. Thi3 possibility. would re-

quire further study.

A sixLi possibility has to do with the operational definition

of the dependent variable. In Chapter II it was suggested that

the sort of creativity with which this study is concerned is a

general or global characteristic which defines the parameters

within which specific creative abilities may be afiveloped. But

because the experimenter was unable to solve the problem of measur-

ing this global characteristic directly' within the context of this

study, the dependent variable was operationally defined as a set

of creative abilities. Thus it seems theoretically possible that

the experimental treatment could in fact affect preconscious freedom

without affecting "subsumed creative abilities" at all or to a

measurable degree. Exploration of this possibility would be facili

tated by an extension of the conceptual model employed in this study

to include hypothetical propositions concerning the relation between

preconscious freedom and subsumed creative abilities. Such an ex-

tension might employ the notion of learned heuristics which direct
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the combinatorial activity of the PCS within its general limits

of freedom. The heuristics themselves may highly abstract sym-

bolic representations of characteristic modes of experience. They

may be verbal and/or nonverbal. They probably would not be conscious.

They may be strongly influenced by unconscious symbol-producti=9

To the extent that they were, they would be extremely difficult

to modify; their modification and the consequent modification of

specific creative abilities might require that the experimental

treatment attempted in this study be accompanied by the kinds of

treatments for which psychiatrists are especially competent, as

suggested above.

It is difficult to foresee the form that examination of these

speculations might take. The point here is to suggest the possibil-

ity that inadequate operational definition of the dependent varia-

bles may have contributed to the failure of this study to confirm

its hypotheses. The way in which this situation might be corrected

in future studies is not clecr.

The seventh and final possibility tc be considered here is that

effectiveness of the experimental treatment or contrast between the

two treatments was minimized by teacher personality variables. The

experimenter has been aware of the extent to which personality varia-

bles have entered into every phase of this study. In particular,

the adequacy of the concept of dominant intent itself, which is at

the heart of the matter, is subject to quemtion from the point of

view of personality theory. At the very least one may wonder whether

a "dominant intent" acquired through a one-semester training seminar
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can really be expcted to gkIde the subtler components of teacher

behavior unless this intent is congruent with lees superficial

personality components. Seen in this light, an adequate training

program in preparation for a treatment such as that attempted in

the study would in effect involve manipulation of personality.

Tillie there is no direct evidence to suggest that personality

variables did in fact militate against an adequate experimental

treatment in this study, the experimenter has come to suspect that

an altogether oifferent approach to the examination of the concep-

tual model employed in this study. may be required--an approach which

does not depend upon manipulation of personality. One such approach

is suggested in the final section of this chapter.

There are, then, at least these seven factors which may have

contributed in varying degrees to the failure of the study to achieve

confirmation of itc hypotheses. The experimenter thinks that the

first explanation, that the model is seriously at fault, should

be rejected pending further study. Of the other six factors, the

experimenter feels that the third (disparity between theoretical

and actual treatment), the fifth (inadequate duration and intensity

of treatment), the sixth (the problem of operationalizing the de-

pendent variable), and the seventh (teacher personality), are pro-

bably the major contributing factors. Plans for further examina-

tion of the model or the hypotheses of this study should include

specific procedures for controlling these factors more adequately

than was done here. The duration and intensity problem is simply

a logistics one, and not difficult to solve. The problem of opera-
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tionalizing the dependent variable is more complex. Its solution

would depend in part upon the development of a measurement tech-

nology not now available, and/or successful extensi6ns of the

model itself in directions suggested above in order to generate

a more accurate description of the relations between preconscious

freedom itself and specific creative abilities.

The other two factors are more integrally related to the

conduct of the experimental treatment itself. Suggestions for

ccntrolling them are implicit in the major recommendation for

future study at the end of this chapter.

Fin_, dims,

Insight into the usefulness of the model employed in this

study for classroom research centers upon the freedom-control prob-

lem referred to frequently in Chapter IV. This problem came to

light in the very first practice-teaching session of the training

program, and persisted through the study.

There are basically two ways in which this problem can be

approached. The first would be to consider it as extraneous to

the experimental variable--an accident of personnel which would

not have occurred with a more experienced teacher. The second

way would be to regard the problem as a necessary and integral

part of the experimental treatment.

The experimenter regards the second approach as more nearly

true, far reasons which, though they had gone undetected until the

study we well under way, are implicit in the assumptions of the



study itself. In ascribing a repressive role to the school in

Chapter I, the study is asserting that children in school are

denied the freedom to express and explore certain kinds of exper-

iences. Kubie argues that paramount among these is the complex

of experiences surrounding the meaning of authority:

The schoolroom and the school as a whole confront
the child with surrogate parents and siblings.
If we were naively optimistic we might expect
that schools would long since have seized on this
as an opportunity to explore each child9s responses

both to parental authority and to sibling rivalry,
so as to help him to understand himself in these
basic relationships and thus to achieve a capa-
city for mature self-direction. Instead, in most

schools the structure of school "society" is such
as to allow the child merely to relive blindly
the buried hates and loves and fears and rivalries
which had their origins at home--sacrificing under-
sl.nding to some limited degree of blind "self -
mastery." Schooling tends rather to accentuate
whatever automatic patterns of child-to-adult and
child-to-child relationship each child has brought
to his school years, and not to change them. The

schoolroom as we know it tends neither to balance
nor to neutralize these conflict-laden feelings,
nor to render them less fixed and rigid by bring-

ing them within the reach of conscious selection,
direction, and control. Self-control as taught
is limited to a control of the secondary consequence
of these conflicts, never directed at their inner
sources. The exceptions to this are rare. At
best, most schools today constitute a pragmatic
test of the extent to which a student as he comes
to them can either accept or reject or modify
or exercise authority.1

The teacher who in accordance with the requirements ot the

experimental treatment invites exploration of her pupils' feelings

about authority invites challenge, hostility, strong and deep-rooted

WWWWIWIMMEEMONM EINWIWWW.

/Lawrence S. Kubie, Neurotic Distortion of the Creative Process
(New York: Noonday Press71§zi",-----pp.
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expressions of anger, etc. In this light, the freedom-control

problem may be seen to have two closely related dimensions. First,

in making the transition from automatic control of behavior to the

sort of self-control which involves first becoming conscious of

and then mastering profound feelings, there would seem to be an

inevitable period in which control of any sort is tenuous. Second,

the teonher involved in the experimental treatment held a bi-valent

role. On the one hand she was the solicitor of freedom, the person

who asked children to explore themselves and to give expression to

what they found. On the other hand she was the authority figure

who was personally :esponsible for maintaining order as defined

by institutional protocol. This not only put her under stress,

but also must have resulted in ambiguous and conflicting signals

to the children which placed them under stress.

The combination of these several factors would seem to account

for the major characteristics of the experimental treatment program.

That authority should be questioned and explored is predictable

from the nature of the experimental variable and Kubiets assertions

quoted above. That these questionings and explorations should

produce a situation characterized by loss of control follows from

the fact that the transition is indeed a difficult one requiring

both unlearning and extremely difficult new learning. One might

even speculate that these characteristics of the program--the stress,

the questioning, the loss of control--are the best evidence obtained

for substantiating the existence of the experimental treatment. Con-

sistent with this is the observation on pages 36-44 passim of Chapterlirithat

the comparative lack of stress in the comparison treatment program



suggests failure to encounter crucial problems ratiw. than adequate

solution of them. The most important observation, however, has to

do with the teacher's effort to handle the freedom-control problem

by removing responsibility for institutional protocol from her

own person to an impersonal and more highly institutionalized

set of rules which have some of the characteristics of a game.

This move, if successfully accomplished, would have at least two

effects. First, it would reduce or eliminate the bi-valence of the

teacher's role, thereby making her a more consistent and more trust-

worthy exponent of psychological freedom in the perception of the

children. Second, since the rules of the game provide for both

execution and alteration, within limits, by the pupils, it provides

them with a symbolic apparatus for exploring authority without

enacting violations of institutional protocol. One would thus

predict that this "game" strategy on the part of the experimental

teacher would tend to reduce stress in the experimental treatment

program. This prediction is confirmed both by the experimenter's

observations (see page 107of Chapter IV) and the experimental treat-

ment intern's log entries for that period (see Appendix E, page 189,ff.).

In summary, the major findings, and some of the implications

these, are as follows:

(1) It foUows from the assumptions of this study that the

experimental treatment as here defined will be characterized by

stress focusing upon children's feelings about authority and related

experiences. One might predict that other kinds of stress would

also emerge over time. Such stress, while frustrating, may be con-
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strue.d as a necessary and desirable concomitant of the experimental

treatment. It is difficult to imagine psychological growth, of

the sort envisioned here, occurring in the superficially harmonious

atmosphere that is so often tho ideal of school people. Such an

atmosphere may be construed not as resolution, but as failure to

confront the difficult obstacles on the road to psychological free-

dom. The disinclination of a school system to permit such stress

is a measure of the extent to which it is party to the repressive

tendency of society at large. While methods need to be developed

for containing stress within morally acceptable symbolic vehicles,

stress itself may be taken as an indication that at least the possi-

bility for growth is still alive. This has implications, beyond

the competence of this experimenter to pursue here, for a reappraisal

of the comparative merits of the "nice" middle class school and the

disorderly slum school.

(2) It seems likely that the freedom-control problem is

necessarily preemptive over other problems that might emerge in

a classroom application of the experimental treatment. Ekploration

of the meanings of authority and freedom might be expected to be a

high priority item on the tacit agenda of children being invited to

sample freely from their preconscious thought system. Thus a fruit-

ful application of the experimental treatment may depend in part on

the ability of the teacher to resolve authority problems that nxist

both in her professional role and in her own mind. There is evidence

herein to suggest that a game strategy, whereby institutional authori-

ty is removed from the person of the teacher, depersonalized, fully
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explicated, and made available within limits to manipulation by

the moils themselves, is a useful approach to resolution of the

role conflict. This strategy seems to have brought the stress

level in the experimental treatment group within tolerable bounds

by providing a usafell symbolic apparatus for the exploration of

the meanings of authority, thereby clearing the way for deeper

exploration of this problem as well as for other explorations, A

question remains, however, as to whether it is possible for a

teacher to resolve this role conflict adequately while employed

in an institution which has limited tolerance of the secondary

cc4sequences of genuine exploration, such as, perhaps, a high noise

level on some occasions.2

The problem of the aacherts own state of mind with respect

to authority has no easy solution. It is part of the general problem

of the psychological health of the teacher. The implications here

are not new. Somewhere during the course of teacher-training, if

not during prior general education, it would seem necessary that

the teacher be engaged in intensive efforts to acquire self-knowledge

in depth.3 It is not clear what form this might take, though some

form of therapy as a prerequisite to teaching suggests itself as

a possibility.

owsMIIIMINOI
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It should be pointed out that tt:e school in which this re-search took place was exceptionally tolerant in this regard, when
compared to other schools. Nevertheless, the nature of the insti-
tution itself is such that even this school could not be tolerantenough without penalizing other efforts. What is perhaps more im-portant is the conception of protocol which persists in the teaching
profession itself even in the face of administrative efforts tothe contrary.

'See I. S. Kubie, 1lThe Forgotten Man of Education," Harvard
Alumni Bulletin, LVI (1954); 349-55.
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Conclusions

(1) The major findings of this study have centered on the

question of authority as manifested in the freedom-control problem

which characterized the experimental treatment program. This

problem requires further attention, either in the form of investi-

gation of the problem itself or in the form of anticipation of

and planning for the problem ir the context of further study of

the experimental treatment©

(2) Although the hypotheses of tba study have not been con-

firmed, the experimenter thinks that the model from which they

were generated has retained its attractiveness as a vehicle of in-

quiry. The technical data, while not achieving statistical signi-

ficance, show sufficient support to warrant further study. This

is particularly so in light of the fact that the statistical

failure can be plausibly accounted for in a number of ways which

do not require modification of the model itself. In fact, of the

seven possible explanations offered above, three take their rationale

from the modla. One of these explanations involves a speculative

extension of the model (the heuristics of subsumed creativities,

page 4 ) which in itself seems capable of generating fresh inquiry

into the nature of the creative process.} Finally, the model, aided

by extensions derived from the same source as the model itself

(page 128 above), has been useful in accounting for the major

unpredicted findings of the study--those relating to the freedom-.

control problem.
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(3) Throughout this chapter attention has been called to

the central role of the teacher in the conduct of the experimental

treatment. And on page 126 it was pointed out that the treatment

as conceived in this study may in fact require what would amount

to blatant manipulation of teacher personality. While the experi-

menter continues to see heuristic value in the conceptual model,

he thinks that the approach here taken to its application and

investigation is seriously in error. The major conclusion he draws

frc; this study is that a method of investigation is required

which does not dapend directly on the teacher for conduct of the

experimental treatment. An alternative approach is generated by

the distinction between curriculum research and instruction research.4

The present study is of the latter sort, in that its independent

variable is defined in terms of attributes of the teacher and her

behavior and the dependent variable is defined in terms of pre-

sumably consequent changes in pupil attributes and behaviors. A

curriculum study would approach the problem by asking what attri-

butes of the school system, independent of instruction systems,

tend to maximize the probability or frequency of occurrence of

pupil behaviors, the solicitation of which was the main concern of

the experimental treatment intern in this study. A subsumed inter-

mediate question would be "what attributes of the school system

tend to maximize the probability of a teacher soliciting the beha-

viors in question, regardless of individual teacher personalities."

1111110.

4This distinction is developed in some detail in John S. Mann,
"Functions of Curriculum Research," 1966, mimeo.
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Within the context of such an approach independent variables

examined might include: the structure of authority within the

school; the comparative interest within related institutions

(P.T.A., school board, supervisory personnel, community at large)

in achievement as opposed to experience or in science as opposed

to art; the existence within the school of immediate access from

classrooms to outdoor areas, to art or craft shops, to semi-private

nooks and crannies--and the rules governing the use of such access;

the degree of audial isolation of various facilities; the extent

to which textbooks, curriculum "guides," standardized tests, and

achievement scores are emphasized at various levels of administra-

tive authority; the extent to which and manner in which the teaching

staff participates in the formation of educational policy; dominant

staff attitudes toward classroom authority and protocol; the manner

in which these attitudes are institutionalized; and the access

granted pupils to manipulation of authority and protocol.

Studies of this sort would at first be exploratory and descrip-

tive. They would attempt to describe a diversity of existing

situations in the dimensions presented above. Presumably such

studies would result in isolation of a group of factors which seem

to have the effect of maximizing or m!nimising the frequency or

probability of the teacher and pupil behaviors in question. Sub-

sequent studies might assay with more rigor the strength of rela-

tion between the independent and dependent variables thus identified.

Finally, depending upon the nature and strength of the independent

variables examined, further studies could converge upon direct
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examination of the model in question in one of two ways. Either

they could utilize existing situations in which, according to

the work already done, both the probability of teacher soliciting

and the frequency of pupil sampling would be high, and compare

pupil performance in such situations to pupil performance in strong-

ly contrasting situations on appropriate measures of creativity; or,

if the isolated factors lend themselves to immediate experimental

manipulation, the studies could set up experimental and comparison

treatment groups in order to examine comparative performance on

appropriate measures of creativity.

This approach to the problem is tedious and indirect. Its

appropriateness is founded upon two assumptions; first, that the

manipulation of teacher personality, even if desirable and ethically

tolerable, is far from being a sufficiently fine art to permit

either a large-scale investigation or ultimate large-scale adoption

by school systems of the propositions generated by the model; and

second, that the teacher in enmeshed in a complex crossway of social

institutions which, regardless of her personality structure and

unless She posseeses super-human self-directive power, will determine

to a large extent the subtler but nonetheless critical attitudes

and behaviors which characterize her professional performance.

The experimenter thinks that this switch in focus from the

teacher to the teaching environment would be productive of impor-

tant research findings. And in spite of the complexity of the varia-

bles to be considered in this approach; he believes that over time

these findings would yield more readily to incorporation in school
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planning than would findings which depend upon manipulation of

teacher personality. On the assumption that the model employed

in this study, while fleecing extension and perhaps modification,

ie essentially sound, a twitch from an instruction analysie ap-

proach to a curriculum analysis approach ie indicated for future

investigations,



APPENDICES

APPENDIX A - INSTRUMENTS

WtosojaiRecall

I am going to show you a big chart With a lot of pictures
on it. Each picture dhows an object you have 'probably seen.
will point to each object once and read its name.
(Do this approximately 3 seconds between items. Then turn display
away from .40

Now, how many of the objects do you remember? Tell me all the
ones you can remember.
(Tester record all responses, right or wrong.)

ehe chart was of white cardboard covered with clear plastic 21 x 31'.
The pictures were ink drawings, simple, clear, and easily identifiable.
The name of each object was printed beneath it. The objects were:

clock chair gloves
bird boots house
flag tree telephone
car ball book
pencil glass brush
hat deg elephant]
television table

138
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I want you to make analogies. Making analogies is if I say "mother

and child" you say "cow and calf" or if I say "football and touchdown"

you say "baseball and home run" or if I say "bird in the air" you say

"fish in the water."

There are other analogies 7.:11 pan make with each of the things I

said. What else is like a bird in the air? (pause) Did you think of a

mole in the ground, a deer in the forest, a baby in a carriage? Did you

think of other analogies? Tell me them.

11111111111M131111111011111.011110-
,Do not write below Line
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Letts try a different one. Can you think of analogies for na lamp

on a table "? Tell me the ones you can think of. (Record responses --

time 90 seconds or until 30 seconds have elapsed without response. After

each response say "Can you think of anotherr)

write below th = line
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Good. Now lotto try another. Can you think of analogies for hammer

and nails? (record responses -- time as above)
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Okays nowhere's a different kind of analogy.
A snake is like a very very big worm. Or, an elephant's aose is like

s banana. Can you think of analogies like this? What can you think of
that's like a bull's horns? (record responses -- time as above)



What can you think of thatta like a duckta feet? (record)

Do not write be ow this

245



Thera are other kinds if arslogies, too. Being angry is like a

volcano is in your head. What's it like when you fool happy? (record)

o not write below this line

1,46
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Observer Instrument

Inetructiona:

Following are twenty statements about teachers. Read all the

statements and become familiar with them before beginning observations.

Each statement is followed by the four words YES, yea, no, and

NO. After every statement which you think characterizes the teacher

veny well circle the word YES. After each statement that characterizes

the teacher moderately well circle the word yes. If a statement

does not characterize the teacher you are observing, circle no. If

a statement seems direct :17 contrary to the practices of the teacher

you are observing, circle NO.

Be sure to respond to each statement.

It is suggested that you use the blank apace between the

statements and the response columns for tally-marks, comments, or

other aorta of notes that will facilitate accurate completion of this

instrument at the end of the observation period.

Do not show this instrument to the teachers or discuss it

with them. Refer them to the project director if they have questions.
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Observer Questionnaire - Form A

N1111111111111111110111MINOMMIIIMIUMISIMMOMIIMOSIMINIMOMIMINOOMINIIMINAMINIMONNISNOMINIMISIMIWINPIMIWIA 1.1

YES yes

"MM.

no

1:

NO

*IMINMINMOMMOMIIMUMMIONINIMMINIMPONINSIIMIN

1. The teacher's main emphasis is up-
on soliciting expressions of
thought from the children.

VIM, WaftlallialMONIMNONOMMUMIN.111

2. The teacher asks a lot of ques-
tions of the sort that don't have
fixed answers. YES yes no NO

3. The teacher usually spends time in
presenting ideas or information to
the children after reading to them YES

YES

yes no NO
.................,,

yes no NO
,...........

4. The teacher seems to accept chil-
dren's intuitive judgements.

,

5. When children want to know if
their ideas are right or wrong,
the teacher encourages them to
develop their own criteria.

4......,.

YES yes no NO

6. The teacher's attitude towards
the children's thoughts and feel-
ings is always open and accepting. YES yes no NO

7. The teacher responds to children's
ideas by asking pertinent ques-
tions which encourage the children
to go on to new ideas.

II

YES yes no NO

8. The teacher encourages expression
of personal feelings.

, YES yes no NO

9. The teacher tells children why
their ideas are wrorgo

,

YES yea no NO

10.

.......

The teacher encourages children
to rationally evaluate their own
ideas.

1

11

!

YES

YES

yes no
,.........

no

NO

NO
I

11.

-.....................

The teacher seems to have certain
ideas or information which she
tries to get across to the chil-
dren. 1 yes'
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We'. ...11,...MMOMMEINIMIN.MIMOMOOON...INS.M..............................e..............

12.

,11.......11NI

The teacher frequently inclu&s in
her plans the opportunity for chil-
dren to express themselves in non-
verbal media.

I

ACES yes no NO

13. When personal feelings run high,
the teacher allows these feelings
to displace instructional activity.

1

N.

YES yes no NO

14. When a teacher reprimands a child
for his actions, she follows up
this reprimand by helping the child
identify the feeling that made him
act that way. YES yes no NO

15. When children want to know if their
ideas are right or wrong, the
teacher tells them.

1 YES
....01011.1M

YES

yes no

yes no

NO

NO

16. When children express ideas, the
teacher sometimes asks them to
prove or demonstrate that their
ideas are right.

17. The teacher values right answers
or ideas more than wrong answers
or ideas.

1

YES yes no NO

18. The teacher tries to logically
demonstrate the validity of the
ideals she expresses. YES yes h, no NO

19. The teacher tries to bring into the
open children's personal feelings
and values. 1 YES yes no NO

.............-...........................

20. The teacher presents interpretation
as if they were fact. YES yes no NO
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=ERNS' LOGS FROM TRAINING PHASE OF STUDY

illteMeLksh=MYSIZAMUSSI

Octobes 4. 1965: Sestdop2

The children entered the "Little Theater" very orderly and
uuited for directions from me. They were very disorderly by the
end of the period. This behavior must be a reflection of my cam-
munication of my expectations to them, or a failure to communicate
this. The disorder confused me; I couldn't decide whether to stop
it or permit it. Ao a result, I did a little of each. This in-
decisive behavior on may part use wrong, and shows an incongruence.

I think that I communicated to the children my interest in them.
There was spontaneous discussion at the beginning of the class but
it didn't extend into the realm of the Madrona' attitudes. It
was simply statements about their pets, with little feeling expressed.
Ideas were not used as stepping stones to new ideas.

After I told the story of lAsz I lost the childrenel interest.
Some of them demonstrated this by leaving the group and exploring
the stage. I asked a question, uWhat would you do with golden
wings ?" and Diane began to fly off the stage. The others followed
her. The problem here is how to relate the story to the children.'
feelings after I read it. They seem to have the ides that after
a story is read, the activity is over.

I don't think I accomplished much in relation to my objectives.

The next class, I will allow them to explore the stars first.
And after the story I will ask questions that will elicit feelings
and imagination.

92takttakt..1211LASOL91...12

Book: .......mallbelatlatMUNNIAtl, Maurice Sendak

Activity: Puppets

Today I had the feeling that a lot of feelings were being ex-
pressed but I clarified very few of them because so much was hap -
pening so quickly that I didn't know where to begin.

There was a lot of running around the room; the children seemed
entranced with finding out about the rooms around the stage; and with
their physical freedom. But I feel that we aren't getting anywhere

150
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with this running around, and that I ,iight better limit them to
verbal expression ("You nay say anything you want "). Now the
limits are not definite; I permit running around, but restrict it
at times.

They seemed to like he story and commented spontaneously
throughout. Ricky referred to one monster as hie Grandfather.
Eric Wild the boy his brother.

I related the story to the children by asking them if they
ever were bad at home, and what happens then. I introduced the
puppets (rembers of a !may), and they all wanted a chance to
use them. I felt that it was more productive if I interacted with
one puppet and another child with another. The first episode
when Eric was the boy, cad I the father went quite far. The other
children gave suggestions about how Eric could get out of the siu-
ation he got himself into. it after this, I allowed four of the
ohildren to use the puppets on the stage and they ended up just
running around. Then I used the puppets with several other chil-
dren: Pam and Karin. It is difficult to relate to more than
one child at a time, and to pursue a child's ideas because the
others become disinterested.

I don't feel that I know the children very wen. And they
don't seem to !wow me well either.

Next week, I must set some limits; begin evaluating with the
children what they have done, and what they might do; and perhaps
discuss sibling rivalry.

iter3lb b5: Session 3

Book: Dumb Stupid David, Dorothy Aldie

Activity: Felt board figures; mother, father, brother, sister, baby.

I felt that I didn't get any closer to my objectives this week.
There was too much confusion in the classroom as a result of my
failure to control the children's behavior.

I did find out that the children do not see the class as a
"free gee period. They see the teacher as playing a definite
role. I used four pictures of school activities and then asked
the children to check the picture that was most like our class.

There were many comments about the story that I didn't pursue,
which I might do next time I read to them. Also, I could have had
the children make up endings rather than read the end which I did
not care for.

The children like the humor and catchy words that they can imi-
tate in a book.
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The confusion began when I wanted the children to talk about
the felt board figures. Some were interested, but others wanted
to "watch colored Ta." and they made a lot of noise doing it. I
should have insistA that they be quiet so we could hear each other.
The children who were interested in the felt board activity were
impatient to take one of the figures. They didn't have much opportunity
to express their feelings because the period ended. Diane really
wanted to talk about her family. And Tommy identified with the older
brother.

For next week, I must decide what I will permit, and what they
may uot do in class. I may plan for two activities so the children
can split up as they spontaneously seem to do. Also I think I have
been planning activities which are too advanced to start with. I
must go back to som4thing easier until I learn the needs of the group.

November 11. 1965: Session A

Book: beret Gatom, Burgess

Activity: brewings

I felt that we got a lot of expression of feeling today, and
since my objective was to clarify the meaning of feeling, where
feelings cane from, and that there is a reason for feeling the
way you do, I accomplished my objective.

The objective was accomplished through group interaction. I
came to know the group much better today, and discovered how impor-
tant my role is. I have to say the right things at the right
time in order to move the group along. I discovered that Steven
is a dominant force in the group, carrying a lot of power. He
affects Diane and Ton especially.

In the middle of our discussion of feeling, Steven said to
Diane, "Diane always does the wrong thing." Other boys supported
Steven against Diane. I laid, "How do you think Diane feels about
this?" Diane said, "I feel mad; I'm going to punch you in the nose."
Steven said, "You can't do that..." Diane continued to express
her anger.

At this point I gave out paper to the children and asked them
to draw how they feel and where their feeling came from. I tried
to emphasise the seriousness of a feeling by saying "You'll have
to think about this; when you're ready for paper, I'll give you some."

During the time they were drawing, there was a lot of discus-
sion among them, especially among Diane, Eric and Steven. Diane
was really angry with Steven and expressing it in her drawing, and
verbally. She finished drawing Steven (throwing him over her shouldel)
and drew the same picture on the other side except it was Eric she
was throwing over her shoulder.



The children brought their pictures to me to tell what they
drew. There was repetition of two themes--punching in the nose, and
taking a book away. There were drawings of friends, family and
classmates. Steven drew something entirely different than his
involvement with Diane, which leads me to believe ne just likes to
tease her.

Karin seems to support Diane; she follows her around. Pam
needs adult approval for what she does. Emily is independent.

After the drawings, I brought the group together and began
to introduce the Secret Garden. I told them about the two charac-
ters in the book. I was going to follow by reading a selection and
having the children identify the feeling that was expressed. How-
ever, at this time Diane finished her drawing, and interrupted. She
began making motions of fighting, imagining that Steven was in front
of here I should have said something to her to bring her feelings
out, but I didn't. She decided to run away on her horse. She went
to the back of the room and quietly pranced around.

I started losing the children who decided that they wanted
to be horses too (Diane had come to where we were sitting at this
point). But I felt that this was not right because they were not
expressing'anything but restlessness. I offered a book to Steven
to look at. And I returned to the others. I asked them "Are you
interested in this?" They said, "Yes." But I felt as if they were
just responding automatically. I said, "How do you feel about the
boot ?" Eric said, "I feel sad because of the crippled boy." At
this point I really felt ridiculous about the whole thing so we
stopped.

At the end I allowed the children to run around the room as
horses. Then they lined up to go back to the classroom. The at-
mosphere always follows the same pattern. It is a Wild-up to a
high pitch where the group falls apart, and just runs around. This
ought to be controlled by me.

This class was successful in part, because of the interaction
between Diane and Steven and their opportunity to express their
feelings. But there was no literature involved. I must think of
a better way to bring literature into the class; and I need to be
alert to say the right things at the right times.

Comments: Tom wants Andy to be his friend. There is a beginning
of a feeling about the difference between boys and girls.
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November 124 1965L Session_ 5

Book: Johnny Crow's Garden

This week the children were generally restless cyan, and
could not sit in chairs linger than two minutes. They moved to
the floor to listen to the story. The children still seem to
be looking for limits from me, and are not sure what they may and
may not do. This caused a lot of moving around until I began the
story, and the there was still a lot of interaction.

They enjoyed repedting the phrases..after me, and guessing what
was going to rhyme with the animals. Diane liked this; She sat
beside me, and said several times that she was not interested, but
she couldn't bring herself to leave the group.

We had to change rooms in the middle of the story . we went
to the kindergarten room, and of course this intrigued the children.
They immediately began looking around the room. The girls wanted
to set up the little house, but I asked them not to touch the things.
This may have been a mistake because it would have been an oppor-
tunity for role play.

I sat down and had time to converse with children who came to
me with comments: Ricky, Karin, Etily, and Pam.

After five minutes, some of the children wanted to hear the
rest of the story. I read it.

Before we left, I asked the children to help ma plan for the
next class. Steve immediately decided they should have a play,
and the others seemed to like the idea. I did not ask what elate
we could do instead I went along with the idea of a play.
They immediately began planning a play cowboys, Indians, pilgrims,
turkeys.

I asked them several questions: do you think the people watchingwill know what is happening? They suggested that we have an intro-ducer. Steve, Ricky and Tam all wanted to do the introducing. Emily
suggested we have three parts to the play so the three boys could
all be introducers. Nike suggested that Andy be the introducer,
but Andy said he was not going to be in the play because he did
not like to act things out in front of people. I said that would
be all right.

I also asked, "Do you think everyone should be on the stage at
once?" They said Motu there would be too much confusion. Thus, weended the class.

I learned more about some of the children:
- Diane still uses her horse as a mechanism to leave
the group, and to bother Steven. She stayed away
from the group while we planned, and Karin stayed
with her.
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- Steve sees himself as a leader of the group, and
thinks he can control the other children. Diane
won't let him control her.

- Andy is shy, but has exprepsed himself in a variety
of ways; today he wanted 4o be the teacher.

- Pam has troub'.e getting interested in anything;
she tries to be sweet and adult-like.

- Emily is very imaginative and can think of a
variety of ways to solve a problem.

This week I felt as if there were good reasons to conduct a
class like this. Those who are interested can participate; the
others can find something else to do. However, those that leave
the group should not be the same children every time; I must try
to bring them into the group by tapping their interests.

I think I will let the children go ahead with the play about
Thanksgiving; and have them evaluate it afterwards. But they need
to develop a clearer idea about the play before they get on stage--
I hope I can help them realise this. I may take pictures of Indians,
pilgrims, etc. and let them build a story around them.

Next time we plan a session, I must push them for alternative
ideas; things are happening too fast, and the chtldren are not
involved with the class.

119240102:21.22621.12E0/1 (Eric absent)

There was a lot happening this week; the children were con-
fronted with a feeling of real frustration at not being able to
put on a play without planning. I did not make them face their
failure and look at it; instead I "let them off the hook, This
is where I failed to see my role as an adult. They wanted to
repress this experience and I permitted its

After their first attempt to put on a play (which consisted of
children running around the stage, all making attempts to get the
play going, but with no organisation) I called them together to
discuss it. However, many of the children did not cams to discuss,
and I permitted them to continue making noise on the stage. wily
gave some very good ideas about what to do but very few of the
children were listening. They decided to try again. with the
same confusion resulting.

Many children just gave up after this. I felt that I did not
know how to control the group so that they would be as productive
as possible.

The children did not like all the noise, but could do nothing
to stop it. There wee no consistent leader within the group; it
alternated among EMilys Steven, and Mcky. Perhaps a leader would
emerge if they had more time to plan as a group.
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During the time the children were on the stage trying to get
going, they kept turning to me, expecting me to make the decisions
about who was to do what. I tried to support them in their feelings
but asked them to make their own decisions. However, I did not
support the group's feeling of frustration or push to resolve it.

Karin, Emily, Steven, Ricky, Diane, Lisa, really wanted to
have a play. Perhaps I could divide the group into two--those
who want to work on a play; and those who want to do something else.

I feel that I ought to set several limits for the group:
1. no fooling around
2. importance of listening
initiation- -involved- -self-directive- -productive.

December 2: Session 7 (Diane absent)

Today we began by sitting in small chairs which the children
found around the stage, and I suggested they bring down to sit on.
I had to use a lot of my authority today, insisting that the chil-
dren stay together and discuss what happened last time we Het, what
their feelings were about it, and their plans for the Pature.

They remembered well what happened last week and were able
and willing to discuss their feelings: "too noisy," 'wild,""everyone doing different things." They felt sad and mad, all
except Mike who said he felt happy.

They said they would like to try it again. Ricky suggested
that we do something about Christmas; Emily agreed because Thanks-
giving was over, she said, and Christmas was coming.

I asked for alternate ideas; and some of the responses were
Captain Qok, Alice in Wonderland, but all the children did not
know tees stories, and most of the children were determined to
have a Christmas theme. They all started shouting what they wanted
to be, and Ricky started telling them if they could be that person
or not. Other children suggested that they would need a family as
well.

Again I had to use my authority to keep order. The children
uare not listening to each other; I felt that this was necessary
in order to pursue and develop ideas. After the children said who
they wanted to be, many left the group from time to time. I called
them back.

I wrote down what everyone wanted to be. Next the children
discussed how the play was to develop. Lisa, Emily, Karin, Ricky,
and Parnell gave many contributions. This is when I should have
let the others leave and get interested in another activity, but
I had no other activities*
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It was very difficult for some of the children to wait before
acting. They couldn't discipline themselves to plan, and were not
interested in it. However, they all wanted to have a part in the
play.

We stretched with a :real( which seemed to help.

There were. many constructive ideas about the sequence and
set-up of the play. I was surprised at their ability to work out
a lot of details.

We decided that next-week we would discuss the play a little
bit, and then practice. The last week we would use costumes and
props.

Following is a list of the cast; and the sequence of the play
(I had no influence on these decisions):

Introducer - Emily
Mr. Santa Claus - Ricky
Mrs. Santa Claus - Lisa
Elves - Tim, Eric, Sandra, Andy, Steven
Reindeer - Elizabeth, Emily
Family: baby - Karin

Father - Tom .

Curtain - Mike, Pam

(1) Elves working at the table and cleaning up the house.

(2) Mrs. Claus cooking dinner for Santa.

(3) Santa prepares sleigh; rides to the house.

(4) Family goes to bed: baby in bed playing with toys,
father comes in and orders her to go to sleep.

(5) Father goes to sleep.

(6) Santa Claus comes into the house and leaves packages
and fills the stockings.

(7) The family wakes up and finds all the packages.

Stage setting: divided into two parts --

Family Santa Claus
House
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ii........aLUT.J ....11..216..WDecension

Today the children were anxious to continue the play they planned
last week. I had decided to have only those who really went to it

on a play working on it. The others could have a story. However,
all the children wanted t. work on the play; but they did not want
to do anymore planning. They got up on the stage and began arranging
it.

Stevan started telling the children where the props should go,
and he got the elves working at the table. But the group never got
beyond that point.

There was confusion, noise, and no direction for the children.
They each had their own ideas about what to do. They could not get
organised, and no one child could get control over the others.

"I brought them together and we discussed it. I kept throwing
out questions until Eric got the idea that there was no one to
direct the group, and everyone was doing what he or she wanted to
do. Eric decided to be the boss. He wanted them to plan, but
Ricky was a disrupting force because he wanted to be the boss.
Eric couldn't get the children off the stage to discuss. He was
going to tell everyone what to do. Lisa and Karin were trying to
help him get the others together so they put the chairs in a circle
for the children to sit on. Steven got angry because the chairs
were supposed to be on stage for the elves.

Eric had some support from some of the children but none from
the others. Perhaps I should have weeded out some of the children
at this point? - some of the children seemed to want to just fool
around.

I felt at a loss about how to help the children discover a
way to work out their problems without sitting still and talking.

There were many feelings expressed by the children., Eric was
very angry with the other children. I asked them to mark how they
felt on a piece of paper which had a continuum from sad to happy.
All the children marked sad or mad except Elisabeth who was happy.

J2Doskgrlkagli§113102=ElgagaIlan

This class period was spent in having the children answer
questions which I had made in order to evaluate what happened in
this class, and to see if the children came closer to a "free- mindedness"
than they had in their usual classroom.

I used a series of questions related to pictures for the children
to mark according to how they felt.
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Following are the questions (pictures correspond here, also):

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(a)

(9)

(1D)

(U)

Which picture shows what you thought we were going to
do when we met for the first time?

Which picture sr we what you usually did?

Which picture shows what you usually wanted to do?

In which classroom do you have better ideas?

In which classroom can you tell about your ideas?

Who's the boss in each classroom? Draw a teacher
standing in front of the chairs if you think the
teacher is the boss; drew * child sitting in a chair
if you think the child is the boss; don't draw any-
one if there is no boss.

In which classroom would you rather show how you feel
about something or someone?

Show how you feel about being in your recibir classroom
(mark anywhere on the continuum).

Show how you feel about this class.

Show how you feel about me and what I've done.

Show how you would feel if you always had a class like
this in school.

No. Responses for each possible answerClestion Possible answers:

1 2 3 4 Total No.

Which picture dhows what you
(1) thought we were going to do

when we met for the first
time? 0 5 7 1 13

Which picture dhows what
(2) yam usually did? 2 4 1 6 13

Which picture shows what you
(3) usually wanted to do? 4 6 3 0 13



111111r,

3.60

tinned'

No. Responses for each possible answerQuestion Possible answers:

1 2 3 4 Total No.

SMOINSIONENIOMMOSPRIMONWAIMMIOOMm1=1111WW=MmMUMmgMaMOMm

Possible answers:

1 2 both Total No.

(N In which classroom do you
V't have better ideas? 2

fcl In which classroom can you
` tell about your ideas 3 5 13

Possible answers: Tote; No
9Wmgm.1: qpssroom 2:

teacher 4 teacher 8
'.'hots the boss in each Child 1 child 2

"" classroom? no one 8 no one 2
teacher &
child 1 13

Possible anewsr"---s-117017).In which classroom would
you rather ehaw how you

(7i feel about something? 1 2
(7 or someone? 8 6 14
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Possible answers:

kat M kelizPrent SAWs.hu
a) Shaw how you feel about being

' in your regular classroom. 8 2 4 14

Show haw you feel about this
(9) class. 8 1 4 13

(10) Show how you feel about me
and what I've done. 12 0 1 13

Show how you would feel if
(11) you always had a class like

this in school. 9 2 2 13
imiaaulllalial111111111111MOINIMINNIPAISIMMINIONINNW

,10",*" '1111110r1111010V095

11101111MMIMMOIMINII1111111M111001111=lawmeminomp



Results:

The previous page Shows the number of responses for each
possible answer. Following are the most common responses, and the
ratio of those who gave that response to the number of responses:

Question

Question

Question

Question

Question

Question

Question

1.

2:

3:

4

5

7:13 childma thought we were going to discuss in our
class.

6 :3.3 children usually interacted directly with me
during class.

6:13 children usually wanted to look at books in
our class.

11:13 children felt they had better ideas in our
class than in their regular class.

3:13 children felt they could tell about their ideas
in both classes; and 5:13 thought they could tell
about them in their regular class.

6: e:13 children thought that there was no boss in our
class; and 8:13 thought that the boss was their
teacher in their regular class.

7: 8:12 children felt that they would rather show how
they felt in our class.

Questions 8

&9.

Question 10:

Question 11:

8:13 children felt good about being in both classrooms.

12:13 children felt good about what I had done.

9:33 children felt good about the idea of alloys
having a class like ours in school.

Generalisations:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Most of the children did not do what they expected to be doing
in our class; nor did they do that they wanted to dot,

Most of the children actually wanted to read books.

Very few children saw the class, or wanted the class, to
be chaotic.

Most of the children fiat that they had better ideas in my class,
but they felt that they could express their ideas just as well
in their regular class.
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Moat of the children saw a difference in the role that the
teacher played in the two classes: I was not thought of asthe boss; but their regular teacher was.

(6) Moat of the ohildreL felt good about both classes.

Implications:

(1) The children either did not answer the questions in the waythey really felt; or else ray interpretation of what was goingon in class was quite different from theirs. Or a third
possibility was that they interpreted the pictures differently
than I.

I would have answered the second question by marking the first
picture--that of chaos Somehow, I did not communicate or
"feel with" the children during class.

If the children really wanted to look at, read books in ourclass, they never expressed the desire, even when they were
asked what they wanted to do.

For every response that compared the two classrooms, there
was a alight difference in favor of our class except to
question 5. Perhaps I made some progress after all

Conclusions in Relation to Teaching Sessions:

,...nor re-reading !Cable, and reading mid:1g I feel that I didnot do enough to move the children toward developing a ufresmindednessnand a "self-knawledgefon The childrenst behavior followed a similarpattern each week: disinterest in discussion of the literature,
rejection of arryattetapts to become organised, and expression of
dissociated aggressive behavior. They sometimes seemed to be ex-pressi4 inner conflicts, but they themselves were not aware of it.They were not learning to control or direct their inner processes.

I feel that this repetitive behavior on the part of the children
was demonstrating a phenomena that Kubie describes in his book,
burogamalgalmgalsratimmon (p. 131):

Precisely here is where the educational system,
the neurotic process, and the emotional demands
of the creative impulse come into a three -way
collision. For reasons which I have tried to in-
dicate, the imperious creative imulse frequently
arises in a young man or woman who is rebelling
against all external authority, yet who has un-
wittingly remained enslaved to his awn unconscious.
He brooks no external interference: but also will
not welcome any well-meant efforts on the part of
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others to help him to become free from the
internal slave-driver about whose existence
he is both unconscious and paradoxically
defensive. Therefore he rejects not only
formal educational responsibility but also
any depths of elf-understanding.

This pattern of behavior expressed by the children was a resultof my failure to clarify for them what the class was intended todo for them. I did not play an active enough role in bringing theirfeelings from an unconscious expression to conscious awareness.If I had done this, I could have moved further.toward bringing abouta preconscious thought process.

I think I could have done this in two ways:

(1) Control--the physical permissiveness which I allowed
was not beneficial to my method; it consisted of random
reactions on the part of the chilirono I expected them
to demonstrate an independent responsibility before
they had a chance to learn it. I should have told them
in the beginning what it was we were going to do so
they could have had an idea about how to react. This
way their reactions would have been more meaningfUl.

(2) Activities--at first, I planned activities that were not
appropriate to the nemds of the group; and then I stopped
planning activities and left evellilling up to the children.

I should have started out by planning general activities
which would appeal to, and stimulate the group; and after
I started to know the children, I should have planned
activities which would be helpful to particular individuals.This would include using spontaneous group interaction,
and a choice of activities.

h Neither of these points limit our proposed method of
teaching; they simply help to get it going on the right
track.

A Second Look: Statement of Psychokokical
Method and Its cation

I feel now that I can attempt to give a steoment about ourmethod of teaching, and how it might be applied.

Statement of Purpose:

Ny purpose in teaching is to use literature to help the child
develop self-knowledge, thus moving toward intellectual and emotionalmaturity. This can be done by giving the child insight into, and
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freedom from, neurotic deviations, i.e. repetitive and automatic
responses through the unconscious without realisation of whir and
what.

I want to prevent both neurotic submissiveness and unconsciousrebellion. Through literature I hope to enable the child to see
possibilities for change by reacting to past experiences ani seeing
new relationships athon^ them, thus freeing the creative potential
of the preconscious.

I want each child to have the opportunity to develop an in-
dependent responsibility to others and to himself. He can do thisby learning how he can use that which is inside himself to bring
about creative thought and expression; and by discovering the commonhuman condition that he shares with others.

Apvlication:

The problem which Ass ahead is to bring this theoretical
purpose to practical sigt. Meanes. Following are some teacher
behaviors which I see as consistent with my purpose and necessary
to aocqmplish it,

(1) The teacher does not have predetermined expectations
for pupil responses, but encourages expression of new ideas.

(2) The teacher encourages the children to tihare their ex-
periences, memories, plans, and ideas through the media
of literature; and to reshuffle these experiences to
find new meanings.

(3)

(4)

a. use of words found in literature to discuss
emotive connotations.

b. respect for each other's ideas and discovery
of common feelings.

The teacher uses the classroom situations as an opportunity
for children to resolve their conflicts on a conscious
level.

a. the teacher supports the child, both verbally
and unconditionally, when he attempts to carry
through a problem.

b. the teacher is aware of the interaction of the
group.

The teacher encourages children to study and learn from
their awn errors.
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The teacher helps the children to see the relationship
between inner and outer experiences.

The teacher knows her children well, and is constantly
alert to their individual problems and growth.

The teacher respects the integrity of each child, and
tries to eliminate anxious and guilty feelings about
expressing feelings and ideas,

The teacher realises that all children will. not be in-
terested in one activity all the same time; and therefore
plans for and permits a variety of simultaneous activities.

The teacher knows the characteristics of the age group
with which she is working, and plans activities accordingly.

- first graders can sit ,till for only short
periods of time, and need a balance between
active, and less active periods of time.

The teacher is alert to and encourages spontaniety in
her class.

- she plans activities, but they are flexible.

(11) The teacher helps the children become are of alternatives
from which they can choose.
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.1210422Lin -- Cultivate an mwareness on the part of the child of the
structure of literature, i.e., every story has a structure made up
of different elements which fit together neatly to form a whole.

Lesson I -- Peter Rabbit

INTRODUCTION: Stories- -what can we learn about them?
What is a story?
MI1E2 do they come from?
*...21 do people write them?

TODAY: "Tale of Peter Rabbit". by Beatrix Potter

Why did she write it--to cheer up little boy--5 yrs.--
sick --sent in letter-- liked it--made a book--other
children can enjoy.

STORY

Discussion: Was this a story?
What makes it a story?
Are there some things AU stories have?

This story: Who tells it? (narrator)
Who is in it? (characters)
What happens in the story? (plot)

Changes: What would this story be
Farmer Waregor liked
Peter had blueberries
Peter hadn't lost his

like if --
rabbits? (tension)
and milk instead of going to bed?
clothes? (morel)

Found some things in this story. Do you think we could find
some of these same things in another story?

Next week -- we will try.
Look this week too in stories you read.

October 1R, 1965

Lesson I

My group consisted of fourteen first-graders from the middle
reading section. After bringing them from their room, I had themsit on the floor and then introduced myself. We talked a little
about what we would be doing--i.e. learning about stories--and alsoabout mutt names and how I might learn them.
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Interest ran high in the discussion about what a story was,
where it came from, etc. Telling about why ',Peter Rabbit" was
written seemed to make the discussion more meaningful to them.

The children were quite attentive while listening to the story.

Afterward I introduced the concept of a narrator but time and
attention span were both running out and I didn't go farther than
this. Next time I'd like to discuss this story again before going
on to another. It's one they will probably remember since most of
them know it ard I feel they can trofit from the discussion I had
planned for afterward.

AU in all I think some general ideas about stories, writers
and motivation for writing were communicated.

Lesson II -- What's in a story?

LAST TIME: What a story is Where stories come from.

TODAY: What's in a story? Are there things we can find in
every story we read? Almost every story? Should we
look to see? Why/

Bulletin board--
Stories. Things I think we can find in a story.
You nay think of more; some we may not find at all.

Peter Rabbit--

Last timo we talked about two things (or elements)
that this story has: (1) author (writer); (2) narra-
tor (storyteller).

What else--Who's in story? (characters) Other
stories? If you wrote story?

What happens? (plot)

change ending or --Mk. McGregor likes rabbits.

Is there a lesson in it? (moral)
What should Peter do next time? Why? What if Peter
had blueberries and milk instead of going to bed?

What if Peter hadn't lost his clothes?

Are some of these things in this story?
Author -- why written?
Listen for others.
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October 19 1965

Leeson II

I don't feel terribly successful about today. The children are
still vague on what they Alould be looking for, and rightly so. I
feel they now understand what an author is though, but we also
talked about the narrator. I found this quite difficult to explain
and differentiate from author. They thought since it was the person
who saw and told the story, it must be the author.

I want' xi to get into characters and plot today but felt their
attention span wasn't able to bear this. After about a fifteen-einute
discussion I read them "Little Black SaMbos We talked about its
author and why she wrote the story. Again I tried to describe the
narrator but I think the distinction was lost on them. Perhss if
I review some discussions of the narrator I will be able to aproach
it from a different angle.

In sum, the children are now aware that they should be able to
find some common elements in the stories we read. Author and narra-
tor are two of these. Perhaps this is enough for only two sessions*
I may have been expecting too much from them. Next time I think
I'll go on at least to plot--perhaps characters too if I can. None
of this is very deep yet, I realise, but an awareness of structure
must certainly come before its analysis.

Lesson III - Characters

Element of scory -- author, manipulates -- fit together

LAST TIE: Story about who?
First story was about who?
Other stories-who are they about?
if you were to tell a story, what or who would
you tell about?

The people, animals -- or anyone in the story --
is called a character.

Letts look at the characters in our two stories:

A. Peter Rabbit
Who did you like best? Why?
Did you like Mr. McGregor?
Did you like Peter's mother?
If you could gang! anyone who would it be?
Raw would you change him? -- effect on
story? (author manipulationinteraction
of charactersopposing forces)

B. MIEWINg00
Same type of discussion.



If we wrote a story could we make our characters anyway we liked?
Could we fit them together so the story would be a good one?
Let's try it--

Decide what story is to be about. Who should we have
in it? What happens? (Have children dictate story- -
write it dohi.)

Lesson III -- Characters

We had an exceptionally good discussion today about characters.
Although we didn't write our own story, we did talk about the stories
we'd read and the characters in them. They realised the distinction
between objects and characterewe talked about the butter in "Little
Black Sambo and why it wasn't a characterhow we could make it one,
etc. (The ',Little Blue and Little Yellow" story would illustrate
this point very well, I think.)

How one character change could completely change the story was
brought out when we changed Mr. McGregor into a nice farmer. We
41ked about what the story would be like if we did this.

The author's prerogative to design characters any way he
chooses was also brought in.

I introduced "'title', as another element of every story and we
discussed this briefly.

We only had ten minutes left but rather than compose a story
I decided to read Laura Bannon's The Other Side of the *Ise
so we could talk next time about point of view.

Although we ran about five minutes overtime, it was a good
session.

Lesson IV -- Point of View

People look at things in different wins--- example, watching
T. V. late.

Happens in a story too--sometimes see what author thinks,
sometimes see what a character thinks,

(chart below) sometimes see what narrator sees

In !Ater Rabbit was farmer nice? Who thinks so?
How would Mr. McGregor tell the story of Peter Rabbit?

Important --to see who's eyes the story is looking through.
Choices: author, narrator, characters
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"Other Side of Worldtt Who's eyes?
p. 1 - Narrator
p. 2 - Mother's (character)
p. 38 - Narrator

P. 39 - Mother
p. 48 - Narettor

Narrator Igebo both sides of world -- tells about America and Japan.

Lets characters tell how they feel sometimes -- boys' mothers.
Most of story -- eyes of narrator -- sees everything.

How would Jun tell this story? Could he see America like the
narrator can?

Who can see most? (chart)

Author

may let narrator tell

may let character tell

Character sees least--
What does Mr. McGregor seedoesn't see rabbits'
blueberries and milk--narrator does.

Lesson IV -- plintjaaiew

Our discussion today was less of one than usual in that most of
it was u' giving and their receiving ideas. Again, it's difficult
to tell how much they absorbed but I found the graphic representa-
tion of author, narrator and characters to be very helpful.

They did contribute to the discussion of point of view, when
related to their awn experiences and to the Tale of Peter Rabbit.

It took them awhile to get interested in "Little Blue & Little
Yellow" but they were fascinated by it, once they did. They did a
fine job of anticipating future events it the story and enjoyed
it immensely. We talked a minute about the colors as characters
and for next week I asked them to think about *i they were charge-
ters--what about than made them characters.

November 9, 1965

Lesson V -- ConstructingAIWEE
Materials -- Picture cut into five pieces, each with some
character or interesting object. As a whole it tells the
story of the jolly green giant loading trucks with vegetables
and sending them on to market.
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Objectives--

Illustrate: limited view of character
different points of view
interrelatedness of parts and parte to
whole

I'm leaving this leer nn relatively unstructured for various
reasons. I want to see what the kids will come up with on their
own. And I'd like to see how fruitful such a lesson can be in
unifying the pointing out some of what has gone before and how
meaningful it has been for them.

Activity: Pass out parts of story. Ask children to tell a story
about their "picture."

Put the whole picture together and have the class tell
its story.

Contrast this with the etorias of the separate pieces.

Lesson V -- Conqtructing a Story

It was fun for the kids to tell their own stories today and
they did quite well. One thing I hadn't anticipated was that they
all knew the jolly green giant story. 2Ven having only a piece,
they could reconstruct the whole. Because of this, the story didn't
change much when we put the pieces together. That is, it really
didn't give them ani new insights to see it all put together, since
they knew it already.

A picture they were unfamiliar with may have illustrated better
the incompleteness of a character's viewpoint as well as the rela-
tion of part to whole better than this one did.

Lesson VI -- lunge

Stories not always written just for fun.
Author sometimes has something to tell you
A story is a good way to say it.
How about Peter Rabbit- -do you think there was a message in it?
Was the author trying to tell us something? What?

Clues: Peter disobeys, then loses new clothes, has
narrow escape, gets wet in sprinkler, goes
to bed sick.

Message: Thins to wrong when you do what you're
not eupposed to.

Little Black Sambo
Message: Being a bully doesn't get you anywhere.

Tigers --4 LES (Little Black Sambo
Tigers 4 themselves didn't fightcomes out

.ahead)
Read: The Three Hears -- look for message
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November 16, 1965

Lesson VI -- Maileage

We began our day touay by telling about things we'd like other
people to share with us. This was fortuitous and unplanned on my
part but since many of the children had things to tell, we proceeded
from here. I then suggested that perhaps an author might have some-
thing to tell and put it into a story, I explained how my Dad used
to tell me stories about myself in order to tell me something, e.g.
it's time to go to bed. I suggested that perhaps some of the stories
wed read had a message like this in them.

was retold by one of the children. He stressed
the fight of- the tigers and their end, which fit in nicely. I
brought out the "message" in this story and we talked about it for
a few minutes. I suggested thinking about rater Rabbit, hoping
they'd gotten the idea. Their comments were quite goodPeter was
naughty, had to go to bed, other rabbits were good and got to stay
up and have blackberries and milk. But try as I would, I couldn't
get them to put this in terms of boys and girls and the benefits
of obedience. I do feel though that although they weren"t able
to verbalise this, that thay did have some grasp of the moral in-
volved. The comments made about the story were certainly relevant
to its message although they couldn't tall it in so many words.

Next I introduced the story of ag; then Beam and reminded them
to look for its message--it does have one. We read the story and
I dismissed them asking them to think and talk about tha message in
this story and promising them that we'd talk about it next week.

An encouraging day.

Leeson VII Meille#R00

Listinguish gml as a certain type of message from thl author.

The_ Three Bears
Message: Don't touch things that don't belong to

you without permission. (Bee if children
can arrive at this conclusion inductivel')

Introduce message in zesiLL42.2Lkiidg People may
look different and do things differently but they
are really same. Have same feelings about life.

Different from other messages--doesn't tell reader to
act in given way. Not telling us to "be good" like:
amkg . bully; Peter Rabbit - obedience; Thrlaftagg -
respect for property.

Now does each of above tell us to be good?
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Other aide of the. %ad gives meatus doesn't tell us
to "be good."

When message of story tells us how to act it is called a algal.

a moral? a message?
clothes don't make the man

- friends affect our behaviorchange us.

Lesson VIIVII - Meow,

We talked about the moral in she Three Hearst' and the chillren
decided the author was saying we shouldn't act the way Ooldilocks
did. She wasn't courteous. We discussedreviewedthe morals
in Mgr Rabbit and J, t and I reiterated the defini-
tion of a moral: the moralofa story tells us how to act.

Lesson VIII -- jut

Last Week's story -1192
Who can remember what happened?
What did just tell us?
Whole story?
Part of it? What part?

PLOT is what happens in a story.
Ekam7le: story about going fishingwent fishing and

caught ten fish; as Imes coming back to shore
/ dropped my bucket and lost all of the fish.

What didn't I tell you about this story?- -
Where I went-- setting
Who was with mecharacters
What was the Wage; if one?

Short way of telling story--just tell plot. Leave out
a lot but it tells what happens in story.

Let's try it-

1112.110.220.ti
4.....LZAPAAn'LlekaatttlAlgw.
Littkeplackpot§o

Lesson VIII -- Plot

An attempt to distinguish plot as an element of the story was
madeas opposed to setting) characters, message and other elements
of a story. One child retold Tico very well and the others seemed
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also to remedbe it as they helped him in spots. We also retold
Th.O.Tbru. and I made up a plot. I'd gamed that we would
then . sh this skeleton with other parts of a story to com-
plete iy

Ay this time, though their attention left something to be
d$ired and the attempt nsuccessful.

The last few weeks have shown an increasing problem with dis-
cipline. I'm not sure where the blame should lie--the content itself,
or the fact that I've given them too much freedom from the start.
Id like to think it isn't the latter since it seems it the lesson
is interesting enough their attention would be held. I can't help
but feel that much of what I'm trying'to do is beyond the capacity
and experience of.a child of this age.

Lesson IX -- Story Endings

Sometimes before a story really ends, we can imagine what
the ending will be like-11227.-w. all knew friends would take him
back before we actually read it.

Sometimes a story might end in two or three weys--the author
chooses one, you might think of two or three more.

Endings can be happy, sad or funny. mutt kind of endings
do you like? Why?

Story--Who Took the Farmer's Hat?"
While I rv,:md it think of how= would like this story to end.
(Read story up to a point. Children make up endings--draw
a picture of it --tell it to class.)

Lesson IX -- 92malhWejajailm

I think this type of activity has much potential, although I'm
not at all sure I carried it out in the best way possible.

The discussion wasn't good at all--I couldn't seem to glean ax
creative ideas from them as far as endings to stories read previously
go. I think they are tired of re-discussing these same stories.

The activity itself went well--interest in the story ran high
and the drawings showed that most of the children understood the
problem and did create endings for the story. A few of the children
showed their pictures and told how they would end the story.
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INTERNS' IVALUATICVS OF TRAINING PROGRAMS

V Intern 41

I felt that the first part of the training phase was successful

and beneficial in developing a theoretical basis for our method of

teaching. However, I felt it was not successful in developing prac-

tical applications for teaching.

I realised and appreciated the fact that Mr. Mann could not tell

us what this method was all about until we read about it; but that

through the reading and a weekly discussion we could gradually gain

a feeling for it.

The reading material, was helpful, and adequate for a theoretical

understanding of forces influencing creat.A.-,447, The weekly discussions

were helpful in clarifying and expressing wry thoughts and reactions

to the reading.

However, we had no practical preparation for the classroom teach-

ing phase. I feel that two additional parts should have been added

to the program: (1) observation of several first-grade classrooms

which would range from a structured and rigid method of learning to

a flexible and creative method of learning. A discussion about the

teacher behavior, and child behaviors observed would be helpful;

(2) A ccnsultant who could have talked with us about our proposed

method of teaching, giving us an idea about what behaviors we might

expect from the children and what we might do to elicit the desired

behaviors.

*This is the intern who WO selected to participate in the
experimental phase the study.

175
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I felt that the second part, or teaching phase, of our training

program was characterized throtghout by a vagueness concerning evi-

dance of our success in carrying ott our objectives; and by a series

of unsuccessful experiences for both myself and the children with

whom I was working.

I felt the necessity of a model from which I could get an idea

about what child behaviors were indicative of a free-mindedness, or

growth toward maturity. Imes at a lose as to what.behaviors to rein-

force or noel up" from the children. And I was not certain about

what behavior in myself was bringing about the responses in the

children. Throughout the semester, I was convinced that I believed

in lur theory, and was willing to do anything to bring it about

but I never felt as if I accomplished much.

This feeling indicates a need for more eialuation and more plan-

ning after each week's teaching period. I think it would have been

beneficial to ha^ a tape recorder, or video-tape for each teaching

session; but more important, to have a chance to talk about the ex-

perience directly afterwards.

Oncoming our weekly discussions, I feel that they Should have

been more meaningful. As it was, we were dealing with something

unknown, and the answer's became more vague as we grew apart through

different classroom experiences. Mr. Mann had a definite idea about

the theory of our approach, but he did not offer sly definite ideas

about applying it to the classroom. It seemed that although we

felt free to talk about our problems, no one gave constructive sug-

gestions about how to solve them.
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I think some of this vagueness would have been eliminated if we

had been able to observe each other in the classroom situation, or

to have video-tapes of etsch class. This would have made it possible

to give each other suggestions for improvement, and to ask each

other questions about mhat we did, and why. At this point, the

theory was not the thing to focus on--the practice of th4 theory

was vital.

The consultant that we talked with during one of our sessions

helped me a great deal in clarifying what it was we were trying to

cio, and how to do it. I would have liked to make this kind of

session more regular throughout the semester.

The reading that Mr. Mann recommended to us was helpful in

planning and evaluating my class; but it was necessary to read a lot

to find a little that applied directly to bv,Aching a first grade.

In short, I was satisfied with the theoretical aspects of the

training phase, vilt would have liked to have more practical suggestions

for teaching. I realise that there are not a lot of resources of this

type available and that we did not have enough time during the semester

to do i lot more. I enjoyed working with the group because of the

free atmosphere we were in, which permitted us to explore the litera-

ture in this area and experiment with its application in the classroom.

I feel that it will be an invaluable experience for me in my future

teaching.

And, in spite of my criticisms of the course, it Alft accomplish

what it set out to do to be a training period for planning

next semester's teaching.
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tftt....§01 Intern 2

In evaluating the training program, I may exhibit a slight

negative bias. This is due to the fact that I was not satisfied

with fa performance with the children. It is easier to blame the

training program than it is myself. First of all, I feel the best

part of the training was the atmosphere created between Mr. Mann

and the interns. One could always give and receive an honest answer.

It seems that it was this sort of atmosphere we wanted to create with

the children. The feeling was achieved by asking us what we thought

we should do on the basis of our reading and discussion. It was

clear the interns had a job to do, and Mr. Mann would accept our

opinions and ideas as valuable.

However, this same technique had a serious drawback. We were

dealing with the concrete implementation of some very abstract ideas.

I never felt sure whether or not I was on the right track. One of

the most valuable things was the feedback I received from Mr. Mann

when he observed me. As a result of this, I was able to get a little

better picture of what we were trying to do. More feedback should

come from Mr. Mann as a result of tape-recorded sessions and live

observations.

The three interns as a whole, in the training session, didn't

interact enough. Each Thursday-was like a symposium rather than a

discussion. One reason for this is that we weren't all aware of

what the others were doing until we met in class. I feel more group

planning in the meetings on activities and books would have been help-

ful. During this Mr. Mann could have offered suggestions, approval,
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and criticism as to the relevance of the activities to our objectives.

It was because of this sense of almost secrecy among the three of us

that I felt we were competing against each other. Competition has,

of course, good and bad aspects. It keeps you trying, but it keeps

you a loner. More cooperation in the planning of the program among

the interns would have been very helpful.

Speaking of objectives- someplace in the action of our experiences

I lost eight of ours. They were (1) provide an antidote to the

situClion in which children have been taught not to trust their own

intuition and (2) allow children to have a certain freedom of mind.

On rereading Kubie, I can now understand better what he is saying,

but it is not what I thought he was saying throughout the training

phase. Reexamination of Kubie periodically in the light of ow' ex-

periences would have been helpful.

Besides tape recording the sessions with the children, it would

be a good idea tr tape record comments the intern would care to make

immediately after leaving the children. These accounts may be more

colored emotionally than a written logs but they would be a good

source to write the log from. Many times by the time I reached hoile

I had no ambition to write, but had a great desire to talk about my

experiences. Writing, however, does make you more objective and or-

ganizes your thoughts.

Now that I have aired my negative biass I wad like to say that

I enjoyed the course very much and believe I have learned something

about a valuable approach for working with children. The training did

put more and more focus on bow to do what we were trying to do as it

went on. This is evidenced by the fact that I feel as though this was

the beginning of the project and not the end.
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I thust honestly say that I have enjoyed being a part of Mr. Mann's

study. I would have liked a little more guidance and help. However,

I know that I learn on my own if I am interested and stimulated enough.

I took this idea of Err. Mann's lightly at first, then I began to see

myself actually applying his ideas and Mr. Kubie's.

Being able to discuss problems each Thursday was eye-opening for

me. I could compare and learn from the others, as well as hear their

comments about my experiences. Discussions opened my eyes ad to how

I might be a potential teacher. Realizing that control, respect,

understanding, patience, flexibility, consistency and communication

are some of the fundamental practices helped me. Now I have more

an idea of what they mean and hold for me in practice. I would have

liked to discuss more with the others in this experience to find out

what was most valuable to them. Mr. Mann's appraisal of our group

would have been nice to know, too. For me, I formed somewhat my

own appraisal as I typed out thin paper and reviewed my semester's

experience.

Zryte...arn 1*

The following lesson plans and comments represent a summary of

the preliminary work done on this project. During this time objectives

were being worked out, literary principles and teaching techniques

were being sought. This planning stage was valuable in giving form

ANISMOIMMOIPM11111.
ASWIIimismilmiffmalegmswasswrifsmswisimimmislasslisprassolilmag

*This is the intern who 'Wee selected to participate in the
experimental phase of the study.
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and direction to overall plans for the project* that is here

represented is but a small part of that planning procedure. None

of the lesson plane represent a finished product of an ideal plan

for this project. They do represent trials--tests of technique and

ideas, some of which will be incorporated into the teaching sessions

in the coming semester.

In looking back on this work, I would make these general criticisms

anC suggestions:

(1) These lessons were too concentrated and the time lapse

between them was too long. These considerations could not be other-

wise, but it 10 well to remember them in appraising the work done.

(2) The general emphasis throughout the nine emsions was on

specific elements of the structure of the short story. I think it

would have been wiser to deal more with tno general principles of

literature outlined previously. A general understanding of these

would make the endy of specific structures more meaningful.

(3) Beginning the work with a problem vituation more directly

relevant to the childrens' interests may have stimulated more of a

desire to learn about literature--as opposed to the desire to please

the teadheri, which seems to come naturally for the majority of

first graders.

(4) A wider variation of activities would have been another

desirable change.

(5) Some of the concepts may have been presented in terms which

prevented their comprehension by children of this level, e.g. distinc-

tion between narrator and author's point of view
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In viewing these criticisms, however, it is well to keep in mind

the purpose of these sessions. Experimenting with topics for die-

cuesion, ways of approaching problems, and choices concerning what

problems to deal with were the main objectives here. And the work done

proved to be very fruitful in these areas. The fact that after having

done this work, the above criticisms could be made is important.

They could not have been made before actually trying out some of

these ideas in the classroom; and the fact that they have been made

will expedite changes and improvements for the coming semester which

otherwise might have gone unnoticed and unremedied.

"Lit" Section - Intern 2

A review of this semester's experiences results in mixed emotions.

There were many valuable things to be gained by my experiences, all

influenced by events in the classroom. A mistake on my part was not

to continually look at my log and draw from past experiences. Each

week I tried to start something new in hopes of obtaining better

results. However, if I had referred to the log, I would have been

able to use the suggestions written the week before, and see my atti-

tude and how it was influencing the students. Another result of not

looking at the log was that .I lost sight of the original objective,

and found myself trying to plan activities without a real conception

or what I was trying to achieve. I think this affected my attitude

which was then passed on to the Children and ekhibited in their lack

of interest in what I was doing. Here it was my responsibility to make

the work interesting and mako them feel that this information was worth

- ?-0. dr
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learning. I have learned too that ,T must demand the attention of the

kids but only if I fulfill my share of the responsibility.

An evaluation of the training program is also colored by my

classroom experience. One question is whether it would have been

desirable to have more guidance and concrete suggestions for our

class work. Before the beginning of the training sessions, I was

under the impression that we would be told what we had to do--we

weren't- -but I am beginning to realise that the amount of freedom

we had was beneficial because I think we learned more by making our

awn decisions and mistakes. If we had been told what to do we would

probably have learned nothing. In thi, situation we created our

own problems and had to seek our own solutions, and this was a very

valuable experience. One need I felt in the training program was for

mora discussion and materials on the basic principles being taught.

I felt that I was unprepared to discuss these things with the

children, since T knew so little about them myself. Another problem

was the lack of feedback in our work. Earlier observation, as dis-

cussed in clasp would probably take care of this, but at several times

duri.r the semester when I lost my direction, an outside opinion would

have been helpful. NY main feeling at the end of the trainer session

is that I have done little in accomplishing the goals set out for the

project at the beginning of the term. However I do feel that I have

gained some very valuable opportunity that I could not have gained in

a normal classroom situation, and I thank you very much for giving

me this opportunity.
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I see two revisions that would have helped the training phase.

One would be more observations, at regularly scheduled intervals.

Thus we would have had a better chance to revise and rechannel our

efforts earlier. The other would be more emphasis on children's

literature itself. Perhaps a guest who knew more about children's

books could have given us some annotations on the lists we received.

I realize that this will be done for next semester but it would have

helped me earlier this semester. Also tape recordings probably would

have helped for better analysis of the sessions.

The study itself seems to be limited by the age level of the

children. Their age seems to limit the attention span and thus, the

amount of material *";hat can be covered. the age level also limits the

method of presentation. They must listen to it being read to them;

they cannot read it themselves. Studies on listening indicate that

critical consideration of materials is difficult when the only pre-

sentation is through the auditory channel. (Witty and Sizemore,

3t02.6 in ListeningPNCTE Reprint, 1959) It appears that over a

longer period of time and with use of visual, in addition to auditory,

media these limitations can be overcome. Also, given the age group,

studies show that listening is more effective than reading for gain-

ing knowledge. This factor indicates the value of audttory presenta-

tion to first-graders. These factors may not have a definite effect

upon the results of this study, but they should be considered in the

methods used for presentation of children's literature.
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APPENDIX E

INTERNS' LOGS FROM EXPERIMENTAL PHASE OF STUDY

Intern's Log - Experim.p.areatmentetal

The teacher did not keep a detailed log everyday. She did jot
down remarks from time to time.

The aessions followed a pattern in that one type of procedure was
used for a series of sessions; and then there was a change to another
procedure.

Therefore, the description of procedures consist of a general
description of a procedure used for a certain timb period, followed by
relevant sections of the log, verbatim. The log is necessary to include
in order to communicate the attitude and feelings of the teacher.

The first week the teacher read to the children each day, and
she asked questions throughout. The questions were mostly anticipatory:
"What do you think will happen ? ; "What could he do now? The children
seemed eager to be in the class, and seemed to get the idea that they
would be permitted to do what they wanted 4.1) do. The teacher's behav-
ior relinquished control; she was not the model teacher the children
had anticipated. By the end of the week, the teacher felt that she
was facing a problem concerning haw to have the children working in
groups, yet not disturbing each other.

Following are sections from her logs:

2/7 I read ftszystSiojal9L.th; the children wanted to talk about
trips they had taken after listening to the story. They did not
discuse running away from home at all.

2/8 Comments about the children: Randy dominates the conversation,
but is eager to please me; I can't understand what Mike says
when he talks because he has some kind of a speech impediment.

2/9 We finished Norman the Doorman and I asked: "What would you
make if you were in a drawina contest ?" The children did not
respond to the question, but were eager to draw pictures about
the book. I permitted this instead. Some of the children did
not want to draw, so I let them tell me about their personal
experiences and plane (Dean and Ernest).

2/10 I read Little Black Sea* which Randy brought in. After a while
I began to feel I was just searching for questions for them to
answer; whether they were meaningful or not.

186
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2/11 Many of the children were at the blackboard; this disturbed me
because thx, were bothering the group I was reading with, and
because I felt it was not a meaningful activity. It was making
too much noise. But perhaps I ought to think of a way that the
blackboard could bs used in the future.

The second week was characterised by two different procedures.
First, the teacher attempted to get the children to dismal' the story
in terms of how the character felt at various times. The second part
of the week was spent in trying to plan with the children an activity
in which they would feel more involved.

The teacher still felt that there was a problem in directing the
children who were not participating in the literature group: toward
activities in which they would be involved, not distracting the others.
The teacher also felt that she needed more structure in the form of a
plan with continuity from day to day.

2/14 I'm still having trouble getting them to build upon their ideas.
I read Crow BOY and many of the children chose to listen (Joe,
Susan, Mike, Randy, Ernest, Guy, Dean and Dawn). They seemed to
like the story; but didn't interpret the idea as it was developed
in the story. They thought the teacher was making Craw Boy stay
in during recess and talk to him because the boy was bad. Actu-
ally, the teacher wan trying to befriend the boy. I asked the
children haw the' felt about their ..4.,:lers; they said they
always liked them. Joe called Susan "dumb" and "stupid.' hit
Susan did not want to talk about this. I'd like to pursue this
discussion tomorrow. What, about the children who are drawing --
what else can they do?

2/15 Discussion was centered around the book, Crow Bay. I asked the
children how they thought the Boy felt. Responses were: sad,
unhappy, lonely. I asked "What kind of a feeling is a lonely
feeling?" There were many ideas about its meaning in terms of
'personal experiences--Dorothy: "It's when you go home and your
mother is not there." It was difficult to keep the children
pursuing this. They seemed to lose interest and couldn't make
any generalizations about this feeling. Is this too much to
expect? I thought that maybe they did not want to discuss lone-.
liness, but when I asked about this, they said they wanted to
talk about it. Randy: "I want to talk about it 30 I'll know
what to do when I get lonely."

2/16 Today there was a build-up in the classroom as if the children
were trying me out; there was little interest in the stories.

2/17 Today I suggested that we make our own story about Winnie the
Pooh and one of his adventures. They liked the idea, but soon
were distracted by playing a version of musical chairs. Randy
said that he was listening but he really didn't want to. He



wanted to act out the story of Wiuml...00h that we had read
yesterday. I let him do this with some of the others. He really
enjoyed it. It was decided to work in groups: one group pre-
pare a play of Winnie; another group write their own version
and act it out. I wonder where this play idea will go--they
don't want to plan for it; they just want to act, each one in
his own way.

2/18 Following is the story written by some of the children:

(Kevin, Dawn, Mary)

Winnie goes to the store for the honey.
He has a guitar playing, smoking a cigar.
He's going to climb the tree for honey now.
Winnie'a weapon has smoke.
The bees fight back with their stingers.
The bees hurt Winnie:

One of the bees stings his nose.
One of the bees tickles his toes.
One bee stings his foot, his leg, his arm, his hind end.

The third week consisted of preparing for and carrying out a
play. Much of the work was4done in groups, and was a process of making
and painting the scenery and props. It wts characterized by a lot of
noise, disorganization and little teacheA .:L action. The teacher felt
that there was not enough control by her, resulting in too permissive
an atmosphere for some of the children. Two children in particular
seemed to be misdirected and in need of limits. The last day was a
return to a single group discussion around a story.

2/21 There is some antagonism against Randy because he wants to do
everything: paint the box, be Winnie . but he is the one
who gets all the ideasS

2/22 The actual play was a ruckus with the amount of noise in that
amall room, but they actually carried the play out to the end.
There was little audience interest. I asked them how they liked
it, and they said they liked it:

2/23 I have the feeling that everything is disorganized, with no
progress being shown. It is difficult to communicate what I
expect without dictating. I feel that something must be done
to put limits on Guy and Mike. I have brought this problem up
to the class and they suggested: put them in the hall, send
them to the prIncipal, tell their teacher.

2/24 I read ii...2.....LLtraorekb. Mike was acting up so I suggested
we put him in the clockbox. This seemed to get his attention.
The children had many ideas about what was in the box and what
could be done with it.
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During weeks four through six the teacher continued with more or
less the same procedure of reading and discussing stories as was used
previously. However, there was a gradual build-up of frustration for
the teacher. She tried to get the children to react to the literature
through discussion, but it seemed as though they were reacting to
everything else except the literature. She could not receive what
they were communicating to her axed the children did not understand
what they were supposed to do.

The teacher felt that she was not using proper control; that
the children did not respect her for this and therefore they did not
care what they said in discussion. The teacher felt that the children
ought to take responsibility for their self-control. There were occa-
sional reactions and feelings expressed but it was difficult for the
teacher to know what to do with these feelings. The children seemed
unwilling to focus their attention on another child's feelings; they
only wanted to express their own feelings.

The teacher began to feel that she was not fulfilling the four
conditions of empathy, warmth, unconditional positive regard and con-
gruence. She found it difficult to be firm, yet accepting.

3/3 Mike was interrupting while I was reading. I stopped and said
he had to go outside in the hall and sit. He cried and I asked
the class if we should give him another change. They said "yes."
Randy wants to talk all the time; if I call on him, he rambles
on and on.

3/6 I read The Ugly Duckling and we discussed what it was like to be
left out. Randy, Dorothy and Mary all told of experiences at
school in they felt left out. I asked the other children
why randy was left out in his specific illustration. There were
suggestions.

3/14 Randy was encouraging Mike to do things he wasn't supposed to do
today. The children seemed uninterested in the poems that were
n the record. Perhaps it was my introduction.

3/16- The children are eager to dramatize stories, but there is always
3/17 so much noise and confusion that I hesitate to permit it. How-

ever, some of the children dramatized Ladybug, Ladybug and Com-
1pmlOtHreakfagt and, although it was noisy, they seemed to
enjoy it.

The last day of the sixth week, the teacher made a striking
change in procedure. She took direct control of the entire class and
asked them to make the rules for their class. Then she had each child
"tried" to see if he had broken these rules. She continued by establish-
ing a procedure that a child must take if he breaks any of the :moles in
thr future classes. He would have to go to jail.
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The teacher was bothered by the fact that she tried to make each
child feel guilty in order to force him to take responsibility for his
actions. She also felt that she should have been on trial as well!

3/i8 The class began to chuckle at first, but the seriousness was
communicated by me. I had to it Mike in jail right away. The
children seemed to realize that they were guilty of breaking
their own rules. But what about me? I feel like I permitted
them to break the rules by not throwing them back at the children
right away. I hope I can do this in the future. I also hope
that later on I can set up certain situations in which there
can be a change in the rules, or in which the rules can be dis-
cussed again. Following are the rules:

(I Take turns.
(2 Leave other people and their things alone.
(3 Do what the teachet says.
(4 Don't change seats.
(9 Be quiet when someone is talking.
(6 Don't play with toys we aren't using.
(7) Have something worthwhile to do.
(8) Don't shout.
(9) Don't butt in line.

(10) Be honest.
(U) When in jail, be quiet.

I would like to help the children realize what they can do, now
that they know what they cannot do. I want to find out something
about Randy and Mike. Why does Mike .1.daya crack jokes and do
things to make the class laugh; how can I use this "class clown"?
Why does Randy always talk out of turn and ramble on and on?

The seventh and eighth weeks were characterized by enforcing the
rules established (the rules were posted in the classroom, and a Police-
man was chosen each day to enforce them), and leading a discussion of
a single book, Whiter .12410ste. The discussion procedure fol-
lowed the previous mthod of permitting comments by the children through-
out, but 'it also included a sort of a game. The teacher would think of
several questions centered around the chapter read and the class 'would
try to think (;1" as many different responses as they could. The questions
were chosen for interest and in terms of possibilities for may responses.
The clasp was divided into two teams: each team thought of as many
different answers as they could. The team with the most points won.
The teacher felt that this game would make the children more involved
to the class. She felt that it was effective in controlling the group.
It forced the children to listen to one another because they could not
give the same response twice.

3/21 I was firm from the beginning. While I was talking, Randy and
Mike both interrupted me (I was talking about the rules). I
sent Randy to jail and Mike out of the room. The children did
not want to permit a reminder before the child who breaks the
rule is sent to jail. Icy communication is still poor: are my
questions vague?

-/TWITe'M
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I read the first chapter of Walter, The Lazy Mouse. I stopped
half-way through and asked, 'cthat kind of a mouse was Walter ?"
They all responded with "lazy." But I asked them to elaborate:
to describe how he would be at school and at home if he were
luzy. All of the children but Joe gave ideas about what he
might do. They seemed to get a feeling for Walter and his
character. Randy said: "it mother is lazy no, I didn't
mean that." My approach to Randy seemed to work today: if
he doesn't know what he is going to say, I simply cut him off.
I think I can tell when he really wants to contribute an idea
and when he is just rambling. Guy and Ernest showed what a
lazy walk was like. Ideas were stepping stones to new ideas
today.

3/22 The children were not involved today. At the end of the session,
I asked them why. The only answers I could get were that there
Was ton much noise.

3/23 Today I introduced the game. I asked the following questions:
In what ways was Walter not like a real mouse?; What could Walter
use to make furniture?; What kind of furniture could he make?
The jail seems to be an undesirable place to go now. But I don't
have to force the children to go. A policeman has the responsi-
bility.

3/28 Mike was sent to jail, but it was still noisy. I asked,
"Are you having trouble concentrating:,'. "Yes" they responded,
I asked why 0 they immediately said that randy was not ignor-
ing Mike and that he ought to be sent outside. Guy took Randy
out. Suddenly there seemed to be a huge release and the room
was quiet. After class, Randy asked me, "Aren't you going to
talk with me like you did Mike ?" I smiled. He started to leave,
but I called him back, and he said, "They don't like me." I
said, "I do. I wonder why they dont-WI "I don't know," he said.
I said, "How could we find out? Do you think you do some-
thing they don't like ?" He didn't know. I suggested perhaps
he try different behaviors and see what their response is.

3/29 After class today, Randy came up to me, and sail he had been
naughty today, and they sent him to jail. "Tomorrow," he said,
"11411 be good and see what they do."

3/30 lean was the policeman today. I thought it would do him good
to punish children who make a lot of noise because he complains
about it. However, he permitted a lot of noise from Mike. Why?
I asked the class, "What kind of teacher could Walter be?ft One
of the responses was, "Scared" (Susan). I tried to get her to
elaborate but she wouldn't. I asked what kind of a teacher he
should be. The children responded, "kind, nice." The group
interaction is much more interesting to the class than the story
that we read.
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The ninth week was spent in making a mural about Whl
, ! the Mouse.

The teacher expected the mural to show actual experiences that Walter
had had, but it ended up that each child simply made Whiter, his
family, or one of the other characters in the book. They cut out the
characters from colored construction paper, and several of the children
put the mural together('

The last two weeks, the tenth and eleventh weeks, were spent
reading several storied and doing something different with each one.
The children told a sequel to one story; in another story, they des-
cribed what they thought was happening as they looked at the pictures
in an opaque projector.

I read the story, p....htiara412,Bi.ting. Comments were made
throughout, mostly predicting what would happen, They were very
attentive, and seemed to identify with the two children in the
story. Kevin was very talkative and Mike was not being comical.
Randy expressed creative ideas throughout.

Dorothy, Randy, Kevin and David participated in telling the sequel.

The children seemed to enjoy talking about the book, Where the
Wild Thin, ,,s We didn't finish it, and I asked if they would
like to do this again tomorrow. The response was "no." "Why"
I asked. Dean said, "We want to do it on Friday."

The last two sessions were designed to evaluate what the children
learned and felt about the class.

The teacher wanted to find out if the children remembered any of
the stories read, and if so, which ones. In the first evaluative
session, she asked the children to act out one of the stories that they
liked and the others would guess which one it was The following mtories
were dramatized: whumakuntlgagg

112.11.)yv .214011s
Where the WJAAMlagalle

WILlar.21121.12261
Norman the Doorman

agE22E
aus in the Clockbax
A Tree Is Nice

BiLlAshltagao Siting,

In the last session, the children were asked to answer quest..vms
by marking the picture that best showed how they felt. This same in-
strument was used in the first session with the children.
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This first week is written up in detail to'illustrate the patterns
and methods of everyday contact with the children. Relating the daily
activities not only shows where the principles of literature are applied
but also the pacing, structuring and atmosphere of the classroom. An
example of technique was deemed necessary in setting forth this approach.
The remaining weeks will be outlined as to content and emphases but
much of the detail presented in this first week will be omitted.

The major objectives of the first week were establishing rapport
with the children and creating interest in tilts topics to be pursued.
The first of these objectives was accomplished by allowing the children
much time to become acquainted with the teachers as well as with one
another in this new setting. Time was spent encouraging the children
to verbalize and feel comfortable in the classroom. Pupil involvement
with the project was sought by giving the children opportunities to
contribute their ideas concerning activities for the coming sessions.
Also, the first activity elictied much individual participation and
group involvement.

.......L.FirstDa-emasiratandmotivation.--Iliet the
fifteen children today with whom I shall be working. After getting
acquainted with them a little, we talked about what they would like
to do during our times together. Quite a few expressed an interest
in reading books on their own or reading oluI4 to one another. The
children seemed to like my suggestions of writing stories and inventing
games about stories. We spent about ten minutes talking and then
turned to Louise Fatiols story "The Happy Lion." I learned that the
class had recently heard the story on tape, but they were in favor of
hearing it again, especially since they hadnft'seen any pictures with
it the time before. As we read I asked a few questions about how the
lion felt and why people reacted towards him as they did. The children
grasped the trend of thought very well and had a few perceptive comments
to offer. The students did tend to parrot one another though when
asked for opinions and reactions. I only read half of the story and
planners to finial it the following day.

Second Del.=.2mphasis on fugsztsmg.princialLof limitation.--I
think that in order to provide a meaningful learning experience ibr
children in any area, good rapport must be established. Especially in
literature, children must feel free to express their ideas however
naive they seem to an adult. For this reason, I am spending time
getting acquainted with the children and tal4ing with them about families
and experiences. Today we spent about fifteen minutes doing this and
the time was profitably spent in my opinion.

The children felt comfortable with the discussion, as evidenced
by their desire to contribute and their wish to continue the discussion.
After finishing "The Happy Lion," our discussion about the book was
interrupted a number of times by children wishing to relate their per-
sonal experiences. I thought this all right, although somewhat dis-
tracting. At least they want to talk, only one ;.i% two seem hesitant.
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I asked the children what they would like to know about the
Happy Lion that they didn't know from the story. The purpose of such
a question was to introduce the idea of limitation; everything cannot
be included in a story, nor is this desirable. A few suggestions
were given, but time being short, I asked them to think about this
question, end we would talk about it the next day. Also, I asked
if they would like to 33arn more about the Happy Lion by reading
another story about him. The response was enthusiastic, and I hope to
get "The Happy Lion in African for use in class in the near future.

Third Da em sets on limitation meani cony ance and related-
ness of ideas. --Today we continued our discussion of what we would like
to knoY about the Happy Lion that 'the story doesn't tell us. Many of
their questions were quite imaginative:

How did this lion get harry?
Where did he came from?
Why is he a lion"
How old is he?
Why is he friendly?
Haw come he can talk?
How did he make friendts with Francois?
Why mac he tame?
Why didn't he eat Francois up?

Next we turned to the question of how we could find these things
out, The suggestion was made that we read other books about the Happy
Lion. I asked how Louise Fatio found out she had written in this
book. One child thought she had watched a tame lion at the zoo; ano-
ther child thought perhaps she had read books about lions and how they
acted. A third child said the author probably "thought him up in her
adnd and wrote it down. Rea lions are wild." I wondered if we
might do the same thing, and they all wanted to try. So it wee decided
thtt we write our own book about the Happy Lion.

First, though, I asked why this book didn't answer all of our
questions. Responses of the children included:

The author didn't think of it.
She didn't want to make the book too long.
She was too busy making other books.
She may have saved some for other books.
Maybe another book she wrote would answer some of these
questions.

We would get tired of reading it all.
Here a definite "limitation" idea is expressed. The author couldn't
have told everything. This is what I wanted them to realize. Although
the principle of art existing by or through limitation isn't encom-
passed here, a beginning to understanding it is made. The fact that
the work must be limited in some ways is a good first step.

For our own book we would need pictures or would we? (This
introduces the principle of literature conveying meaning. For young
children, pictures are a vital part of a literary work.) The answer
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was a unanimous yes. Specific reasons given by the children werc:
Pictures are for people who can't read.
Pictures make a book more fun.
It would be fun to make the pictures.
Pictures help to tell the story.
Pictures help you to know the words.
All books have pictures. (There was disagreement here.)

Next I asked how we should start* The children first wanted
to choose a name. Some suggestions for a title were:

The Happy Lion
The Things We Think About (because they are our questions)
Francois (because is a nice name)
Francois and the Lion
New Things AbOut the Happy Lion
Our Make-Up DAy
Monkey Business
Lion Business

In discussing these titles, it was decided that if Francois did not
get into the book, his name should not be in the title. "Monkey
Business" was ruled out as s title, too. I couldn't get the children
to tell why they did riot like these titles though. I asked what a title
Was for and got responses such asi "you need it for the first page'?"
One boy said a title helps you decide if you want to read the book.
"Howl" I asked. Finally, I suggested that a title tells what the book
is about. The children agreed. Then we went back to the out-of-place
titles and went over each. For edcample, ttt book would not be about
monkeys, so why name it "Monkey Business?" (This discussion brought
out the principle of relatedness of ideas in a literary work.)

that
mangage-After so much discussion about titles yesterday, there still
arose a question as to whether or not we should write the story first
and then compose a title for it. I pursued this line of thought, and
the pros and cons of it were brought to the fore. The class was almost
evenly divided, but a vote finally showed nine to six in favor of
writing the story first. One boy was really the inztigator of this
switch, loudly claiming that we could not possibly know what the story
was about until we wrote it. And the title tells what a story is
about.

After looking over the-questions which had been asked about the
Happy Lion the other day, I asked which questions they would like to
answer. The children had definite ideas about this.. Some of their
ideas were:

Answer all of the questions.
Don't answer all of the questions; this takes too much time.
We may not get through if we answer them all.
,Ask each question, then answer it;

The children decided to answer all of their questions and make up ans-
wers to each question rather than look for books which might answer
them.
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Work on the actual story was begun. The childrenst questions
were asked one by one, and Paswers were suggested and discussed.
As an example of the type of reasoning going on, I have recorded
one question and the responses given for it below:

Q. How did thle lion get happy?

Because people liked him.
Born in a zoo* Trainer was friendly and tamed him.
Something good happened to him. When he thought of

it he was happy.
Had splinter in his foot. Somebody rulled it out,

and made him happy.
Someone petted him when he was small.

Firthp-iwnrdrin.Cia.c.aultr.e.jlateslntni,11.1113tation
and conveyance ofne.--....Theclass continued discussing questions
and answers and wrote up the final story. One girl had brought in a
book about lions and we looked at it for ideas. They especially liked
the illustrations in this book and many expressed a desire to illustrate
our story. After much discussion and some disagreements, the following
is the story the children wrote. (In writing this story, it was
necessary for the children to relate their answers to what preceeded
that point in the story. Limitation was also stressed since all
answers given could not be used in the story* ileaning was corveyed;
they were telling potential readers about the Happy Lion and adven-
tures they had invented for him.)

Once upon a time there was a lion born in a jungle.
The jungle was in Africa.

He was a happy lion. Something happened to him one
time and when he thinks of it he's happy.

He stepped on a thorn, and a little boy named
Francois pulled it out for him.

Then they made friends, and the lion was happy. He
was the happiest lion in the jungle.

The lion was about fifteen years old.

The pa.agraph divisions represent each page of the story* It was
dittoed in this manner in order to leave ample room for illustration.
In summary: The basic principles which were emphasized in writing
this Cory mere:

Art exists in limitation. This limitation is intro-
duced by the structure and the forms of art; events
as such have no literary structure.

The first part of this principle especially was emphasized, and
choices as to what to include in the story were made daily.

Literature conveys meaning. The meanings conveyed
are intrinsically united to the forms by which
they are conveyed.
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This story was made up of the things the children wanted to
know, and ematually of what they wanted to nu. Meaning was conveyed,
and it was inextricably united to their story. What they had to tell
could not have been said without this story. For them, this was trae
at least to a certain extent. Being an author himself brings essence
to this principle for the child.

In literature, as in life itself, events an ideas
are connected, not isolated.

This pri_Jiple was nicely Illustrated by what the children actu-
ally Ivrea. Relatedness was the keynote and was kept throughout,
beginning with the title up until perhaps the last sentence. This
last sentence was discussed; however, in terms of he relatedness of
things in the story, but the children decided not to delete it. For
them, it was united adequately to the rest of the story.

These three principles were touched upon during this activity
in the classroom. The children-by no means nearned these principles,
but the aim here is to develop an appreciation and an ability to view
literature in terms of its structures. This is a beginning.

Week 11

This week was spent making illustrations to go with each of the
five pages of the book the children had w12`3n. Crayon drawings were
used, some of them quite imaginative. Again the principle of limita-
tion was stressed. Each day some of the children told about the
drawing they had done that day, what they had included in it and why.
They explained how it helped to tell the story and why it fit on that
particular page.

Illustrations in general were discussed and how this media could
be used in literature. This was done in conjunction with the fourth
principle listed previously, that is, literature, as an art uses cer-
tain forms and structures in transforming and limiting experience. In
a naivJ way, children might see illustrations as one of these forms.
(Adult literature would use different forms to accomplish the same
purposes.) Here, however, the pictures were one way of transforming
and limiting experiences which the children were trying to convey in
their story.

Finally, the principle of rolatedneso was again stressed. Haw
and why the picture Should be related to the words on that particular
page was brought out. The-connection of one page with the others in
terms of the drawings was also discussed. For example, if the child
drew a jingle setting for the home of the Happy Lion, he kept the lion
in this setting for the duration of the tale.

It nay be seen that in the first two weeks, through one activit:
four of the six principles outlined were touched upon and brought
out in some way.
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Week III

The first few days of this week were spend completing the first
project. The childrenst individual books were assembled, titles were
chosen individually, and eomparison with another lion book was made.
This was Zhona Gars 'Ulm Tired of Lions." We talked about hou this
book differed from "The Happy Lionwand from ours. The question, "Why
are books different?" was discussed. This brought out the principle
that literature was a transformation of experience. No two people
have the same experiendes. Consequently, no two people will think
exactly alike on any particular topic. Each person mill have different
things to say and wil1 choose to say them in a different way. No two
books will ever be alike.

Writing their own book brought this concept to the children in
a special way. The children could follow their awn thought processes
and perhaps see that the questions they had about the lion were unique,
as were their answers. In fact, the whole experience of writing and
illustrating their own book proved meaningful as a learning experience
for the children. Enthusiasm ran high throughout the project and
imaginative ideas were forthcoming from the majority of the children.
As for literary principles, the six outlined were all touched upon,
at least indirectly, with special emphasis as indicated. The process
of creating seemed an excellent way of bringing these principles to
the child in a way which he could understand and appreciate.

As a followup to this project, the ildren saw the film which
tells the story of the creation of Rolling C. Hollingts book, 21E22.
To watch the making-of a book in action (the actual limiting process)
was an excellent sequel to their own creative experience.

The last two days of the week, we shifted gears so to speak
and began to look at art forms as ways of expressing oneself. The
children had expressed some of their experiences by writing a story,
but there were other ways. What were some of them and why would one
choose them?

the story 'Norman the Doorman," by Don Freeman, was read to the
children. This story is a delightful tale of a mouse who lived in an
art gallery and decided to enter a sculpture contest. Vim asked
what sculpture was, none of the children knew, so the question was left
with them until, the next day.

Upon renewing our discussion the following day, I was pleased to
note thattwo children had found out about sculpture, and could help
explain it to the class. One child had brought a small bust of Presi-
dent Kennedy as an example of sculpture. The article led to a dis-
cussion of art forms in general, stressing the first principle outlined.
(The meaning conveyed in literature is intrinsically united to its
forms, or the form by which it is expressed.) First this principle
must be shown generally; meaning is united to the general art form,
be it-music; literature, painting, sculpture, or any other art form.
Subsequently, a movement towards the more specific literary form can
be made at a higher developmental level.
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Week IV

This whola week was spent continuing the study of art forms and
why they exist. Some of the questions pondered were:

What is sculptvre? How does it differ from other art forms?_
If you want to say something, what form would you choose?
Can -yop combine forms or use more than one to say a

particular thing?
Is one form preferable for saying one-kind of thing and
not another, perhaps?

Why did we choose a story form to tdll about the Happy Lion?
Could we have done a sculpture instead?
Would it have said the same thing?

These questions were discussed with some success. The main
emphasis was on the fact that there were different art forms and a
particular form was chosen by the artist with deference to what he
wants to say. In other words, there are many ways to express oneself.
This idea was made relevant to the children by talking about how a child
would show someone that he was angry. The childrens' ideas included
words, facial expression, physical attack, and isolation from the
other party. All of these ideas represented ways in which a child
might express his anger towards another person.

The question of choosing an appropriate expression was raised.
Some ways were decided to be better in certcuAl situations than in
others. The same is true with art. EXpression of an idea may be
better stated in one medium to serve a certain purpose, while another
medium might be appropriate if the idea had a different purpose to
serve. Again, ar+ is conveying meaning; this meaning is related to
the form in which it is being expressed. Here too is the idea of a
transformation of experience. One has something to say. It is his
own and he may choose how he would like to say it. Indirectly, the
principle of art being about life is here being brought out. An
author writes about his life, but the work of art itself does not
constitute his life-- rather, something he is saying about it.

The study of art forms and exprission was concluded with a book
called, "The Potter and the Little Greek Maid." The experience of the
day is related to emphasize the problems involved in presenting ab-
stract ideas to children of this age.

The hour began with a presentation by one of the children of a
vase he had brought as an example of sculpture. We talked about what
a vase might express which led into our story. The message of the
story was beyond them, and the tale didn't hold their interest past
the first page. I had suspected this type of reaction when I had
looked the book over. Not only the vocabulary, but many of the ideas
themselves were lost on a group of children of this age. (Death and
the hardships of life, for example.) I thought I would try it though,
since it was the story of a man who wanted to express his love for
life and nature in a piece of artwork, specifically a vase. I wanted
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and the multiplicity of ways in which this can be realized*

By the third page I was paraphrasing and by the fifth I decided
to go on and tell the stcry rather than read it.

In the remaining tizo, the theme was pursued by speaking of
music and how it is an expression of thoughts as well as were the
other art forms the class had named. I asked how they would let me
know if they were happy-- what, would they do or say? Words, pictures
and songs wore suggested, and the session was ended by singing a song
everyone knew about being happy.

What was accomplished during this section of the classroom work
was an application of the principles of literature to the whole realm
of ert itself. If a child can see how these ideas apply to art in
generals application of the principles to literature as a particular
art form is simplified. Again, the emphasis is upon viewing literature
in terms of structure, not memorizing or studying structure itsclf
apart from the art of which it is a part.

Week V

This week began a major emphasis on the forms and structures
which literature itself, as an art form, uses in transforming and
limiting experience. Art presents forms 44-om which to choose in
expressing oneself; literature presents different ways in which words
can be utilized and structured. A form is chosen to fit the purposes
of the author and what he wants to say. In other words, there are
many ways to express one's thought and feelings using words. A con-
ventional form L chosen in light of the author's content and intent.

The children were exposed to examples of various forms which
literature might take - plays, poetry, stories (including tall tales,
fairy tales, animal stories, and stories about people), and essays
(non-fiction). These forms were discussed, taking into account the
diffeY.2nces which the children would be able to appreciate. Besides
dealing with the works presented in terms of this principle, other
literary principles were brought in as appropriate. All of the literary
forms listed above were not dealt with in this one week but throughout
this particular week the emphasis was upon form and its relatedness
to meaning. Later, when other forms were encountered, the discussions
of this week were recalled and reemphasized.

Wee_k VI

This week was spent on poetry exclusively, using it to show
forth the general principles in literature. Characteristics of poetry
as a literary form were also brought out. Various types of poetry
were read, ranging from nonsense rhymes, and nursery rhymes, to serious
and' impressionistic poetry. A record of poetry being read to children
was played and enjoyed. Attempts to write poetry brought in a dis-
cussion of rhyme, rhythm and subject matter of poems.
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Thoughts about the emotional impact of poetry as opposed to
prose was discussed. How certain poems make a person feel gave
added sense to the idea of choosing a form of literature to fit
what one has to say.

Similarities to other forms of literature were also pointed out.
How a poem may tell a story, how limitation is necessary and haw form
and meaning are related were ideas presented for discussion. That
the principles of literature in general also apply to poetry points
out the fact that it is a form of literature. Poetry is not totally
different from other literary forms but displays family characteristics.
Each of the six basic principles outlined were brought in and continue
to be brought in throughout the remaining weeks regardless of the speci-
fic topic of discussion. The general nature of there literary prin-
ciples allows this flexibility of discussion and encompasses the task
well.

Week VII.

Sequence and relatedness within a literary work were the main
emphases this week. Some of the activities used to bring this to
the fore were reading stories out of sequence, making up endings to
storiess seeing only parts of picture stories before viewing the whole
story; creating picture stories and sequels to them. The emphasis
on the sixth literary principle outlined in evident. (The structures
used in a literary work are connected and 201..ted. In literature, as
in life itself, ideas and events are connected, not isolated.) Here
again, the other principles were dealt with as the occasion arose.

Throughout the work in the classroom, but in this unit especially,
the preliminary work done in the classroom proved valuable. A lesson
was done during this preliminary period concerning sequence and related-
ness of parts to the whole (Lesson V, Constructing a Story). This
lesson disclosed the importance of unfamiliarity on the children's part
with the pictures chosen and a more careful choice was made. Conse-
quently, more success was achieved; procedures and knowhow gained pre-
viously both contributing to this success.

Weeks VIII and IX

Two weeks were spent emphasizing art as a personal experience.
It seemed that the beet way to aid the children in amociating many
of the basic principles emphasized was to bring out tne fact that
literature is created by man; there is nothing supernatural or eternal
about it. It is, as has been discussed, the transformation of ex-
perience. Literature is about life. It is an expression of meaning
even while related to the form through which it is conveyed. Literature
is created by limitation. It has continuity.

In a way, these weeks were a finale to all that had gone before.
All six principles were discussed and commlified placed in new
contexts and brought to a personal level.
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Some of the activities involved were drawing to music, 'salting
nonsense rhymes, acting out and role p1a7ing, interpreting pictures
as well as creating by drawing picture stories, and comparison of
personal zxperience and )'ow it could be at into literary form.

The children listewd to music--how does it make you feel?
They drew to it--what does it make you think of? The children told
their stories about the ,drawings.sthey had made and what the music
meant to them. Not only the music, but the experiences the children
had with this music and their creations telling of these experiences
were personalized.

The children also learned of experiences of others 'nd haw
they expressed these incidents in literary form. The tale of Johnny
Appleseed told much about how the settlers may have felt about their
new land, and the people and animals within it.

. Each person views things differently and interprets his world
around him in his own way. To illustrate this personal nature of
art, a series of photographs, each sketched three different ways,
was used. These sketches pointed out in a graphic way that people
view things about them differently. The class discussed details one
artist saw that another didn't, What each artist chose to include
and delete from the actual photograph proIided an ideal springboard
for discussion of the principles of limitota.on and experience trans-
formation, as well as some of the other p..Aciples. The fact that
different portrayals of the same object Baia different things again
related form and meaning.

Opportunities for synthesis of the structure of literature were
also utilized chring this period. The connected nature of a work of
art as well as its completeness and what holds it together, were ideas
which were brought together.

Week X

The last week of classroom work was spent simply reading and
talking about stories without emphasis on any particular structures
or principles. Such principles as were applicable were brought in at
appropriate times, with summary comments when possible.

Two days were spent with the adventures of "Walter the Lazy
Mouse." Here again literature is the transformation of experience.
Literature is about life--not the life of a mouse really, but life
for human beings. This book really considers human nature rather
than animal life.

"Where the Wild Things Are II by Maurice Sendak, certainly de-
served a day of this closing week as this story exemplifies so clearly
many of the basic principles being studied. The tale is so clearly
a transformation of experience. The form is so definitely related to
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the meaning; even the size of the pictures shows this. The structures
are so well-related. The story is so definitely about life.

A day with Else Minarik's "No Fighting, No Biting" again gave
opportunity to bring in Lost of the principles. Here is a tale about
alligators and one about people; their similarities can hardly be
overlooked. The meanings conveyed, the experiences detailed, the
parallel structures, the unmistakable themes about human life all
present excellent opportunities for presenting literary structure.

On the Concluding day the last lesson from the training phase
was presented. Using this as a crude evaluative technique, the children's
ideas for story endings to the tale of "Who Took the Farmer's Hat ?"
were recorded. The previoud class had only two or three ending ideas
amongst them. This grc"p had a number of ideas which were quite ori-
ginal. The problem was what the farmer would do for a hat, since a
bird had adopted his old one for a home. Some of the children's ideas
were:

The man takes the hat and builds a nest for the birds.
The hat will, blow out of the tree and the man will Fet it.
The man didn't know it was his hat so he left it there
an went on looking for his hat elsewhere.

The man dumped out the eggs and took his haG home.
The eggs fell out and the man took his hat home.
The man left the hat for the poor birds and thought
about getting a new hat.

The hat grew bigger tipped over the ladder and left the
man hanging on a branch. Someone set the ladder
up again and he took the eggs out of the hat and took
it home.

The min waited on the ladder until thefggs hatched, then
he took his hat. He didn't want to hurt the eggs.

The man couldn't get the hat because there were too many
eggs in it.. The bird knocked the man off of the ladder
and he went home.

The CIAldren seemed to have enough lnderstanding of structure to know
what an ending was and that it was their prerogative as much as any-
one's to make up an ending for the story. The previous class seemed
to be attempting to guess the ending recorded in the book. The dif-
ferences in spontaneity and creativity were so great between the two
groups that at least part of the results were attributed to the approach
to literature to which these children have hoer exposed. Of course,
maturation and contact with litetature itself both undoubtedly have a
lotto say about Mho differences. However, this would likely not be
adequate explanation for such a wide gap.
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